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Summary
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements and let V be a vector space over Fq of dimension
n > 0. Let ΩV be the Drinfeld period domain over Fq. This is an affine scheme of finite
type over Fq, and its base change to Fq(t) is the moduli space of Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules
with level (t) structure and rank n. In this thesis, we give a new modular interpretation
to Pink and Schieder’s smooth compactification BV of ΩV .
Let Vˆ be the set V ∪{∞} for a new symbol∞. We define the notion of a V -fern over
an Fq-scheme S, which consists of a stable Vˆ -marked curve of genus 0 over S endowed
with a certain action of the finite group V oF×q . Our main result is that the scheme BV
represents the functor that associates an Fq-scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes
of V -ferns over S. Thus V -ferns over Fq(t)-schemes can be regarded as generalizations
of Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules with level (t) structure and rank n.
To prove this theorem, we construct an explicit universal V -fern over BV . We then
show that any V -fern over a scheme S determines a unique morphism S → BV , depend-
ing only its isomorphism class, and that the V -fern is isomorphic to the pullback of the
universal V -fern along this morphism.
We also give several functorial constructions involving V -ferns, some of which are
used to prove the main result. These constructions correspond to morphisms between
various modular compactifications of Drinfeld period domains over Fq. We describe
these morphisms explicitly.
i
Zusammenfassung
Seien Fq ein endlicher Ko¨rper mit q Elementen und V ein Vektorraum u¨ber Fq endlicher
Dimension n > 0. Sei ΩV der Drinfeld’sche Periodenbereich u¨ber Fq. Dieser ist ein affines
Schema von endlichem Typ u¨ber Fq, dessen Basis-Wechsel nach Fq(t) der Modulraum
von Drinfeld Fq[t]-Moduln vom Rang n mit Niveau (t) Struktur ist. In dieser Arbeit
geben wir Pinks und Schieders glatter Kompaktifizierung BV von ΩV eine neue modulare
Interpretation.
Sei Vˆ die Menge V ∪ {∞} fu¨r ein neues Symbol ∞. Wir fu¨hren den Begriff eines
V -Farns u¨ber einem Fq-Schema ein. Ein solcher besteht aus einer stabilen Vˆ -markierten
Kurve vom Geschlecht 0 u¨ber S zusammen mit einer gewissen Wirkung der endlichen
Gruppe V o F×q . Unser Hauptsatz ist, dass das Schema BV den Funktor repra¨sentiert,
der einem Fq-Schema die Menge der Isomorphieklassen von V -Farnen u¨ber S zuord-
net. Deshalb ko¨nnen V -Farne u¨ber Fq(t)-Schemen als Verallgemeinerungen von Drinfeld
Fq[t]-Moduln vom Rang n mit Niveau (t) Struktur betrachtet werden.
Um diesen Satz zu beweisen, konstruieren wir einen expliziten universellen V -Farn
u¨ber BV . Danach zeigen wir, dass ein beliebiger V -Farn u¨ber einem Schema S einen
eindeutigen Morphismus S → BV bestimmt, der nur von der Isomorphieklasse abha¨ngt,
derart, dass der V -Farn isomorph zur Zuru¨ckziehung des universellen V -Farns entlang
dieses Morphismus ist.
Wir fu¨hren auch verschiedene funktorielle Konstruktionen mit V -Farnen ein. Einige
davon werden verwendet im Beweis des Hauptsatzes. Diese Konstruktionen entsprechen
Morphismen zwischen unterschiedlichen modularen Kompaktifizierungen von Drin-
feld’schen Periodenbereichen u¨ber Fq, die wir explizit beschreiben.
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0 Introduction
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements. This thesis was motivated by a question in-
volving Drinfeld modules and their moduli spaces. For an overview of the theory, see
Drinfeld [4], Goss [6] and Deligne-Husemo¨ller [2]. More specifically, we are interested in
compactifications of such moduli spaces and will focus on the special case of Drinfeld
Fq[t]-modules of generic characteristic and rank n with level (t) structure. In this case,
1
the corresponding fine moduli space is obtained via base change from a Drinfeld period
domain over a finite field ΩV , which is an affine algebraic variety over Fq (see below for
more details). In [16], Pink and Schieder construct two projective compactifications of
ΩV and give each a modular interpretation: the normal Satake compactification QV , and
a smooth compactification BV which dominates QV . The aim of this thesis is to give BV
a new modular interpretation in terms of geometric objects that we call V -ferns. This
will hopefully aid in future efforts to construct useful compactifications of more general
Drinfeld modular varieties.
0.1 Drinfeld Modular Varieties
Let C be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible curve over Fq. Let ∞ ∈ C
be a closed point and let A := OC(C r {∞}). Such an A is called an admissible
coefficient ring. Let F := Quot(A) and let K be a field extension of F . The ring of
additive polynomials K[τ ] is the ring of polynomials in τ over K subject to the relation
τa = aqτ for all a ∈ K. A Drinfeld A-module (of generic characteristic) over K is a
homomorphism of Fq-algebras
ψ : A→ K[τ ], a 7→ ψa,0 + ψa,1τ + ψa,2τ 2 + . . .
such that ψa,0 = a for all a ∈ A, and ψ(A) 6⊂ K.
Let ψ be a Drinfeld A-module over K. There exists an n ∈ Z>0 such that degτ (ψa) =
n degA(a) for all a ∈ A, where degA(a) := dimFq A/(a). The integer n is called the rank
of ψ. Let I ⊂ A be a non-zero proper ideal. A level I structure on ψ is an A-module
isomorphism
λ : (I−1A/A)r ∼−→
⋂
i∈I
ker(ψi) =: ψ[I] ⊂ K.
Here ker(ψi) denotes the set of zeros of ψi (a priori contained in an algebraic closure of
K), and the definition of λ presupposes that ψ[I] ⊂ K.
One can generalize these notions and define Drinfeld A-modules of rank n and level
I over an arbitary F -scheme. The corresponding moduli functor is represented by a
smooth irreducible (n − 1)-dimensional affine algebraic variety MnA,I over F . It is then
natural to search for meaningful compactifications of MnA,I . An example is the Satake
compactification of Pink [15], which he denotes by M
n
A,I . This is normal integral proper
algebraic variety over F , but is singular when n > 3 (see [15, Theorem 7.8]). It is our
hope that generalizing the theory we describe in this thesis will lead to a “nice” (e.g.
smooth, toroidal...) compactification MnA,I ⊂ BnA,I dominating M
n
A,I , in such a way that
BnA,I itself has a meaningful geometric modular interpretation.
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0.2 The case A = Fq[t] and I = (t)
In the special case of Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules of rank n and level (t), the fine moduli
space MnFq [t],(t) is obtained via base change to SpecFq(t) from:
Ωn := Pn−1Fq r
⋃
H
H,
where H runs over the set of Fq-hyperplanes in Pn−1Fq . The scheme Ω
n, often referred to as
the Drinfeld period domain over Fq, has been studied by Rapoport [17], Orlik-Rapoport
[14] and Pink-Schieder [16]. As in [16], it will be useful to adopt a coordinate free
formulation in order to describe the compactifications of Ωn that we are interested in. Let
V be a finite dimensional vector space over Fq of dimension n. Let PV := Proj
(
SymV
)
,
and define
ΩV := PV r
⋃
H
H,
where H runs over the set of Fq-hyperplanes in PV . Any basis of V induces an iso-
morphism PV
∼→ Pn−1Fq sending ΩV to Ωn. In [16], a smooth compactification BV of ΩV
is constructed that differs in general from the tautological compactification PV . The
scheme BV is projective and defined as a closed subscheme of
∏
0 6=V ′⊂V PV ′ , where V
′
runs over all non-zero subspaces of V . It is shown that BV possesses a natural strati-
fication indexed by the flags of subspaces of V and that the complement BV r ΩV is a
divisor with normal crossings. Further properties of BV are established by Linden [10].
For further details, see Section 2.
0.3 Smooth V -ferns
We now turn to V -ferns, whose definition we motivate in the following paragraphs.
Keeping in mind the ever-fruitful analogy between Drinfeld modules and elliptic curves,
these V -ferns should correspond to generalizations of Drinfeld modules in the spirit of
the generalized elliptic curves of Deligne-Rapoport [3]. Indeed, the latter are used to
accomplish a task analogous to what one hopes to accomplish for Drinfeld modular
varieties, namely, to construct smooth algebraic compactifications of moduli of elliptic
curves with given level. On the other hand, we rely heavily on the work of Knudsen
[9] concerning the moduli space of stable n-pointed curves of a given genus. We recall
the definition (with a formulation that is more suited to our purposes) in the case of
genus 0:
Definition 0.1. Let K be a field, and let I be a finite set. A stable I-marked curve of
genus 0 over K is a pair (C, λ) where
1. C is a geometrically reduced, geometrically connected projective curve of genus 0
over K with at worst nodal singularities, and
3
2. λ : I ↪→ Csm(K), i 7→ λi, where Csm denotes the smooth locus of C, is an injective
map such that for each irreducible component E ⊂ C, the number of marked points
λi on E plus the number of singular points on E is > 3.
We call the map λ an I-marking of C. Since we never consider curves of higher
genus, we use the phrase “stable I-marked curve” in place of “stable I-marked curve
of genus 0” from now on. We visualize such curves as trees of copies of P1K . Stable I-
marked curves and their generalization to arbitrary base schemes are discussed in detail
in Section 1.
Let V :=
(
t−1Fq[t]/Fq[t]
)n
. A Drinfeld Fq[t]-module of rank n and level (t) over a
field extension K of Fq(t) may be viewed as a pair (ψ, λ) consisting of a homomorphism
ψ : Fq[t] −→ EndK(Ga) ∼= K[τ ]
a 7→ ψa
along with an injective Fq-linear map
λ : V
∼→ ker(ψt)(K) ⊂ Ga(K) = (K,+).
In fact ψ is determined by ψt, which is in turn determined by its zeros and the condition
that ψt,0 = t, so the level structure λ completely determines ψ.
Let Vˆ := V ∪ {∞} for a new symbol ∞. We add a “point at infinity” via the open
embedding
Ga,K ↪→ P1K , t 7→ (t : 1),
and obtain a map λˆ : Vˆ → P1K(K) from λ by sending ∞ to (1 : 0). The pair (P1K , λ) is
then a smooth stable Vˆ -marked curve. One obtains a left action of the group
G := V o F×q
on P1K via the homomorphism
ϕ : G→ PGL2(K), (v, ξ) 7→
(
ξ λv
0 1
)
.
This leads to the following definition:
Definition 0.2. A smooth V -fern over K is a tuple (C, λ, ϕ) consisting of a smooth
stable Vˆ -marked curve (C, λ) and a left G-action
ϕ : G→ AutK(C), (v, ξ) 7→ ϕv,ξ
such that
1. ϕv,ξ(λw) = λξw+v for all w ∈ Vˆ , and
4
2. there exists an isomorphism C
∼→ P1K with λ0 7→ (0 : 1) and λ∞ 7→ (1 : 0) under
which ϕξ corresponds to
(
ξ 0
0 1
)
∈ PGL2(K) for all ξ ∈ F×q .
The upshot of the preceding discussion is that one can naturally associate a smooth
V -fern over K to a Drinfeld Fq[t]-module of rank n and level (t) over K. In the above
notation, this is given by (ψ, λ) 7→ λ 7→ (P1K , λˆ, ϕ). After passing to isomorphism classes,
the notions are in fact equivalent.
We can generalize to the notion of a smooth V - fern over an arbitrary Fq-scheme S.
Roughly speaking, a smooth V - fern over S is a flat family over S of objects of the type
in Definition 0.2. One can show the following with relative ease:1
Proposition 0.3 (see Corollary 7.3). The scheme ΩV represents the functor that asso-
ciates to an Fq-scheme S the set of isomorphism classes of smooth V -ferns over S.
Remark. While the notion of a smooth V -fern makes sense over any Fq-scheme, Drin-
feld modules of generic characteristic only occur over Fq(t)-schemes. To generalize the
equivalence between smooth V -ferns over K and Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules of rank n and
level (t) over K, we must restrict ourselves to base schemes defined over Spec(Fq(t)).
However, we only restricted ourselves to Drinfeld modules of generic characteristic for
simplicity. In fact, one may drop the requirement that the Drinfeld module be of generic
characteristic, instead requiring that the characteristic of the Drinfeld module does not
divide (t). One then gets an equivalence for base schemes defined over Spec(Fq[t, t−1]).
One can go even further and generalize the notion of level structure to that of a Drinfeld
level structure (see, for instance, [2, Definition 6.1]). This allows one to define Drinfeld
modules of rank n and level (t) over arbitrary Fq[t]-schemes, though the correspondence
with smooth V -ferns then breaks down.
0.4 General V -ferns
To motivate the general definition of a V -fern, let R be a discrete valuation ring over
Fq, and suppose we are given a smooth V -fern (C, λ, ϕ) over the generic point of SpecR.
Knudsen shows in [9] that there is a fine moduli space MVˆ of stable Vˆ -marked curves
and thatMVˆ is proper. The valuative criterion for properness ([8, §II.4]) then says that
the morphism SpecK →MVˆ corresponding to (C, λ) extends uniquely to a morphism
SpecR→MVˆ . On other words, the curve (C, λ) extends uniquely to a stable Vˆ -marked
curve (C˜, λ˜) over SpecR. By the functoriality of the extension, the G-action ϕ can be
extended uniquely to C˜. The corresponding tuple (C˜, λ˜, ϕ˜) is characterized by certain
conditions generalizing those in Definition 0.2. It is important to note that the special
fiber of C˜ can be singular, and hence the resulting object is not in general a smooth
V -fern over SpecR.
1Without using Proposition 0.3 as an intermediary, we will prove a more general result directly and
obtain Proposition 0.3 as a corollary.
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It is then natural to define a V -fern over a general Fq-scheme S as a tuple (C, λ, ϕ),
where (C, λ) is a stable Vˆ -marked curve over S and ϕ : G → AutS(C) is a left group
action of G on C satisfying certain conditions generalizing those of Definition 0.2 (see
Definition 3.5). Note that we often write C in place of (C, λ, ϕ). A smooth V -fern is
then just a V -fern with smooth fibers. Since this is an open condition, Proposition 0.3
implies that the moduli space of V -ferns, if it exists, contains ΩV as an open subscheme.
The argument that a smooth V -fern over the generic point of SpecR extends uniquely
to a V -fern over SpecR applies just as well in the case of a general V -fern over the
generic point. The moduli space of V -ferns would thus satisfy the valuative criterion for
properness, so the notion of V -ferns points toward a modular compactification of ΩV .
0.5 Constructions involving V -ferns
We will use several constructions involving V -ferns repeatedly and in combination. For
convenience, we briefly introduce each of them here. Let S be a scheme over Fq and let
(C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over S. Consider a subspace 0 6= V ′ ( V.
Contraction
Contraction associates a V ′-fern (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) to C, along with a morphism C → C ′.
Conceptually, one obtains C ′ from C by forgetting the (V r V ′)-marked points and
contracting irreducible components until the curve is again stable. The contraction C ′
inherits a Vˆ ′-marking from C, and the G-action on C induces a left (G′ := V ′ o F×q )-
action on C ′. If C is smooth, then (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) = (C, λ|V ′ , ϕ|G′), and the contraction
morphism C → C ′ is the identity.
Grafting
Let V := V/V ′. Grafting yields a V -fern from a given V ′-fern (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) and V -fern
(C, λ, ϕ). Intuitively, one does this by gluing a copy of C ′ to each of the V -marked
points of C. The resulting curve possesses a natural Vˆ -marking (up to choosing a
decomposition V = V ′ ⊕ U) and left G-action.
Contraction to the v-component
This construction associates to C a pair (Cv, λv) consisting of a P1-bundle over S, i.e., a
scheme that is Zariski-locally isomorphic to P1S,2 along with a map λv : Vˆ → Cv(S) and a
morphism C → Cv. We call λv a Vˆ -marking and say Cv is a (smooth) Vˆ -marked curve.
The construction is related to the notion of contraction described above. Intuitively, one
obtains Cv from C fiberwise by contracting all irreducible components not containing
the v-marked point. We will mostly be interested in the case v =∞, but also consider
2Some authors use the term “P1-bundle” more generally to mean e´tale locally (equivalently flat
locally) trivial.
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the case v = 0. When C is smooth, we obtain Cv by simply forgetting the G-action
on C.
Line bundles
We also provide constructions associating line bundles with certain extra structure to
(C, λ, ϕ). One such construction assigns to C a pair (L, λ) consisting of a line bundle L
over S along with a fiberwise non-zero (see Definition 2.1) Fq-linear map λ : V → L(S).
To obtain L, we take the contraction to the ∞-component C∞ and define L to be the
complement of the image of the ∞-section.
Let V˚ := V r {0}. An analogous construction yields a pair (Lˆ, ρ) consisting of
a line bundle Lˆ over S and a fiberwise non-zero reciprocal map (see Definition 8.4)
ρ : V˚ → Lˆ(S). This construction differs from the preceding one in that we instead take
the contraction to the 0-component C0 and define Lˆ to be the complement of the 0-
marked point.
0.6 Main theorem and outline of the proof
Our main result is the following:
Main Theorem (see Theorem 7.1). The scheme BV represents the functor that asso-
ciates an Fq-scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes of V -ferns over S.
We denote the functor referred to in the Main Theorem by
FernV : Sch
op
Fq −→ Set
S 7→
{
Isomorphism classes
of V -ferns over S
}
.
Roughly speaking, our strategy for proving the theorem is to begin by defining a univer-
sal V -fern (CV , λV , ϕV ) over BV . For an arbitrary Fq-scheme S and a V -fern (C, λ, ϕ)
over S, we then show that there exists a unique morphism fC : S → BV such that C is
isomorphic to the pullback f ∗CCV . We now give a more detailed outline of the proof.
Step 1: Construct the universal family
Let Σ := V × (V r {0}) and let PΣ := ∏(v,w)∈Σ P1. We define the universal V -fern
pi : CV → BV as the scheme theoretic closure of the image of a certain morphism from
ΩV × A1 to BV × PΣ.
Recall that a flag F of V is a set {V0, . . . , Vm} of subspaces of V with m ∈ Z>0
such that V0 = {0} and Vm = V and Vi ( Vj for i < j. We say that F is complete
if m = dimV . For each flag F of V , there is an open subscheme UF of BV which
represents a certain subfunctor of the functor in [16] which is represented by BV . As F
varies over all (complete) flags of V , the UF form an open covering of BV .
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In order to endow CV with the structure of a V -fern, we separately consider a scheme
CF , which is a closed subscheme of UF × PΣ defined by explicit polynomial equations.
We endow CF with the structure of a V -fern and then show that CF = pi−1(UF). This
allows us to glue the V -fern structures on the various CF to obtain one on CV .
Step 2: Reduction to the case of F-ferns
We show that for a V -fern (C, λ, ϕ) over a scheme S one can associate to each s ∈ S a
flag Fs coming from the fiber Cs. For a fixed flag F , we define an F-fern to be a V -fern
for which Fs ⊂ F . The locus SF := {s ∈ S | Fs ⊂ F} is open in S and the SF cover
S as F varies over all (complete) flags of V . We reduce the proof of the Main Theorem
to showing that UF represents FernF , where F is a complete flag, with the universal
F -fern is given by CF .
Step 3: Morphism to UF representing an F-fern
Let F be a complete flag and let (C, λ, ϕ) be an F -fern over a scheme S. Using one of
the constructions described above, we associate a pair (L, λ) to C consisting of a line
bundle L over S and an Fq-linear map λ : V → L(S) such that the image of V generates
the sheaf of sections L of L. Using the well-known description of the functor of points
of projective space ([8, §II.7]), the isomorphism class of the pair (L, λ) corresponds
to a unique morphism S → PV . By repeatedly contracting and applying the same
construction, we obtain morphisms S → PV ′ for each 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V , and hence a morphism
fC : S →
∏
06=V ′⊂V
PV ′ .
The scheme UF is a locally closed subscheme of
∏
06=V ′⊂V PV ′ , and we show that fC
factors through UF .
Step 4: Key lemma for induction
Write F = {V0, . . . Vn} and F ′ = {V0, . . . Vn−1 =: V ′}. We prove the following lemma:
Key Lemma (see Lemma 7.13). Let (C, λ, ϕ) and (D,µ, ψ) be F-ferns such that the
V ′-contractions C ′ and D′ are isomorphic F ′-ferns. Suppose further that C∞ ∼= D∞ as
Vˆ -marked curves. Then C and D are isomorphic.
Step 5: Induction on dimV and the remainder of the proof
We prove the Main Theorem in the dimV = 1 case. In the general case, the Key Lemma
allows us to use induction on dimV to show that C ∼= f ∗CCF as follows. There is a natural
morphism p : UF → UF ′ , and we show that the pullback p∗CF ′ is isomorphic to the V ′-
contraction (CF)′ of CF . We consider the V ′-contraction C ′ of C and the corresponding
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morphism fC′ constructed in the same manner as fC . We show that fC′ = p ◦ fC . Using
induction, we obtain a chain of isomorphisms
C ′ ∼= f ∗C′CF ′ ∼= (p ◦ fC)∗CF ′ ∼= f ∗C(p∗CF ′) ∼= f ∗C(CF)′.
Using the fact that contraction commutes with pullback, the last scheme is isomorphic
to the V ′-contraction of f ∗CCF . We then show that the contractions to the∞-components
C∞ and (f ∗CCF)∞ are isomorphic. The may thus apply the Key Lemma to deduce that
C and f ∗CCF are isomorphic.
Finally, we show that the pullbacks of the universal family under two distinct mor-
phisms fromS to BV yield non-isomorphic V -ferns over S, concluding the proof of the
main theorem.
0.7 Results on morphisms of moduli spaces
After proving the Main Theorem, we provide some additional results concerning certain
natural morphisms amongst the schemes BV and QV and PV , where V may also vary.
More precisely, we relate them to the various constructions involving V -ferns described
above. Contraction and grafting correspond to morphisms BV → BV ′ and BV ′ ×BV →
BV respectively, whereas the two line bundle constructions give morphisms BV → PV
and BV → QV . We will show that all of these agree with the natural morphisms between
the same schemes described in [16] (see Propositions 7.15, 8.1, 8.2 and 8.11).
0.8 Outlook for the general case
We conclude the introduction with a short word on the generalization to Drinfeld mod-
ular varieties MnA,I for arbitrary A and (0) 6= I ( A. In [15], Pink defines the Satake
compactification of MnA,I to be a normal integral proper variety M
n
A,I with an open
embedding MnA,I ↪→ M
n
A,I , which satisfies a certain universal property. In proving the
existence of such a compactification, he reduces to the case of Drinfeld Fq[t]-modules
with level (t), where the Satake compactification is given by the base change of QV to
SpecFq(t). This reduction is mainly accomplished using the following two observations.
First, if I ′ ⊂ I ⊂ A are proper non-zero ideals, then MnA,I can be realized as a quotient
of M
n
A,I′ under the action of a finite group. Second, for certain A ⊂ A′ and I ′ := IA′ and
n = n′ · [F ′/F ], where F and F ′ are the corresponding quotient fields, there is a finite
injective morphism Mn
′
A′,I′ → MnA,I . Then M
n′
A′,I′ is the normalization of M
n
A,I in the
function field of Mn
′
A′,I′ . In proving the existence of the Satake compactification from the
base case, the first observation allows one to increase the level, and the second allows
one to enlarge the admissible coeffecient ring.
One might use similar reasoning to generalize BV . First, appropriately generalize
the notion of a V -fern and consider the corresponding moduli functor. Then exploit the
morphisms MnI′,A → MnI,A and Mn′I′,A′ → MnA,I to reduce the question of representabiliy
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to the case A = Fq[t] and I = (t). It is our hope that the foundations laid here will lead
to the success of such an approach.
Outline
Section 1. We review the notion of stable marked curves of genus 0 and recall the con-
cepts of contraction and stabilization from [9]. We describe a related construction, the
contraction to the i-component, of which the contraction to the v-component mentioned
above is a special case.
Section 2. We recall the construction of BV from [16] and gather additional results
from loc. cit. which will be of use to us. In particular, we describe the open subscheme
UF ⊂ BV associated to a flag F of V .
Section 3. The concept of V -ferns is formally introduced. We then demonstrate several
of their properties. First, we discuss V -ferns over a field, and show that there is a natural
way to associate a flag of V to each such fern. As a result, for a V -fern over an arbitrary
Fq-scheme S, we can associate a flag Fs of V to each s ∈ S. We then discuss V -ferns
for dimV = 1 and 2. In the first case, we show that there is exactly one V -fern over S
up to (unique) isomorphism. This provides the base case for the induction in our proof
of the Main Theorem.
Section 4. We describe the contraction, grafting and line bundle constructions associ-
ated to V -ferns in detail.
Section 5. Let F be a flag of V . We define the notion of an F -fern. For a scheme S
and V -fern C over S, we also define the locus SF ⊂ S over which C is an F -fern. We
show that SF is open and that the SF cover S as F varies.
Section 6.We construct the universal family CV over BV . This constitutes the technical
bulk of the thesis.
Section 7. Here we prove the Main Theorem.
Section 8. We consider the morphisms corresponding the each of the constructions
described in Section 4 between various moduli schemes.
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Notation and conventions
We gather some notation and conventions here for easy reference:
Fq a finite field of q elements;
V a finite dimensional vector space over Fq of dimension n > 0;
Vˆ the set V ∪ {∞} for a new symbol ∞.
V˚ the set V r {0}.
G the finite group V o F×q ;
SV the symmetric algebra of V over Fq,
RSV the localization of SV obtained by inverting all v ∈ V r {0}.
PV the scheme Proj(SV );
ΩV the complement of the union of all Fq-hyperplanes in PV
Σ the set V × V˚
PΣ the scheme
∏
(v,w)∈Σ P1.
For a morphism X → S and s ∈ S, we denote the fiber over s by Xs. Given another
morphism f : T → S, we often denote the base change X ×S T by f ∗X. For an open
immersion j : U ↪→ S, we will usually write X|U in place of j∗X.
We always view the irreducible components of a scheme as closed subschemes en-
dowed with the induced reduced scheme structure.
1 Stable marked curves of genus 0
In this section we collect some useful facts and constructions involving stable marked
curves of genus 0. The main references are [1] and [9]. Let S be an arbitrary scheme,
and let I be a finite set.
1.1 Stable I-marked curves of genus 0
Definition 1.1. An I-marked curve (C, λ) of genus 0 over S is a flat and proper scheme
C over S, together with a map
λ : I → C(S), i 7→ λi
such that for every geometric point s of S,
1. the geometric fiber Cs is a reduced and connected curve with at most ordinary
double point singularities,
2. the equality dimH1(Cs,OCs) = 0 holds.
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A closed point p ∈ Cs is called marked if p = λi(s) for some i ∈ I. The point p is called
special if it is singular or marked. We say that (C, λ) is stable if, in addition to the
above,
3. the curve Cs is smooth at the marked points λi(s),
4. we have λi(s) 6= λj(s) for all i 6= j,
5. each irreducible component of Cs, contains at least 3 special points.
Remark. Conditions (1) and (2) imply that each geometric fiber is a tree of copies of
P1. We will see later that this already holds on (scheme-theoretic) fibers (Proposition
1.19).
We call the map λ : I → C(S) an I-marking on C. From now on, we abbreviate the
expression “I-marked curve of genus 0” by I-marked curve. We will often write C for
the pair (C, λ) if confusion is unlikely.
In [9] a morphism of stable I-marked curves f : (C, λ) → (D,µ) over a scheme S is
defined to be an isomorphism over S such that f ◦ λi = µi for all i ∈ I. In the following
paragraphs, we will define a more general notion of morphisms between (not necessarily
stable) I-marked curves that is equivalent to Knudsen’s definition when the curves are
stable. One of the main results in [9], written here in the context of stable I-marked
curves is the following:
Theorem 1.2 ([9], Theorem 2.7). The functorMI associating to a scheme S the set of
isomorphism classes of stable I-marked curves over S is represented by a scheme MI ,
which is smooth and proper over SpecZ.
Remark. Knudsen’s result in [9] actually states that the Deligne-Mumford moduli stack
MI is smooth and proper over SpecZ. For I := {1, . . . , n} ⊂ N, write Mn := MI .
Knudsen proves that the universal stable k-pointed curve Zk is isomorphic to Mk+1.
Moreover, ifMk is representable by a scheme, then so is Zk. To see that the stackMn
is a scheme, it thus suffices by induction to observe thatM3 is representable by SpecZ.
We will often use the following consequence of the existence of a fine moduli scheme:
Corollary 1.3 (Uniqueness of morphisms). For any stable I-marked curves (C, λ) and
(D,µ) over a scheme S, there exists at most one morphism of stable I-marked curves
between them.
Lemma 1.4. Let X and Y be schemes over S, and let f : X → Y be an S-morphism.
Assume
(a) X is locally of finite presentation over S,
(b) X is flat over S,
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(c) Y is locally of finite type over S, and
(d) for all s ∈ S, the induced morphism fs : Xs → Ys on fibers is an isomorphism.
Then f is an isomorphism.
Proof. Conditions (a) and (c) together imply that f is locally of finite presentation ([18,
Tag 02FV]). In particular, the morphism f is locally of finite type, so we may apply
Proposition 17.2.6 in [7], which says that f is a monomorphism if and only if for all
y ∈ Y , the fiber f−1(y) is empty or isomorphic to Spec k(y). Fix y ∈ Y , and let s be the
image of y in S. Since fs is an isomorphism, we have f
−1(y) ∼= f−1s (y) ∼= Spec k(y), and
thus f is a monomorphism and in fact bijective. We next apply the crite`re de platitude
par fibre ([18], Tag 039A), which says that if (a)-(c) hold and fs is flat for all s ∈ S,
then f is flat. A flat monomorphism that is locally of finite presentation is an open
immersion ([7, Theorem 17.9.1]). Since a bijective open immersion is an isomorphism,
this concludes the proof.
Let (C, λ) and (D,µ) be I-marked curves over a scheme S, and let f : C → D be an
S-morphism such that f ◦ λi = µi for all i ∈ I. Consider the set
Z := {d ∈ D | dim f−1(d) = 1}. (1.1)
For each s ∈ S, we also define
Zs := {d ∈ Ds | dim f−1s (d) = 1}. (1.2)
Proposition 1.5. The set Z is closed in D and finite over S when endowed with the
induced reduced subscheme structure. Moreover, for every s ∈ S, we have Z ∩Ds = Zs.
Proof. We first show that Z is a closed subset of D. According to [7, Corollary 13.1.5],
given a proper morphism of schemes g : X → Y , the function Y → Z, y 7→ dimXy
is upper semicontinuous. Since C is proper over S, the morphism f is proper, and we
deduce by upper semicontinuity that the set of points d ∈ D such that dim f−1(d) > 1
is closed. The dimension of f−1(d) is bounded above by 1 for all d ∈ D, so this set is
precisely Z. Hence Z is closed.
Let s ∈ S and let d ∈ D be a point lying over s. Since f−1s (d) ∼= f−1(d), we
immediately deduce that Z ∩ Ds = Zs. We claim that Zs is a finite set. This follows
easily from the fact that each irreducible component of Cs maps onto an irreducible
closed subset of Ds, i.e., an irreducible component or a closed point of Ds. The set Zs
consists precisely of the images of irreducible components of Cs mapping to a closed
point. Since Cs has finitely many irreducible components, the finiteness of Zs follows.
Endow Z with the induced reduced scheme structure inherited from D. Since D
is proper over S, so is Z. Moreover, the fact that each Zs is finite implies that Z is
quasi-finite over S. Since a proper morphism is finite if and only if it is quasi-finite ([5,
Corollary 12.89]), we conclude that Z is finite over S.
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Lemma 1.6. Let Y ↪→ D be a closed subscheme which is finite over S, and suppose that
f induces an isomorphism C r f−1(Y ) ∼→ D r Y . Let s ∈ S and let s be a geometric
point centered at s. The fiber f−1s (y) is connected for every y ∈ Ys.
Proof. Suppose y ∈ Ys and that f−1s (y) is disconnected. Since Cs is connected, there
exists a unique chain of irreducible components in Cs r f−1s (y) connecting any two
connected components of f−1s (y). The image of any such chain forms a loop in Ds
(viewed as a graph) at y which contradicts the fact that Ds has genus 0.
Proposition 1.7. The following are equivalent:
(a) There exists a closed subscheme Y of D which is finite over S such that f induces
an isomorphism C r f−1(Y ) ∼→ D r Y .
(b) For each s ∈ S, the morphism fs induces an isomorphism Csrf−1s (Zs) ∼→ DsrZs.
(c) The morphism f induces an isomorphism C r f−1(Z) ∼→ D r Z.
Proof. Since we aim to apply Lemma 1.4, we first show that C and C ′ are S-schemes of
finite presentation. Both C and C ′ are obtained via base change from schemes of finite
type over a noetherian base by Theorem 1.2. Since finite type and finite presentation are
equivalent over a noetherian base, and we conclude by observing that finite presentation
is preserved under base change.
(a)⇒(b): Let s ∈ S. The assumption in (a) implies that fs induces an isomorphism
Cs r f−1s (Ys)
∼→ Ds r Ys; hence Zs ⊂ Ys. If Zs = Ys, then (b) immediately follows.
Suppose Zs ( Ys. It suffices to show that fs induces an isomorphism Cs r f−1s (Zs)
∼→
DsrZs, where s is a geometric point centered at s. Let d ∈ YsrZs. Then f−1s (d) must
be 0-dimensional by the definition of Zs. By Lemma 1.6, the fiber f
−1
s (d) is connected
and thus consists of a single point. Let Us := Cs r f−1s (Ys r {d}). Since f−1s (d) is a
point, by applying [7, Proposition 17.2.6] in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.4,
we deduce that the restriction fs|Us : Us → Ds r (Ys r {d}) is a monomorphism. It is
also proper and hence a (bijective) closed immersion ([5, Corollary 12.92]). Since Cs and
Ds are reduced, it follows that fs|Us is an isomorphism. Iterating this process for every
point in Ys r Zs, we find that fs restricts to an isomorphism Cs r f−1s (Zs)
∼→ Ds r Zs,
as desired.
(b)⇒(c): This follows directly from Lemma 1.4 and the fact that Zs = Z ∩ Ds by
Proposition 1.5.
(c)⇒(a): Endowing Z with the induced reduced subscheme structure inherited from
D, we deduce from Proposition 1.5 that (a) holds with Y := Z .
Definition 1.8. We call a morphism f : (C, λ)→ (D,µ) satisfying any of the equivalent
properties in Proposition 1.7 a morphism of I-marked curves.
We observe that the identity is a morphism of I-marked curves and that the com-
posite of two morphisms of I-marked curves is again a morphism of I-marked curves.
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Proposition 1.9. Let S be a scheme. The I-marked curves over S and the morphisms
between them form a category.
In order to simplify the proof of the next proposition, we introduce the concept of a
dual graph:
Definition 1.10. Let (C, λ) be a stable I-marked curve over an algebraically closed field.
The dual graph ΓC of C is defined to have
1. a vertex for each irreducible component of C;
2. an edge for each node of C, joining the corresponding vertices;
3. a labeled half edge for each I-marked point, emanating from the corresponding
vertex.
The graph ΓC is a connected tree and the definition of stability translates to each
vertex having degree > 3. Given a non-empty closed subset E ⊂ C such that every
connected component of E is 1-dimensional, we define the subgraph ΓE generated by E
to be the subgraph of ΓC with vertices corresponding to the irreducible components of
E and whose edges consist of the edges of ΓC incident to those vertices. In particular,
the graph ΓE has a half edge for each irreducible component of E that intersects an
irreducible component of C r E. We call the half edges in ΓE the external edges and
denote the number of external edges in ΓE by n
ext
E . We call the remaining edges of
ΓE the internal edges, and we call a vertex that has at most one internal edge incident
to it a leaf. A leaf of ΓC corresponds to a irreducible component of F of C such that
|F ∩ C r F | 6 1. We call such components the tails of C.
Figure 1: A stable {1, 2, 3, 4}-marked curve C and its dual graph. The closed subset
E and the subgraph ΓE generated by it are represented by thick lines.
E
λ4
λ3
C
λ1
λ2
ΓC
ΓE
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
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Lemma 1.11. For every E, we have nextE > 3.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of irreducible components m of E. If
m = 1, then the external edges of ΓE correspond precisely to the special points on E.
The lemma then follows directly from the definition of a stable I-marked curve. Suppose
m > 1. Let F ⊂ E be an irreducible component. Then ΓE = ΓErF ∪ ΓF ⊂ ΓC . By the
induction hypothesis, both ΓErF and ΓF have at least three external edges. Since all of
the graphs are trees, the graphs ΓErF and ΓF have at most one shared edge. It follows
that nextE > nextErF + n
ext
F − 2 > 4 by induction.
Proposition 1.12. Let f : (C, λ) → (D,µ) be a morphism of I-marked curves over S.
If C and D are both stable, then f is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, the morphism f is an isomorphism if and only if fs is an iso-
morphism for all s ∈ S, which in turn holds if and only if fs is an isomorphism for
any geometric point s centered on s. We may thus assume without loss of general-
ity that S = Spec k for an algebraically closed field k. Suppose Z ⊂ D as defined in
(1.1) is non-empty and consider d ∈ Z. Let E be the set of irreducible components in
C r f−1(d) which have non-empty intersection with f−1(d). Since f is an isomorphism
over a deleted neighborhood of d, it follows that the elements of E map isomorphically
onto distinct irreducible components of D which all intersect at the point d. Since D
has at worst nodal singularities and f is non-constant, it follows that 0 6 |E| 6 2.
Suppose |E| = 2. Consider the subgraph Γf−1(d) ⊂ ΓC . Each external edge of
Γf−1(d) corresponds either to the intersection of an irreducible component of f
−1(d) with
an irreducible component of C r f−1(d) or to an I-marked point contained in f−1(d).
Since |E| = 2, there are exactly 2 external edges of the first kind, and it follows from
Lemma 1.11 that f−1(d) contains a marked point. But then the corresponding marked
point of D is the singular point d, which is not allowed. If |E| = 1, then Lemma 1.11
implies that f−1(d) contains at least two marked points, which again correspond to
d ∈ D. Since the marked points of D are required to be distinct, this is a contradiction.
Finally, if |E| = 0, then f is constant, which is similarly prohibited. Thus Z is empty
and f is an isomorphism, as desired.
Consider a morphism T → S, and let (D,µ) be an I-marked curve over T . We define
a morphism from (D,µ)→ (C, λ) to be a commutative diagram
D

// C

T // S
(1.3)
such that the induced morphism D → C ×S T is a morphism of I-marked curves.
Corollary 1.13. If (D,µ) and (C, λ) are both stable, then (1.3) is cartesian.
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Remark. Proposition 1.12 and Corollary 1.13 show that when (D,µ) and (C, λ) are
both stable then our notion of a morphism of stable I-marked curves is identical to
that of [9], where a morphism is defined to be a cartesian diagram of the form in (1.3)
respecting the I-markings of D and C. Our results also demonstrate that the category
of stable I-marked curves over S forms a full subcategory of the category of I-marked
curves over S.
1.2 Contractions
Note that for stable I-marked curves to exist, we must have |I| > 3. Let (C, λ) be a
stable I-marked curve over a scheme S. Consider a subset I ′ ⊂ I with |I ′| > 3.
Definition 1.14. Let (C ′, λ′) be an I-marked curve over S, together with a morphism
f : (C, λ) → (C ′, λ′). We call C ′ a contraction of C with respect to I ′ if the pair
(C ′, λ′|I′) is a stable I ′-marked curve.
Intuitively, the contraction is obtained by viewing C as an I ′-marked curve and then
(on geometric fibers) contracting irreducible components containing fewer than three
special points until one obtains a stable I ′-marked curve. This is indeed the definition
given by Knudsen in [9], where contractions are only explicitly defined when I ′ = Ir{i}
for some i ∈ I. The following proposition shows that the two definitions are equivalent.
Proposition 1.15. Let S = Spec k for an algebraically closed field k, and let I ′ := Ir{i}
for a fixed i ∈ I. Let (C, λ) and (C ′, λ′) be I-marked curves, and suppose that (C, λ)
and (C ′, λ′|I′) are stable. Consider a morphism f : C → C ′ of schemes over S satisfying
f ◦ λi = λ′i for all i ∈ I. Then C ′ is a contraction if and only if
(a) C is stable as an I ′-marked curve and f is an isomorphism, or
(b) C is not stable as an I ′-marked curve and f sends the irreducible component Ei
of C containing the i-marked point to a point c′ ∈ C and induces an isomorphism
C r Ei
∼→ C ′ r {c′}.
Proof. Under our assumptions, the morphism f is a contraction if and only if it satisfies
any of the equivalent conditions in Proposition 1.7. The “if” direction thus follows from
the fact that (a) and (b) both imply condition (b) in Proposition 1.7.
For the converse, suppose f : (C, λ) → (C ′, λ′) is a contraction. If C is stable as
an I ′-marked curve, then f is an isomorphism by Proposition 1.12, so (i) holds. If C
is not stable, we must show that the closed subset Z ⊂ C ′ as defined in (1.1) consists
exclusively of the point c′i := λ
′
i(S) and that f
−1(c′i) = Ei. Let c
′ ∈ Z and consider
the set E of irreducible components of C r f−1(c′) which have non-empty intersection
with f−1(c′). By the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 1.12, we must have
0 < |E| 6 2.
If |E| = 2, then, by the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 1.12, the
stability of C implies that the fiber f−1(c′) contains an I-marked point. We claim that
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the only marked point in f−1(c′) is the i-marked point. Indeed, in this case c′ ∈ C ′
is a nodal singularity in C ′. Since C ′ is stable, the I ′-marked points are smooth by
definition. The fiber f−1(c′) therefore cannot contain an I ′-marked point, which yields
the claim. The stability of C then implies that f−1(c′) is irreducible and hence equal to
Ei, as desired.
By similar reasoning, if |E| = 1, the fiber f−1(c′) must contain precisely two marked
points, and these correspond to i and some i′ ∈ I ′. The stability of C again implies that
f−1(c′) is irreducible and hence equal to Ei.
Figure 2: Example of a contraction for I := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and I ′ := {1, 2, 3, 5}.
λ5
λ5
λ3, λ4
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
λ1
λ2
Proposition 1.16. Let (C, λ) be a stable I-marked curve, and let I ′ be a subset of I
with |I ′| > 3. There exists a contraction f : (C, λ) → (C ′, λ′) of C with respect to I ′.
The tuple (C ′, λ′, f) is unique up to unique isomorphism.
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of contractions when I ′ = I r {i} for some i ∈ I is
proven in [9, Proposition 2.1]. Iterating this (using that the composite of morphisms of
I-marked curves is again such a morphism) and noting that the result is independent of
the order in which we forget sections [1, Lemma 10.6.10], yields the desired contraction
for general I ′.
Let (C ′, λ′) be the contraction of (C, λ) with respect to I ′. For each i ∈ I, we denote
the image of the i-marked section by Zi ⊂ C ′. Since C ′ is separated over S, each Zi is
closed in C ′. Consider
Z(IrI′) :=
⋃
i∈(IrI′)
Zi.
The following property of contractions will be used repeatedly in later sections.
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Proposition 1.17. The contraction morphism f : C → C ′ induces an isomorphism
C r f−1(Z(IrI′))
∼→ C ′ r Z(IrI′).
Proof. Let s ∈ S, and let c′ ∈ C ′s be a point with dim f−1s (c′) = 1. We consider the set
of irreducible components of Cs r f−1s (c′) which intersect f−1s (c′) and apply the same
argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.15 to deduce that f−1s (c
′) contains an (Ir I ′)-
marked point. It follows that Z ⊂ C ′ as defined in (1.1) is contained in Z(IrI′), and the
proposition follows by the definition of a morphism of I-marked curves.
Irreducible components of stable I-marked curves
The following lemma and proposition give a nice consequence of the existence of con-
tractions. Let (C, λ) be a stable I-marked curve over Spec k, where k is a field, and fix
an algebraic closure k of k.
Lemma 1.18. Every irreducible component of C is geometrically irreducible.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |I|. If |I| = 3, then it follows directly from the
definition of stability that the base change Ck must be isomorphic to P1k; hence C is
geometrically irreducible. Suppose |I| = n > 3. Let i ∈ I and consider the contraction
C ′ of C with respect to I ′ := I r {i}. Let Z ⊂ C ′ be as defined in (1.1). Since
|I ′| = n− 1, it follows from the induction hypothesis that every irreducible component
of C ′ is geometrically irreducible. If Z = ∅, then the contraction morphism f : C → C ′
is an isomorphism by definition, so we deduce the same for the irreducible components
of C. Otherwise, the base change Zk must consist of a single point, whose image
in C ′ we denote by c′ (so that Z = {c′}). Then f−1(c′)k is irreducible, so f−1(c′)
is geometrically irreducible. By definition, the morphism f induces an isomorphism
C r f−1(c′) ∼→ C ′ r {c′}. The induction hypothesis then implies that every irreducible
component of Cr f−1(c′) is geometrically irreducible. Since C =
(
Cr f−1(c′)
)∪f−1(c′),
this proves the lemma.
Proposition 1.19. Let E ⊂ C be an irreducible component. Then E ∼= P1k.
Proof. If E contains an I-marked point, then it is isomorphic to P1k because any con-
nected smooth projective curve of genus 0 over Spec k possessing a k-rational point is
isomorphic to P1k. Suppose E contains no I-marked points. The base change Ek is
irreducible by Lemma 1.18 and also contains no I-marked points. It follows that Ek
contains as least three singular points. This implies that Ck r Ek has at least three
connected components. Since C is stable, we can choose a marked point on each of
these components. The chosen points correspond to some I ′ := {i, j, k} ⊂ I. Let C ′
denote the contraction of C with respect to I ′. Then C ′ contains a marked point and is
thus isomorphic to P1k. The contraction morphism f : C → C ′ then induces a morphism
E → C ′ ∼= P1k. This becomes an isomorphism after base change to k and is hence itself
an isomorphism.
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Remark. It follows from Proposition 1.19 that we may replace every instance of the
geometric fiber in Definitions 1.1 and 1.14 by the (scheme-theoretic) fiber, and we will
often do so in the remainder of the text.
1.3 Contraction to the i-component
Let (C, λ) be a stable I-marked curve over a scheme S, and fix an element i ∈ I. In this
subsection we construct an I-marked curve (Ci, λi) along with a morphism f : C → Ci
which, on fibers, contracts the irreducible components of C not meeting the i-marked
point. We first formalize what we mean for a morphism to contract a given set of
irreducible components.
Definition 1.20. Suppose S = Spec k, where k is a field. Let E be a set of irreducible
of components of C such that ⋃
E∈E
E ( C.
Let C ′ be an I-marked curve over k. We say that a morphism f : C → C ′ contracts E
if f(E) is a closed point in C ′ for every E ∈ E , and f induces an isomorphism from
C r
(⋃
E∈E E
)
to C ′ r f
(⋃
E∈E E
)
.
For a morphism X → S of schemes, a relative effective Cartier divisor is an effective
Cartier divisor on X which is flat over S when regarded as a closed subscheme of X
([12, Definition 3.4]). In what follows, we do not distinguish between an effective Cartier
divisor and the associated closed subscheme.
Lemma 1.21. The closed subscheme Di := λi(S) of C is a relative effective Cartier
divisor on C/S.
Proof. The scheme Di is clearly flat over S. By the definition of stable I-marked curves,
for each s ∈ S, the fiber Di,s corresponds to a smooth point of Cs and is hence an
effective Cartier divisor on Cs. The lemma then follows directly from [12, Proposition
3.8], which says that if X/S is flat and D is a closed subscheme of X that is flat over S
and such that Ds is an effective Cartier divisor on the fiber Xs for all s ∈ S, then D is
a relative effective Cartier divisor on X/S.
Suppose S = Spec k, where k is a field.
Lemma 1.22. We have the following:
(a) h0
(
C,OC(Di)
)
= 2,
(b) H1
(
C,OC(Di)
)
= 0,
(c) OC(Di) is generated by its global sections.
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Proof. For the first statement, let fi denote the closed embedding Di ↪→ C, and consider
the short exact sequence
0→ OC → OC(Di)→ (fi)∗k → 0. (1.4)
Since H1(C,OC) = 0 by assumption, the first part of the associated long exact sequence
on cohomology reads
0 // H0(C,OC) // H0
(
C,OC(Di)
)
// H0
(
C, (fi)∗k
)
// 0 .
Since H0(C,OC) and H0
(
C, (fi)∗k
) ∼= H0(Di, k) are both isomorphic to k, it follows
that h0
(
C,OC(Di)
)
= 2, as desired.
For (b), we observe that the long exact sequence on cohomology induced by (1.4)
also yields
0→ H1(C,OC(Di))→ H1(C, (fi)∗k)→ . . . .
Since H1(C, (fi)∗k) ∼= H1(Di, k) and the latter vanishes because Di is zero-dimensional,
we conclude that H1
(
C,OC(Di)
)
= 0.
The third statement follows from the exact sequence (1.4) and the fact that OC and
(fi)∗k are both generated by their global sections: We have a commutative diagram
0 // OC //
f 
OC ⊕OC //
h 
OC //
g 
0
0 // OC // OC(Di) // (fi)∗k // 0
with exact rows and such that f and g are surjective. It follows from the Five Lemma
that h is also surjective; hence OC(Di) is generated by global sections.
We now return to the case where S is an arbitrary scheme. Let pi : C → S denote
the structure morphism.
Lemma 1.23. We have the following:
(a) The sheaf pi∗OC(Di) is locally free of rank 2.
(b) The adjunction morphism pi∗pi∗OC(Di)→ OC(Di) is surjective.
Proof.
Reduction to noetherian base: By Theorem 1.2, the stable I-marked curve C is isomor-
phic to the base change of the universal stable I-marked curve CI over MI , which is
noetherian. Let Di,I denote the effective Cartier divisor on CI corresponding to the
i-marked section. Corollary 1.5 of [9] says that if the base scheme is noetherian, then
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condition (c) of Lemma 1.22 implies that the formation of pi∗OC(Di) commutes with
base change. Thus, given the cartesian diagram
C
g //
pi

CI
ρ

S
f //MI ,
(1.5)
there is a natural isomorphism
f ∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= pi∗g∗OCI (Di,I).
Since g∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= OC(Di), we deduce that pi∗OC(Di) is locally free of rank 2 if
ρ∗OCI (Di,I) is. We also have a chain of natural isomorphisms
pi∗pi∗OC(Di) ∼= pi∗pi∗g∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= pi∗f ∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= g∗ρ∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I).
The adjunction morphism pi∗pi∗OC(Di)→ OC(Di) is thus obtained by applying g∗ to the
adjunction morphism ρ∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I) → OCI (Di,I). Since g∗ is right exact, surjectivity
of the latter implies surjectivity of the former. It follows that if the lemma holds for
the universal family CI , then it holds for C as well. We may thus assume that S is
noetherian.
Proof for noetherian base: Suppose S is noetherian. For any closed point s ∈ S, the
pullback of OC(Di) to the fiber Cs is equal to OCs
(
Di,s
)
, and Di,s is the effective Cartier
corresponding to the i-marked point on Cs. By Lemma 1.22, the following two conditions
hold:
(i) For every closed point s ∈ S, we have
H1
(
Cs,OCs
(
Di,s
))
= 0.
(ii) For every closed point s ∈ S, the sheafOCs
(
Di,s
)
is generated by its global sections.
The discussion in [13, Chp. 0§5], says that if condition (i) holds, then pi∗OC(Di) is locally
free. The fact that the rank is 2 then follows directly from Lemma 1.22. Corollary 1.5
of [9] says that if both (i) and (ii) hold, then the adjunction morphism pi∗pi∗OC(Di)→
OC(Di) is surjective, as desired.
Let pi : C → S denote the structure morphism, and define
Ci := Proj
(
Sympi∗OC(Di)
)
.
We say that a scheme over S is a P1-bundle if it is Zariski locally isomorphic over S to
P1S. By Lemma 1.23.1, the direct image pi∗OC(Di) is locally free of rank 2; hence Ci is
a P1-bundle over S. Morphisms C → Ci over S correspond to surjective morphisms of
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sheaves pi∗pi∗OC(Di) → L, where L is an invertible sheaf on C ([8, II.7.12]). Lemma
1.23.2 thus implies that the adjunction homomorphism pi∗pi∗OC(Di)→ OC(Di) induces
a natural S-morphism
f i : C → Ci.
Endowing Ci with the I-marking λi := f i ◦ λ makes (Ci, λi) into an I-marked curve.
Proposition 1.24. We have the following:
(a) for each s ∈ S, the morphism f is : Cs → Cis contracts all irreducible components
not meeting Di,s;
(b) f i is a morphism of I-marked curves.
Proof. For (a), we may assume that S = Spec k for a field k. Let i : E ↪→ C be an
irreducible component. By [11, Lemma 8.3.29], the image of E under f i is a point if
and only if i∗OC(Di) ∼= OE. This occurs precisely when E does not meet Di. Suppose
E is the unique irreducible component of C meeting Di. Since f
i(E) is closed, not a
equal to a point, and Ci ∼= P1k is irreducible, we must have f i(E) = Ci. Thus f i induces
a finite morphism E → Ci. Since Di has degree 1, this is an isomorphism, proving (a).
Statement (a) implies that f is induces an isomorphism Cs r (f is)−1(Zs)
∼→ Cis r Zs,
where Zs ⊂ Cis is as defined in (1.2). Hence (a) implies (b).
Definition 1.25. We call (Ci, λi) along with the morphism f i : (C, λ) → (Ci, λi) the
contraction to the i-component of (C, λ).
We now relate the contraction to the i-component to the notion of contraction from
the preceding subsection. For each I ′ := {i, j, k} ⊂ I of cardinality 3, define
SI′ := {s ∈ S | λi(i) 6= λi(j) 6= λi(k) 6= λi(i)}. (1.6)
Since the morphism Ci → S is separated and SI′ is defined to be the locus where finitely
many sections are not equal, it follows that SI′ is an open subscheme of S.
Proposition 1.26. The SI′ form an open cover of S as I
′ varies. Moreover, the I-
marked curve Ci ×S SI′ is the contraction of C ×S SI′ with respect to I ′.
Proof. Let s ∈ S, and let Ei denote the irreducible component of Cs containing the
i-marked point. Since Cs is stable, it satisfies exactly one of the following:
(i) The curve Cs is smooth.
(ii) There are at least two connected components in Cs rEi, each containing at least
two marked points.
(iii) The complement of Ei is connected, contains at least two marked points, and there
exists a marked point on Ei distinct from the i-marked point.
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In case (i), let j, k ∈ I r {i} be arbitrary. In case (ii), choose j and k corresponding
to marked points in distinct connected components of Cs r Ei. In case (iii), take j 6= i
corresponding to a marked point on Ei and k corresponding to a marked point on any
other irreducible component. In each case, for I ′ := {i, j, k}, we have s ∈ SI′ . The SI′
thus cover S, as desired. Since the i- and j- and k-marked sections of Ci ×S SI′ are
distinct, it is stable as an I ′-marked curve. The second statement in the lemma then
follows directly from the definition of contractions.
In fact, the contraction to the i-component (Ci, λi) is uniquely determined by the
fact that, on fibers, in contracts the irreducible components not meeting Di.
Corollary 1.27. Let f : (C, λ) → (C, λ) be a morphism of I-marked curves satisfying
property (a) of Proposition 1.24. Then there exists a unique isomorphism (Ci, λi)
∼→
(C, λ). Moreover, the resulting diagram commutes:
C
f
  
f i
~~
Ci ∼ // C.
Proof. By Proposition 1.26, the I-marked curve (Ci, λi) is locally a contraction of C
with respect to {i, j, k} ⊂ I for some j, k ∈ I. The exact same argument shows that
the same holds for (C, λ). The statement then follows directly from the uniqueness of
contractions (Proposition 1.16).
For each j ∈ I, we denote the image of λi(j) by Zj ⊂ Ci.
Corollary 1.28. Let Zic :=
⋃
j∈Ir{i} Zj. The morphism f
i induces an isomorphism
C r (f i)−1(Zic)
∼→ Ci r Zic .
Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 1.17 and 1.26.
We conclude this subsection by showing that the construction of the contraction to
the i-component commutes with base change. For any morphism ϕ : S ′ → S we consider
the following pullback diagram:
C ′ := ϕ∗C
ϕ′ //
pi′

C
pi

S ′
ϕ // S.
(1.7)
Let D′i := (ϕ
′)∗Di.
Lemma 1.29. The formation of pi∗O(Di) commutes with base change, i.e., there is a
natural isomorphism (pi′)∗OC(D′i) ∼= ϕ∗pi∗OC(Di).
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Proof. We proved the lemma in the case where S is noetherian in the proof of Lemma
1.23. For general S, consider the unique morphisms g : S → MI and g′ : S ′ → MI and
h : C → CI and h′ : C ′ → CI yielding commutative diagrams of the form (1.5). By
uniqueness, we must have g′ = g ◦ ϕ and h′ = h ◦ ϕ′. We again use Di,I to denote
the image of the i-marked section of CI . Since MI is noetherian, we can apply the
compatibility with base change in the noetherian case to obtain the chain of natural
isomorphisms
(pi′)∗OC(D′i) ∼= (pi′)∗(h′)∗OCI (Di,I) ∼=
g′∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= ϕ∗g∗ρ∗OCI (Di,I) ∼=
ϕ∗pi∗h∗OCI (Di,I) ∼= ϕ∗pi∗OC(Di).
Proposition 1.30 (Compatibility with base change). There is an isomorphism (C ′)i ∼→
(Ci)′ := ϕ∗(Ci) of I-marked curves over S ′ such that the following diagram commutes:
C ′
""||
(C ′)i ∼ // (C
i)′.
(1.8)
Proof. The isomorphism of sheaves from Lemma 1.29 yields an isomorphism (C ′)i ∼→
(Ci)′ over S ′. The commutativity of (1.8) is equivalent to the commutativity of the
following diagram:
OC′(D′i)
(pi′)∗(pi′)∗OC′(D′i)
(1)
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(ϕ′)∗pi∗pi∗OC(Di).
(2)
hh
(3)
∼oo
Here (1) is the adjunction homomorphism, and (2) is (ϕ′)∗ applied to the adjunction
composed with the natural isomorphism (ϕ′)∗OC(Di) ∼→ OC′(D′i). The homomorphism
(3) is from Lemma 1.29, and the diagram commutes by the naturality of (1)-(3). Finally,
we note that the I-markings on (C ′)i and (Ci)′ are both induced by the I-marking on
C ′; hence (1.8) is a diagram of I-marked curves. This proves the proposition.
1.4 Stabilizations
The stabilization construction provides an inverse to the contraction obtained by for-
getting a single section ([9, Corollary 2.6]). Fix an I-marked curve (C, λ) and i ∈ I such
that C is stable as an (I r {i})-marked curve.
Definition 1.31. A stabilization of (C, λ) is a stable I-marked curve (Cs, λs) with a
morphism f : Cs → C making C a contraction of Cs with respect to I r {i}.
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Proposition 1.32 ([9], Theorem 2.4). There exists a stabilization of (C, λ) and it is
unique up to unique isomorphism.
Note that stabilization does not provide a way to obtain a unique stable I-marked
curve from an I-marked curve that is stable as an I ′-marked curve for arbitrary I ′ ⊂ I.
The result of iterating the stabilization process depends at each step on how the remain-
ing sections are lifted. See the figure below:
Figure 3: Example for I = {1, . . . , 5}. After stabilizing with respect to λ4, a lift of λ5
is either distinct from λ3 and λ4 or equal to one of them. In the first case, the resulting
stabilization is already a stable I-marked curve. In the latter, we must stabilize further
to obtain a stable I-marked curve.
λ5
λ1
λ2
λ3, λ4, λ5
λ3 λ4, λ5
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ1
λ2
λ4
λ5
λ5
λ3 λ4
λ1
λ2
2 The scheme BV and some properties
For the remainder of the text, we work within the category SchFq of schemes over SpecFq.
All tensor products and fiber products will be taken over Fq unless otherwise stated.
Let V be a finite dimensional Fq-vector space. In this section we recall the definition of
BV and list several of its properties for later use. Most of these facts are collected from
[16], and the corresponding proofs can be found there.
2.1 Preliminaries on PV and ΩV
The symmetric algebra SV := Sym(V ) of V over Fq is the quotient of the tensor algebra
T (V ) :=
⊕∞
i=0 V
⊗i by the ideal generated by all elements of the form v⊗w−w⊗v, where
v, w ∈ V . Any choice of ordered basis of V yields an isomorphism SV ∼→ Fq[X1, . . . , Xn].
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Let RSV denote the localization of SV obtained by inverting all v ∈ V r {0}. We then
have
ΩV ∼= ProjRSV ∼= SpecRSV,0,
where RSV,0 denotes the degree 0 part of RSV .
Definition 2.1. Let S be a scheme and let L be an invertible sheaf on S. Consider a
set I and a map λ : I → L(S). If, for all s ∈ S, the composite map
I
λ // L(S) // L ⊗OS k(s)
is
1. non-zero, we call λ fiberwise non-zero,
2. injective, we call λ fiberwise injective.
The scheme PV = Proj(SV ) admits a natural fiberwise non-zero Fq-linear map
λV : V
∼→ OPV (1)(PV ).
Proposition 2.2 ([16], Proposition 7.8-7.9).
(a) The scheme PV with the universal family (OPV (1), λV ) represents the functor which
associates to a scheme S over Fq the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, λ)
consisting of an invertible sheaf L on S and a fiberwise non-zero Fq-linear map
λ : V → L(S).
(b) The open subscheme ΩV ⊂ PV represents the subfunctor of fiberwise injective linear
maps.
Let S be a scheme. Given a fiberwise non-zero linear map λ : V → L(S), we obtain
a surjection of coherent sheaves
λ⊗ id : V ⊗OS  L,
whose kernel we denote by EV .
Proposition 2.3 ([16], Proposition 10.1). The scheme PV represents the functor which
to an Fq-scheme S associates the set of coherent subsheaves EV ⊂ V ⊗ OS such that
(V ⊗OS)/EV is invertible.
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2.2 The scheme BV
Let V ′ run over all non-zero Fq-subspaces of V . The product
∏
0 6=V ′⊂V PV ′ represents
tuples E• = (EV ′)V ′ such that (V ′ ⊗OS)/EV ′ is invertible for each V ′.
Proposition 2.4 ([16], §10). There exists a unique closed subscheme
BV ⊂
∏
06=V ′⊂V
PV ′
representing the subfunctor of all E• satisfying the closed condition
EV ′′ ⊂ EV ′ for all 0 6= V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V. (2.1)
Slightly abusing notation, we also denote the functor S 7→ E• from Propositon 2.4
by BV . For later use, we give the following alternative interpretation of BV . Let
BV : SchopFq → Set
be the functor sending an Fq-scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes of tuples
(L, λ, ψ) where
L := (LV ′)0 6=V ′⊂V
is a family of invertible sheaves over S and λ := (λV ′)06=V ′⊂V is a family of fiberwise
non-zero Fq-linear maps
λV ′ : V → LV ′(S)
and ψ := (ψV
′
V ′′)06=V ′′⊂V ′⊂V is a family of homomorphisms
ψV
′
V ′′ : LV ′′ → LV ′
such that the following diagram commutes:
V ′
λV ′ // LV ′(S)
V ′′
?
OO
λV ′′ // LV ′′(S).
ψV
′
V ′′ (S)
OO
Two such tuples (L, λ, ψ) and (M, µ, ω) are isomorphic if for all subspaces 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V
there are isomorphisms LV ′ ∼→MV ′ which are compatible with λV ′ and µV ′ . The data
of an isomorphism class [(L, λ, ψ)] and a tuple E• satisfying (2.1) are equivalent, which
yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The scheme BV represents the functor BV .
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2.3 The open subscheme UF and the boundary stratum ΩF
Recall that we defined a flag of V to be a set {V0, . . . , Vm} of subspaces of V such
that V0 = {0} and Vm = V and Vi ( Vj whenever i < j. For each flag F of V , it is
shown in [16, §10] that there exists a unique open subscheme UF ⊂ BV representing the
subfunctor satisfying (2.1) and the open condition
V ′ ⊗OS = EV ′ + (V ′′ ⊗OS) for all 0 6= V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V such that there
exists no W ∈ F with V ′′ ⊂ W and V ′ 6⊂ W . (2.2)
Lemma 2.6 ([16], Lemma 10.7). For any two flags F ′ ⊂ F of V , we have UF ′ ⊂ UF .
Proposition 2.7 ([16], Corollary 10.10). For varying F , the UF form an open covering
of BV . The UF where F is complete form an open subcovering.
There is also a unique closed subscheme BF ⊂ BV representing the subfunctor of E•
satisfying (2.1) and the closed condition
V ′′ ⊗OS ⊂ EV ′ for all 0 6= V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V such that there
exists W ∈ F with V ′′ ⊂ W and V ′ 6⊂ W . (2.3)
Consider the locally closed subscheme ΩF := UF ∩ BF . For varying F , the ΩF
stratify BV in the following sense:
Proposition 2.8 ([16], Theorem 10.8, Corollary 10.10). We have the following equalities
of underlying sets:
BV =
⊔
F
ΩF ,
BF =
⊔
F⊂F ′
ΩF ′ ,
UF =
⊔
F ′⊂F
ΩF ′ .
Proposition 2.9 ([16], Proposition 10.12). For the trivial flag F0 := {0, V }, we have
ΩF0 = UF0 and a natural isomorphism
ΩF0
∼→ ΩV , E• 7→ EV .
We identify ΩF0 with ΩV via this isomorphism. Thus UF contains ΩV as an open
subscheme by Lemma 2.6.
2.4 Flag subquotients and some natural isomorphisms
Let F := {V0, . . . , Vm} be a flag of V .
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Proposition 2.10 ([16], Proposition 10.18). There is a natural isomorphism
BF
∼→ BV1/V0 × . . .×BVm/Vm−1 , E• 7→
((EV ′/(Vi−1 ⊗OS))V ′/Vi−1)mi=1,
where V ′ runs through all subspaces Vi−1 ( V ′ ⊂ Vi.
Proposition 2.11 ([16], Proposition 10.19). The isomorphism from Proposition 2.10
induces an isomorphism
ΩF
∼→ ΩV1/V0 × . . .× ΩVm/Vm−1 , E• 7→
(EVi/(Vi−1 ⊗OS))mi=1.
For later use (Proposition 8.2), we describe the inverse of the isomorphism in Propo-
sition 2.10 explicitly in the case where F := {0, V ′, V }. Let V := V/V ′. Let S be a
scheme and consider tuples E ′• and E• corresponding to S-valued points of BV ′ and BV
respectively. Define a tuple E• as follows: For each W ⊂ V ′ we set EW := E ′W . For each
W 6⊂ V ′ consider the natural surjection
piW : W ⊗OS  (W + V ′)/V ′ ⊗OS
and define EW := pi−1W
(E (W+V ′)/V ′). By the proof of Proposition 10.18 in [16], the tuple
E• is an S-valued point of BV and the induced morphism BV ′ × BV → BV is a closed
embedding with image equal to BF .
2.5 Affine coordinates on UF
Let F be a flag, and choose a complete flag F = {V0, . . . , Vn} containing F . Fix
an ordered basis B := (b1, . . . , bn) of V such that for all 1 6 j 6 n we have Vj =
Span(b1, . . . , bj).
Definition 2.12. We call B a flag basis associated to F .
Consider an S-valued point E• of UF . For each 1 6 i 6 n, define Ui := Fq · bi. The
natural inclusion Ui ↪→ Vi induces an isomorphism Ui ⊗Os ∼→ (Vi ⊗OS)/EVi . It follows
from (2.2) that Vi ⊗OS = EVi ⊕ (Ui ⊗OS). Since Vi = Vi−1 ⊕ Ui, this shows that EVi is
the graph of a OS-linear homomorphism Vi−1 ⊗ OS → Ui ⊗ OS. This homomorphism
sends bi−1 ⊗ 1 to bi ⊗ ti−1 for a unique ti ∈ OS(S). In other words, there is a unique
section ti ∈ OS(S) such that
bi−1 ⊗ 1− bi ⊗ ti−1 ∈ Γ(S, EVi). (2.4)
Varying i = 2, . . . , n, we thereby obtain a morphism
UF −→ An−1Fq , (2.5)
E• 7→ (t1, . . . , tn−1).
Proposition 2.13 ([16], Proposition 10.14). This is an open embedding.
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On the other hand, the choice of B also yields the composite morphism
ΩV ↪→ PV ∼→ Pn−1Fq = ProjFq[X1, . . . Xn]. (2.6)
This is determined by the global sections b1, . . . , bn of the invertible sheaf OΩV (1). Since
ΩV is the complement of the union of all Fq-hyperplanes in PV , the image of ΩV in Pn−1Fq
is contained in the open subscheme defined by Xi 6= 0 for all i.
Lemma 2.14. Identify ΩV with its image in Pn−1Fq via (2.6). The composite
ΩV
  // UF
 (2.5)// An−1Fq
is determined by the tuple (T1, . . . , Tn−1), where Ti := XiXi+1 ∈ Γ(ΩV ,OΩV ).
Proof. Let E• be an S-valued point of ΩV ⊂ UF . For each 1 6 i 6 n − 1, the sheaf
EVi+1 is the kernel of a homomorphism λ : Vi+1 ⊗ OS  L, for some invertible sheaf L
on S. The composite S → ΩV ↪→ An−1Fq corresponds to (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ OS(S)n−1, and
(2.4) implies that λ(bi)− λ(bi+1)ti = 0 for each i. Thus ti = λ(bi)λ(bi+1) . Since
λ(bi)
λ(bi+1)
is the
pullback to S of Xi
X+1
, this proves the lemma.
Remark. Let S be an Fq-scheme and L an invertible sheaf on S. Let λ : V → Γ(S,L)
be a fiberwise injective linear map corresponding to an S-valued point of ΩV . The open
embedding (2.5) sends λ to the tuple
(λb1
λb2
, . . . ,
λbn−1
λbn
)
, while the open embedding (2.6)
sends λ to the tuple (λb1 , . . . , λbn).
Write F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} with {0} = Vi0 ( Vi1 ( · · · ( Vim = V .
Lemma 2.15. The image of ΩF in An−1Fq = Spec(Fq[T1, . . . Tn−1]) under the morphism
(2.5) is the locally closed subscheme defined by
(a) Ti = 0 for i = i1, . . . im−1,
(b) for each 1 6 k 6 m, any non-trivial Fq-linear combination of the elements{∏ik−1
i=ik−1+1 Ti,
∏ik−1
i=ik−1+2 Ti, . . . , Tik−1, 1
}
is non-zero.
Proof. Let Ω]F denote the locally closed subscheme of A
n−1
Fq defined by (a) and (b). For
each 1 6 k 6 m, let
Wk := Span(bik−1+1, . . . , bik).
Let nk := dim(Wk) and define ΩWk in analogy to ΩV . The basis {bik−1+1, . . . , bik} of
ΩWk determines an immersion ΩWk ↪→ Ank−1Fq . Composing with the closed embedding
Ank−1Fq ↪→ An−1Fq given by
(T1, . . . , Tnk−1) 7→ (0, . . . , 0, T1, . . . , Tnk−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ik−1+1,...,ik−1−components
, 0, . . . , 0),
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we obtain an immersion ΩWk ↪→ An−1Fq . For varying k, these combine to an immersion
ΩW1 × · · · × ΩWm ↪→ An−1Fq . By Proposition 2.11, we have a natural isomorphism ΩF ∼=
ΩW1 × · · · × ΩWm . The resulting composite ΩF ∼= ΩW1 × · · · × ΩWm ↪→ An−1Fq is equal
to the immersion ΩF ↪→ UF ↪→ An−1Fq determined by B. It follows that (a) holds on the
image of ΩF .
Let S be a scheme. Fix k and let λk ∈ ΩWk(S). Since λk is fiberwise injective, for
all s ∈ S the image in k(s) of the set{λk(bik−1+1)
λk(bik)
, . . . ,
λk(bik−1)
λk(bik)
}
⊂ OS(S)
is Fq-linearly independent. For all 1 6 j 6 nk we have
λk(bik−1+j)
λk(bik)
=
ik−1∏
i=ik−1+j
λk(bik−1+j)
λk(bik−1+j+1)
.
The j-th term on the left-hand side is precisely the j-th coordinate of the open embed-
ding ΩWk ↪→ Ank−1Fq . All together, this implies that the restriction of (2.5) to ΩF factors
through Ω]F .
On the other hand, given a scheme S and a tuple (t1, . . . , tn−1) ∈ OS(S)n−1 satisfying
(a) and (b), i.e., a morphism S → Ω]F , the map λk : Wk → OS(S) defined via bj 7→∏ik−1
i=j ti for j = ik−1 + 1, . . . , ik and extending by linearity is fiberwise injective and
hence determines a morphism S → ΩWk . Varying k and composing with the isomorphism
ΩW1 × · · · × ΩWm ∼→ ΩF , we obtain a morphism Ω]F → ΩF which is clearly inverse to
the restriction of (2.5) to ΩF . Thus (2.5) induces an isomorphism ΩF
∼→ Ω]F .
3 V -ferns: definition and properties
Recall that we defined V to be a finite dimensional vector space over Fq and Vˆ to be
the set V ∪ {∞}.
3.1 The group G := V o F×q
We define G to be the finite group V o F×q . The identity element is given by (0, 1) and
for (v, ξ), (w, ν) ∈ G, we have (v, ξ) · (w, ν) = (ξw + v, ξν) and (v, ξ)−1 = (−ξ−1v, ξ−1).
The group G has a natural left action on the normal subgroup V via (v, ξ) ·w = ξw+ v.
Defining (v, ξ) · ∞ :=∞ for each (v, ξ) ∈ G extends this to a left action on Vˆ .
3.2 Definition of a V -fern
Let S be a scheme, and let (C, λ) be a stable Vˆ -marked curve over S. Let s ∈ S and
consider the fiber Cs.
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Definition 3.1. A chain in Cs is a sequence of pairwise distinct irreducible components
E1, . . . , Em of Cs such that Ei ∩Ej 6= ∅ if and only if i = j± 1. The integer m is called
the length of the chain.
Denote by E{0} ⊂ Cs the irreducible component containing λ0(s) and by E{∞} ⊂ Cs
the irreducible component containing λ∞(s). There is a unique chain
Es := E{0} =: E1, E2 . . . , Ems := E{∞}
connecting E{0} and E{∞}.
Definition 3.2. We call Es the chain from 0 to ∞ at s.
Note that if two elements of Es have non-empty intersection, then they intersect at
a single closed point of Cs.
Definition 3.3. For each 1 6 i 6 ms, consider
xi :=
{
λ0(s) if i = 1,
Ei−1 ∩ Ei otherwise, , yi :=
{
λ∞(s) if i = ms,
Ei ∩ Ei+1 otherwise.
We call xi and yi the distinguished special points of Ei.
Remark. As points of Cs, we have xi = yi−1 for each 2 6 i 6 m.
Proposition 3.4. The natural left action of G on V induces a right action on the set of
Vˆ -markings on the underlying curve C as follows: For each (v, ξ) ∈ G and Vˆ -marking
λ, define λ · (v, ξ) to be the Vˆ -marking sending w ∈ V to λ(v,ξ)·w and ∞ to λ∞.
Proof. Let (u, η) ∈ G. To verify that this indeed defines a right action, we must check
that (
λ · (v, ξ)) · (u, η) = λ · ((v, ξ) · (u, η)).
Let w ∈ V . Then by definition((
λ · (v, ξ)) · (u, η))
w
=
(
λ · (v, ξ))
(u,η)·w = λ(v,ξ)·[(u,η)·w]
= λ[(v,ξ)·(u,η)]·w =
(
λ · ((v, ξ) · (u, η)))
w
.
Thus ((
λ · (v, ξ)) · (u, η))
w
=
(
λ · ((v, ξ) · (u, η)))
w
for all w ∈ Vˆ , as desired.
We now define our main objects of study:
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Definition 3.5. A V -fern (C, λ, ϕ) over S is a stable Vˆ -marked curve (C, λ) endowed
with a faithful left group action
ϕ : G −→ AutS(C)
(v, ξ) 7→ ϕv,ξ
such that
1. for each (v, ξ) ∈ G, the automorphism ϕv,ξ of C induces an isomorphism of Vˆ -
marked curves (C, λ)
∼→ (C, λ · (v, ξ)).
2. for every s ∈ S and Ei ∈ Es, there exists an isomorphism Ei ∼→ P1k(s) with xi 7→
(0 : 1) and yi 7→ (1 : 0), such that the induced action of F×q on P1k(s) is
ξ 7→
(
ξ 0
0 1
)
∈ PGL2(k(s)).
For ϕv,ξ, we will write ϕv when ξ = 1 and ϕξ when v = 0.
Remark. Any two isomorphisms Ei → P1k(s) sending xi to (0 : 1) and yi to (1 : 0)
differ by multiplication by some α ∈ k(s)×. Condition (2) thus implies that F×q has the
prescribed action under any such isomorphism.
Figure 4: Example of a V -fern for dimV = 3 and q = 3. The thick lines represent the
chain from 0 to ∞, and the large dots represent the distinguished special points.
E3
y3 = λ∞
E2
E1
x1 = λ0y1
x2
x3
y2
A morphism of V -ferns is simply a morphism of the underlying stable Vˆ -marked curves.
We say that two V -ferns over S are isomorphic if there exists a morphism between them.
Proposition 3.6. Any morphism of V -ferns is automatically G-equivariant.
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Proof. By the uniqueness of morphisms of stable Vˆ -marked curves (Corollary 1.3), we
must have ψv,ξ ◦ pi ◦ ϕ−1v,ξ = pi for all (v, ξ) ∈ G.
Remark. Proposition 1.9 implies that V -ferns and the morphisms between them form
a category. The forgetful functor (C, λ, ϕ) 7→ (C, λ) identifies the category of V -ferns
over a base scheme S with a full subcategory of the category of stable Vˆ -marked curves
over S.
Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over S. We will often simply write C for the tuple (C, λ, ϕ).
Let f : S ′ → S be a morphism. The fiber product C×SS ′ has a natural V -fern structure
(C ×S S ′, λ′, ϕ′), where λ′ := (λ ◦ f)× idS′ and ϕ′ is obtained by pulling automorphisms
of C back to automorphisms of C ×S S ′. We call this the pullback of C to S ′. Pulling
back V -ferns preserves isomorphism classes, and we thus obtain a contravariant functor
FernV : SchFq → Set
sending a scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes of V -ferns of S. This is a subfunctor
of the functor MVˆ of stable Vˆ -marked curves.
3.3 V -Ferns over Spec of a field and the associated flag
Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over Spec k, where k is a field, and let E := E1, . . . , Em be the
chain from 0 to ∞. The action of V on C obtained from ϕ|V induces an action on the
set of irreducible components of C. For each 1 6 i 6 m let Vi := StabV (Ei). Define
V0 := {0} ⊂ V .
Lemma 3.7. For each 1 6 i 6 m the subgroup Vi ⊂ V is an Fq-subspace.
Proof. Fix 1 6 i 6 m. We already know that Vi is a subgroup of V and hence closed
under addition. It remains to show that Vi is closed under scalar multiplication, i.e.,
that ϕξv(Ei) = Ei for all v ∈ Vi and ξ ∈ Fq. Fix v ∈ Vi. If ξ = 0, then ϕξv is the
identity, and the assertion is trivial. Suppose ξ ∈ F×q . Since ϕ|F×q fixes λ0 and λ∞,
it must stabilize each element of E . It follows that ϕξ(Ei) = ϕξ−1(Ei) = Ei. Thus
ϕξv(Ei) = ϕξ ◦ ϕv ◦ ϕξ−1(Ei) = Ei and hence ξv ∈ Vi, as desired.
Lemma 3.8. For each 0 6 i 6 m, the subspace Vi acts trivially on Ej for each j > i.
If i > 0, then Vi/Vi−1 acts faithfully on Ei.
Proof. The statement is trivial for i = 0. Fix 0 < i < j 6 m. Since Vi fixes λ∞ and
stabilizes Ei, it also stabilizes the unique chain from Ei to Em. It follows that Vi sends
Ej to itself and fixes the distinguished special points xj and yj. Choose an isomorphism
Ej
∼→ P1k sending xj to (0 : 1) and yj to (1 : 0). The induced action of Vi on P1k fixes
0 and ∞, and so each v ∈ Vi acts via a matrix of the form
(
ζv 0
0 1
)
where ζv ∈ k×. Let
p := char(k). Since p · v = 0, we must have (ζv)p = 1. It follows that ζv = 1 and Vi acts
trivially on Ej, as claimed.
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For the second statement, we observe that the action of Vi on Ei factors through
Vi/Vi−1 by the above argument. Any element v ∈ Vi r Vi−1 sends the distinguished
special point xi ∈ Ei to the intersection of Ei and ϕv(Ei−1) 6= Ei−1 and hence does not
fix xi. The induced action of Vi/Vi−1 is thus faithful.
Proposition 3.9. For each 0 6 i 6 m, we have Vi ( Vi+1. Moreover, the set F :=
{V0, V1, . . . , Vm} is a flag of V .
Proof. The preceding lemma shows that Vi ⊂ Vj whenever i 6 j. It only remains to
show that Vi is a proper subspace of Vi+1 for each 0 6 i < m. For every v ∈ V , we have
ϕv(λ∞) = λ∞, which implies that ϕv(Em) = Em and hence Vm = V . Recall that we
defined V0 := {0}. If m = 1, we are already done. Suppose m > 1.
Case 1. i = 0: We claim that there exists a v ∈ V r {0} such that λv ∈ E1. To see this,
we first recall that we defined a tail of C to be an irreducible component corresponding
to a leaf in the dual graph ΓC . Any tail must contain at least two marked points by
stability. Choose a tail E ⊂ C and let v ∈ V with λv ∈ E. Then ϕ−v(E) = E1. Hence
E1 is itself a tail. There is thus a w ∈ Vˆ r {0} with λw ∈ E1. Since m > 1, we must
have w 6=∞, and It follows that w ∈ V1. Thus V0 ( V1, as desired.
Case 2. i > 0: We first observe that Ei+1 contains no non-∞-marked points. Indeed,
suppose there exists a v ∈ V with λv ∈ Ei+1. Then {Ei+1, . . . , Em} is the unique chain
from λv to λ∞. But ϕv(E ) is also a chain from λv to λ∞. Since these chains have
different lengths, this is a contradiction.
The stability of C thus implies that Ei+1 contains a singular point x distinct from
the distinguished special points xi+1 and yi+1. Let C
◦ be the connected component of
C r Ei+1 intersecting Ei+1 at x. Again by stability, there is a v ∈ V with λv ∈ C◦.
Since ϕv(E ) is the unique chain from λv to λ∞, and the latter contains Ei+1 but not Ei
it follows that ϕv(Ei) 6= Ei and that ϕv(Ei+1) = Ei+1. Thus v ∈ Vi+1 r Vi.
Recall that a closed point on an irreducible component E of C is called special if it
is marked or singular.
Corollary 3.10. For each 1 6 i 6 m, the special points on Ei correspond to the elements
of (Vi/Vi−1) ∪ {yi}.
Proof. We first show that Vi acts transitively on the set of special points of Ei not equal
to yi. Let x ∈ Ei be such a point, and choose v ∈ V corresponding to any marked point
on the connected component of C r Ei which intersects Ei at x. The automorphism ϕv
sends E to the unique chain from λv to λ∞, and it follows that ϕv(xi) = x.
It remains to show that an element v ∈ Vi fixes the distinguished special point xi if
and only if v ∈ Vi−1. But any v ∈ Vi−1 fixes xi by Lemma 3.8, and we showed in the
proof of that lemma that any v ∈ Vi r Vi−1 does not fix xi.
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3.4 V -ferns for dimV = 1
Proposition 3.11. If dimV = 1, then there is exactly one V -fern over S up to unique
isomorphism.
Proof. Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over S. Let s ∈ S and consider the fiber Cs. Since
the elements of Es correspond to distinct non-zero subspaces of V by Proposition 3.9, it
follows that |Es| = 1; hence Cs ∼= P1k(s) and C is a P1-bundle over S. Since C possesses
three disjoint sections, it is in fact a trivial P1-bundle over S. Let (D,µ, ψ) be another
V -fern. Fix v ∈ V r {0}. There is a unique isomorphism pi : C ∼→ D with λ0 7→ µ0 and
λv 7→ µv and λ∞ 7→ µ∞. Without loss of generality, we may assume C and D are both
equal to P1S with 0- and ∞-sections given by (0 : 1) and (1 : 0) respectively, and that
F×q acts by scalar multiplication. Then pi : P1S
∼→ P1S fixes 0 and ∞ and hence commutes
with the action of F×q . Since each w ∈ V is equal to ξ · v for some ξ ∈ Fq, it follows that
pi preserves all Vˆ -marked sections; hence pi is an isomorphism of V -ferns.
3.5 V -ferns for dimV = 2
Suppose dimV = 2, and let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over a field k. The associated flag F
is either trivial or of the form {0, V ′, V } for some V ′ ⊂ V of codimension 1. In the first
case, we have C ∼= P1, and in the second C is singular with V ′-marked points lying on
E{0} and the singular points of E{∞} corresponding to the elements of V/V ′.
Figure 5: A smooth V -fern for q = 3.
C
λ∞λ0
Figure 6: A singular V -fern for q = 3, where v, w ∈ V are such that v 6≡ w 6≡ 0 modV ′.
E{∞}
λ∞
E{0}
λ0 λv λw
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If C is a V -fern over an arbitrary scheme S, we will see that the locus in S where
the fibers Cs are smooth form an open subscheme of S.
4 Constructions involving V -ferns
4.1 Contractions of V -ferns
Let 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V be an Fq-linear subspace, and let G′ := V ′ o F×q . Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a
V -fern over a scheme S. Let
γ : (C, λ)→ (C ′, λ′)
be the contraction with respect to Vˆ ′, as defined in 1.2.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a unique homomorphism
ϕ′ : G′ −→ AutS(C ′),
(v′, ξ) 7→ ϕ′v′,ξ
such that for all (v′, ξ) ∈ G′, the following diagram commutes:
(C, λ) ∼
ϕv′,ξ //
γ

(C, λ · (v′, ξ))
γ

(C ′, λ′) ∼
ϕ′
v′,ξ // (C ′, λ′ · (v′, ξ)).
Proof. We first note that the Vˆ ′-marking on C ′ is given by λ′ = c ◦ λ|Vˆ ′ . For each
(v′, ξ) ∈ G′ and w ∈ Vˆ , we have(
λ′ · (v′, ξ))
w
:= λ′ξw+v′ = γ ◦ λξw+v′ = (γ ◦ ϕv′,ξ) ◦ λw.
The morphism γ ◦ ϕv′,ξ : (C, λ) → (C ′, λ′ · (v′, ξ)) is therefore also a stable contraction
of (C, λ) with respect to Vˆ ′. By the uniqueness of contractions, there is a unique
ϕ′v′,ξ ∈ AutS(C ′) inducing an isomorphism (C ′, λ′) ∼→ (C ′, λ′ · (v′, ξ)). The resulting
homomorphism ϕ′ : G′ → Aut(C ′), (v′, ξ) 7→ ϕ′v′,ξ satisfies the conditions in the lemma.
Proposition 4.2. The tuple (C, λ′|Vˆ ′ , ϕ′) is a V ′-fern.
Proof. It suffices to verify condition (2) of Definition 3.5. Let s ∈ S and let E ′s ⊂ C ′s be
the chain from 0 to∞. Let E ′ ∈ E ′s and let E be the unique irreducible component of Cs
mapping isomorphically onto E ′ under γs. Lemma 4.1 implies that γs is F×q -equivariant,
and it follows that E ∈ Es. There is thus an isomorphism E ∼→ P1k(s) satisfying condition
(2) of Definition 3.5. Pre-composing with the inverse of the isomorphism E
∼→ E ′
induced by γs yields the desired isomorphism E
′ ∼→ P1k(s).
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To avoid cumbersome notation, we will often refer to (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) as a V ′-fern in place
of (C ′, λ′|Vˆ ′ , ϕ′). We usually view (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) as a V ′-fern endowed with extra sections
corresponding to V r V ′.
Definition 4.3. The V ′-fern (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) along with the morphism γ is called the con-
traction of (C, λ, ϕ) with respect to Vˆ ′.
Remark. The contraction construction on stable Vˆ -marked curves is functorial with
respect to morphisms of stable Vˆ -marked curves over a fixed base scheme as well as
changing the base scheme. More specifically, for a morphism of stable Vˆ -marked curves
(C, λ)
∼→ (D,µ) over a scheme S, there is a unique morphism of Vˆ -marked curves
(C ′, λ′) ∼→ (D′, µ′) over S such that the following diagram commutes
(C, λ) //

(D,µ)

(C ′, λ′) // (D′, µ′).
The commutativity with base change means the following: for a morphism f : T → S,
there is a unique morphism of Vˆ -marked curves
(
(f ∗C)′, (f ∗λ)′
) ∼→ (f ∗(C ′), f ∗(λ′)) over
T yielding a commutative diagram
(f ∗C, f ∗λ)
vv (((
(f ∗C)′, (f ∗λ)′
) ∼ // (f ∗(C ′), f ∗(λ′)).
This implies that contraction corresponds to a natural transformation of moduli functors
MVˆ → MVˆ ′ . The contraction of V -ferns has the same functorial properties and thus
yields a natural transformation FernV → FernV ′ .
4.2 Line bundles associated to V -ferns
Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over S, and consider the contraction to the ∞-component
(C∞, λ∞) as in Definition 1.25. The image of the∞-section of C∞ is a relative effective
Cartier divisor, whose complement we denote by L. The Vˆ -marking on C∞ induces a
V -marking on L. Slightly abusing notation, we denote the corresponding map by
λ : V → L(S), v 7→ λv.
It follows from Corollary 1.27 that the left action of G on C induces a left action
ϕ∞ : G→ AutS(C∞).
This action fixes the infinity section, and restricts to and action on L. Again abusing
notation, we denote the corresponding homomorphism by
ϕ : G→ AutS(L).
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Proposition 4.4. There exists a natural structure of line bundle on L such that
(a) The zero section is λ0.
(b) For each v ∈ V the morphism ϕv acts as translation by λv.
(c) For each ξ ∈ F×q , the automorphism ϕξ acts as scalar multiplication by ξ.
Proof. By construction, the curve C∞ is a P1-bundle with disjoint sections λ∞0 and λ∞∞.
Suppose first that S = SpecR is affine and connected, that C∞ = P1R with 0-section
and ∞-section corresponding to (0 : 1) and (1 : 0) respectively. Then L = A1R ⊂ C∞
is the standard affine chart around (0 : 1). We endow L with the standard line bundle
structure with the usual addition and scalar multiplication. Sections of L correspond
bijectively to elements of R, and we identify each section λv with the associated element
of R. By construction, we have λ0 = 0 and (a) holds.
Since the ∞-section is fixed by G, the homomorphism ϕ∞ : G → AutS(C∞) =
PGL2(R) factors through (Gm n Ga)(R), which we identify with the matrices of the
form
(
a b
0 1
)
with a ∈ R× and b ∈ R. Since the action of F×q fixes the zero section, the
restriction ϕ∞|F×q has image in Gm(R). Moreover, each ϕ∞ξ has order dividing q − 1, so
that ϕ∞ξ ∈ µq−1(R), the group of (q − 1)-roots of unity in R. Our assumptions imply
that µq−1(R) = F×q . Since ϕ|F×q is faithful, it must restrict to an automorphism of F×q .
We have the following cases.
Case 1. (q 6= 2): In this case, we have [G,G] = V . It follows that ϕ∞|V ⊂
[(∗ ∗
0 1
)
,
(∗ ∗
0 1
)]
=(
1 ∗
0 1
)
. Thus V acts through Ga(R). For every v ∈ V , we have ϕ∞v
(
(0 : 1)
)
= (λv : 1),
and it follows that ϕ∞v =
(
1 λv
0 1
)
. Thus ϕv acts via translation by λv on L and (b) holds.
Let s ∈ S. Let E := Ems ⊂ Cs be the irreducible component containing the
∞-marked point, and let x := xms and y := yms be the distinguished special points
on E. The contraction morphism Cs → C∞s restricts to a G-equivariant isomorphism
f : E
∼→ C∞s = P1k such that f(x) = (0 : 1) and f(y) = (1 : 0). It follows from the
definition of V -ferns that F×q acts on Ls, and hence L, by scalar multiplication, so (c)
holds.
Case 2. (q = 2): Pick any v ∈ V such that λv 6= 0. Shrinking S if necessary, we may
assume that λv ∈ R×. Write ϕ∞v =
(
av bv
0 1
)
. Since ϕ∞v
(
(0 : 1)
)
= (λv : 1), we deduce that
bv = λv. Moreover, the automorphism ϕ
∞
v has order two, so(
av λv
0 1
)2
=
(
a2v (av + 1)λv
0 1
)
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
Since λv ∈ R×, it follows that (av + 1) = 0; hence av = 1. For arbitrary w ∈ V , write
ϕ∞w =
(
aw bw
0 1
)
. By the same reasoning as above, we have bw = λw. Since ϕ
∞
v and ϕ
∞
w
commute, we find that λvaw + λw = λv + λw. Thus aw = 1 and (b) holds. Also, in this
case (c) holds trivially.
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For general S, let pi∞ : C∞ → S and pi : L → S be the corresponding structure
morphisms. We may choose an affine open covering S = ∪α(Uα = SpecRα) with
isomorphisms
ψ∞α : (pi
∞)−1(Uα)
∼→ P1Rα
sending the 0- and ∞-sections to (0 : 1) and (1 : 0) respectively. These restrict to
isomorphisms
ψα : Lα := pi
−1(Uα)
∼→ A1Rα .
The above argument provides a line bundle structure on each Lα with the desired prop-
erties. For each α and β, let Uαβ := Uα ∩ Uβ. By construction, the automorphism
ψα ◦ ψ−1β of A1Uαβ extends to an automorphism of P1Uαβ and is therefore linear. The line
bundle structures on the Lα thus glue to the desired line bundle structure on L.
Corollary 4.5. The map λ : V → L(S) is Fq-linear and fiberwise non-zero.
Proof. Let s ∈ S, and choose w ∈ V not contained in the second to last step of Fs.
Then λw(s) 6= λ0(s) in Ls; hence λ is fiberwise non-zero. Since ϕv ◦ϕw = ϕv+w, it follows
from Proposition 4.4.2 that λv+w = λv + λw for all v, w ∈ V . The action of F×q on L(S)
extends to Fq, and Proposition 4.4.3 implies that λξv = ξ · λv for all ξ ∈ Fq and v ∈ V .
The Fq-linearity follows.
Proposition 4.6 (Compatibility with base change). Let f : T → S be a morphism
and let M → T be the line bundle associated to the V -fern f ∗C as in Proposition 4.4.
Then there is a unique isomorphism M
∼→ f ∗L such that the following induced diagram
commutes:
V //
##
M(T )
o

f ∗L(T ).
(4.1)
Proof. By Proposition 1.30, there is an isomorphism (f ∗C)∞ ∼→ f ∗(C∞) compatible
with the Vˆ -markings. This induces an isomorphism of T -schemes M
∼→ f ∗L such that
(4.1) commutes. Since it is induced by an isomorphism of P1-bundles and preserves the
0-marked section, it is in fact an isomorphism of line bundles. The uniqueness follows
from the fact that the V -marked sections generate M and f ∗L.
4.3 Grafting ferns
Let 0 6= V ′ ( V and denote the quotient space V/V ′ by V . Let (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) and (C, λ, ϕ)
be V ′- and V -ferns respectively over a scheme S. We construct a V -fern (C, λ, ϕ) from
C ′ and C. On fibers C will be given by attaching a copy of C ′ to each V -marked point
of C. We then use the V ′- and V -fern structures on C ′ and C to define a Vˆ -marking
and G-action on C.
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Clutching
In [9] a prestable curve pi : X → S is defined to be a flat and proper morphism such
that the geometric fibres of pi are reduced curves with at most ordinary double points.
Such curves are not assumed to be connected. Let pi : X → S be a prestable curve with
λ1, λ2 : S → X non-crossing sections such that pi is smooth at the points λi(s) for all
s ∈ S. Knudsen proves the following, which is known as the clutching operation:
Proposition 4.7 ([9],Theorem 3.4). There is a commutative diagram
X
p //
pi

X ′
pi′

S S
such that
(a) p ◦ λ1 = p ◦ λ2 and p is universal with respect to this property, i.e., for all S-
morphisms q : X → Y such that q ◦ λ1 = q ◦ λ2, there exists a unique S-morphism
q′ : X ′ → Y such that q = q′ ◦ p.
(b) p is a finite morphism.
(c) If s is a geometric point of S, the fibre X ′s is obtained from Xs by identifying λ1(s)
and λ2(s) in such a way that the image point is an ordinary double point.
(d) As a topological space X ′ is the quotient of X under the equivalence relation
λ1(s) = λ2(s) for all s ∈ S.
(e) If U ′ ⊂ X ′ is open and U := p−1(U ′), then
Γ(U ′,OX′) = {f ∈ Γ(U,OX) | λ∗1(f) = λ∗2(f)}.
(f) The morphism X ′ → S is flat; hence X ′ is again a prestable curve by (c).
Grafting
Let U ⊂ V be a subspace such that V = U ⊕ V ′. We consider the prestable curve
C˜ := C unionsq
(⊔
u∈U
C ′
)
.
For each u ∈ U , denote corresponding copy of C ′ in C˜ by (C ′)u, with infinity section
denoted by ∞u. We define a (u + V ′)-marking on (C ′)u by sending each u + v′ to the
v′-marked section of (C ′)u. Defining the ∞-section of C˜ to be the ∞-section of C ⊂ C˜,
we obtain a Vˆ -marking
λ˜ : Vˆ → C˜(S).
Now define a left G-action on C˜ as follows: Let (v, ξ) ∈ G and write v uniquely as
v = u+ v′ with u ∈ U and v′ ∈ V ′. Then (v, ξ) acts on C˜ via
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1. ϕv,ξ on C ⊂ C˜, where v is the image of v in V .
2. mapping (C ′)r identically to (C ′)ξr+u for each r ∈ U and then acting via ϕ′v′,ξ.
This defines a left G-action on C˜ that is compatible with the Vˆ -marking. Denote the
corresponding homomorphism by
ϕ˜ : G→ AutS(C˜).
By iterating the clutching operation, for each u ∈ U we identify ∞u and λu, where
u is the image of u in V , and obtain a connected prestable curve C with a morphism
p : C˜ → C. Moreover, for each (v, ξ) = (u+ v′, ξ) ∈ G and r ∈ U , we have
(p ◦ ϕ˜v,ξ) ◦ λ˜r = p ◦ λ˜ξr+u = p ◦∞ξr+u = (p ◦ ϕ˜v,ξ) ◦∞r.
By the universality of p (Proposition 4.7.1), it follows that there exists a unique ϕv,ξ ∈
AutS(C) making the following diagram commute:
C˜
ϕ˜v,ξ //
p

C˜
p

C ϕv,ξ
// C.
We thus obtain a faithful left G-action
ϕ : G→ AutS(C).
In addition, the Vˆ -marking λ˜ induces a Vˆ -marking
λ : Vˆ → C(S).
Proposition 4.8. The triple (C, λ, ϕ) is a V -fern.
Proof. It is clear that C is a stable Vˆ -marked curve. It remains to verify condition (2)
in Definiton 3.5. Let s ∈ S, and let Es be the chain from 0 to ∞ in Cs. Let E ∈ Es.
Since the G-action on C is defined so that p : C˜ → C is G-equivariant, it follows that
the unique irreducible component E˜ ⊂ C˜s mapping isomorphically onto E is contained
in either E ′s or E s, the chains from 0 to∞ in (C ′s)0 and C repectively. There thus exists
an isomorphism E˜
∼→ P1k(s) satisfying condition (2) in Definiton 3.5. The composite
E ∼
p−1s // E˜ ∼ // P1k(s)
provides the desired isomorphism for E.
Definition 4.9. We refer to the construction of (C, λ, ϕ) as grafting and call C the
graft of C ′ and C.
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Note that the grafting construction depends on the choice of complementary subspace
U ⊂ V with V = U ⊕ V ′. However, the isomorphism class of the resulting V -fern is
independent of this choice. Indeed, let T ⊂ V be another such subspace. With similar
notation as above let (CU , λU , ϕU) and (CT , λT , ϕT ) be the corresponding grafts of C ′
and C. Then we have:
Proposition 4.10. The V -ferns CU and CT are isomorphic.
Proof. For each u ∈ U there exists a unique t ∈ T such that u ≡ t mod V ′. Write
u = t+ v′ with v′ ∈ V ′. Consider the isomorphism
fu : (C
′)u ⊂ C˜U ∼→ (C ′)t ⊂ C˜T
induced by the action of v′ on C ′. For each v ∈ V , there exist unique v′u, v′t ∈ V ′ such
that v = u + v′u = t + v
′
t. Since u = t + v
′ we have t + (v′ + v′u) = t + v
′
t and hence
v′t = v
′ + v′u. It follows that fu ◦ λ˜Uv = λ˜Tv for all v ∈ V . We may thus combine the
fu for varying u with the identity on C ⊂ C˜U ∼→ C ⊂ C˜T to obtain an isomorphism
f˜ : C˜U → C˜T preserving Vˆ -marked sections. Using the universality from Proposition
4.7.1 of the morphisms pU : C˜
U → CU and pT : C˜T → CT , this induces the desired
isomorphism f : CU
∼→ CT of stable Vˆ -marked curves.
Remark. The fact that the clutching operation is functorial ([1, §10.8]) implies that
grafting yields a natural transformation FernV ′ ×FernV → FernV .
We can generalize the construction in the following way: Let F = {V0, . . . , Vm} be a flag
and, for each 0 < i 6 m, let Ci be a (Vi/Vi−1)-fern. By iteratively grafting, one obtains
a V -fern C from the Ci.
5 F-ferns and flag coverings
Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over S. For each s ∈ S, we obtain a flag Fs from the fiber Cs
using Proposition 3.9.
Definition 5.1. We call Fs the flag associated to s (or to Cs, in case of ambiguity).
5.1 Contraction and the flags associated to fibers
For any flag F = {V0, . . . , Vm} of V , we obtain a flag of V ′ given by
F ∩ V ′ := {V0 ∩ V ′, . . . , Vm ∩ V ′}.
Proposition 5.2. Let (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) be the V ′-fern obtained from C by contraction. Let
s ∈ S, and let F := Fs = {V0, . . . , Vm = V } and F ′ := F ′s = {V ′0 , . . . , V ′` = V ′} be the
flags associated to Cs and C
′
s respectively. Then F ′ = F ∩ V ′.
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Proof. We may assume that S = Spec(k), where k is a field. Let E := {E1, . . . Em} and
E ′ := {E ′1, . . . E ′`} be the chains from 0 to∞ in C and C ′ respectively. Fix 1 6 j 6 `. Let
γ : C → C ′ denote the contraction map, and let E be the unique irreducible component
of C such that γ(E) = E ′j. Since γ preserves the 0- and ∞-marked sections, we must
have γ(E ) = E ′. Therefore E = Ei for some i. Let v ∈ Vi ∩ V ′. We have
E ′j = γ(Ei) = γ(ϕvEi) = ϕ
′
vγ(Ei) = ϕ
′
vE
′
j, (5.1)
where we use the V ′-equivariance of γ given by Lemma 4.1. Thus v stabilizes E ′j, and
hence v ∈ V ′j . We conclude that Vi ∩ V ′ ⊂ V ′j . Conversely, suppose v ∈ V ′j . Again
using the V ′-equivariance, we obtain E ′j = ϕ
′
vγ(Ei) = γ(ϕvEi). Since Ei is the unique
irreducible component mapping onto E ′j, we have ϕvEi = Ei and hence v ∈ Vi ∩ V ′. It
follows that V ′j = Vi ∩ V ′; hence F ′ ⊂ F ∩ V ′.
For the reverse inclusion, fix 1 6 i 6 m. Either V ′ ∩ Vi = {0} ∈ F ′, or there exists
a maximal 1 6 k 6 i such that V ′ ∩ (Vk r Vk−1) 6= ∅. In the latter case, one has
Vi ∩ V ′ = Vk ∩ V ′. Consider the subtree Tk of C consisting of the connected component
of C r (Ek−1 ∪ Ek+1) containing Ek, where E0 and Em+1 are understood to be empty.
The non-∞-marked points on Tk are precisely the (Vk r Vk−1)-marked points. Since
V ′ ∩ (Vk r Vk−1) 6= ∅, the contraction morphism γ does not contract Ek to a point.
Hence γ(Ek) = E
′
j for some j. As before, we deduce that V
′
j = Vk ∩ V ′ = Vi ∩ V ′. Thus
F ∩ V ′ ⊂ F ′. This completes the proof.
5.2 Flag covering
For an arbitrary flag F of V , we define
SF := {s ∈ S | Fs ⊂ F}.
Lemma 5.3. Let v ∈ V and let Sv ⊂ S be the locus of points s ∈ S such that v is not
contained in the second to last step of Fs. Then Sv is an open subscheme of S.
Proof. Consider the contraction Cv of C with respect to {0, v,∞} and denote the Vˆ -
marked sections of Cv by (λvw)w∈Vˆ . We claim that
Sv = {s ∈ S | λvw(s) 6= λv∞(s) for all w ∈ V }.
Indeed, let s ∈ S and write Fs = {V0, . . . , Vm} with corresponding chain E1, . . . , Em
from 0 to ∞. Let 1 6 i 6 m be minimal such that v ∈ Vi. Then Cs → Cvs contracts all
irreducible components of Cs except for Ei. Thus v 6∈ Vm−1 if and only if the contraction
morphism Cs → Cvs contracts all irreducible components of Cs except Em, which is
equivalent to λvw(s) 6= λv∞(s) for all w ∈ V , and the claim follows. Since the locus where
two sections are distinct is open and V is finite, the desired result follows.
Proposition 5.4. For each flag F of V , the set SF ⊂ S is an open subscheme, and
S =
⋃
F SF .
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of F . Suppose first that F = {0, V } is
trivial. For each v ∈ V , let Sv be as in Lemma 5.3. Now SF =
⋂
v∈V r{0} Sv is open since
V is finite.
Now suppose F = {V0, V1, . . . , Vm} with m > 1. Let V ′ := Vm−1 and denote by C ′ the
V ′-fern obtained from C by contraction. Consider the flag of V ′ given by F ′ := F ∩ V ′.
Then SF ′ ⊂ S is open by the induction hypothesis. By Proposition 5.2, the open
subscheme SF ′ is precisely the locus of points s ∈ S such that Fs ∩ V ′ ⊂ F ′. If Fs ⊂ F ,
then Fs∩V ′ ⊂ F ′ and therefore SF ⊂ SF ′ . The condition that Fs∩V ′ ⊂ F ′ is equivalent
to Fs is being a subflag of a flag of the form
0 = V0 ( V1 ( · · · ( Vm−1 = V ′ ( W1 ( · · · ( Wk = V.
A point s ∈ SF ′ is thus in SF if and only if there does not exist a W ∈ Fs such that
V ′ ( W ( V . This is equivalent to every v ∈ V r V ′ not being contained in the second
to last step of Fs. We thus have
SF =
( ⋂
v∈V rV ′
Sv
)
∩ SF ′ .
Again applying Lemma 5.3, it follows that SF is open. The fact that the SF cover S is
clear.
Definition 5.5. We call a V -fern C → S an F -fern if S = SF .
Proposition 5.4 implies that the functor sending a scheme S to the set of isomorphism
classes of F -ferns over S is an open subfunctor of FernV . We denote this functor by
FernF .
6 The universal V -fern
In this section we construct a V -fern (CV , λV , ϕV ) over BV .
6.1 The scheme CV
Let Σ := V × (V r {0}). We define
PΣ :=
∏
(v,w)∈Σ
P1.
Denote the projective coordinates on the copy of P1 in the (v, w)-component of PΣ
by (Xvw : Yvw). Let S be scheme. Recall that an element of ΩV (S) corresponds to a
fiberwise injective linear map
λ : V → L(S), v 7→ λv.
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Moreover, an element of A1Fq(S) corresponds to the choice of some t ∈ Γ(S,OS). Fix
v0 ∈ V r {0} and define the following morphism:
αV : ΩV × A1 −→ ΩV × PΣ
(λ, t) 7→ (λ, (λv0t− λv : λw)v,w).
To see that αV is well-defined, consider a pair (M, µ) in the same isomorphism class as
(L, λ), i.e., corresponding to the same element of ΩV (S). This means that there is an
isomorphism θ : L ∼→M such that the following diagram commutes:
V
λ //
µ
""
L(S)
θo

M(S).
For v, w ∈ Σ and t ∈ OS(S), we have
θ(λv0t− λv) = µv0t− µv;
θ(λw) = µw.
Thus the tuples (L, λv0t−λv, λw) and (M, µv0t−µv, µw) determine the same morphism
S → P1, and αV is well-defined.
Consider the composite
fV : ΩV × A1 αV // ΩV × PΣ   // BV × PΣ. (6.1)
The projective scheme CV over BV is defined to be the scheme-theoretic closure of Im fV .
6.2 The scheme CF
Fix a complete flag F := {V0, . . . , Vn} of V and an associated flag basis B = {b1, . . . , bn}.
To simplify notation, let T := (T1, . . . , Tn−1). By Proposition 2.13, the choice of B yields
an open embedding UF ↪→ An−1Fq = SpecFq[T ]. We identify UF with its image in An−1Fq . In
this subsection, we construct a V -fern (CF , λF , ϕF) over UF . We will show (Propositions
6.24 and 6.25) that CF is isomorphic to CV ∩ (UF × PΣ) and that the V -fern structures
for varying F combine to yield the desired structure of V -fern on CV .
For each 1 6 k 6 n and each v ∈ Vk, write v =
∑k
i=1 cibi with ci ∈ Fq, and define
Qkv(T ) :=
k∑
i=1
ci
(k−1∏
j=i
Tj
)
∈ Fq[T ].
Remark. The Qk• are Fq-linear in Vk, i.e., for all v, w ∈ Vk and ξ ∈ Fq, we have
Qkξv+w = ξQ
k
v +Q
k
w. Moreover, for v ∈ Vk and k 6 m 6 n, we have
Qmv (T ) = Q
k
v(T ) ·
m−1∏
j=k
Tj. (6.2)
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We define CF ⊂ UF × PΣ to be the closed subscheme determined by the following
equations:
Qkw(T )XvwYv′w′ +Q
k
v−v′(T )YvwYv′w′ = Q
k
w′(T )Xv′w′Yvw, (6.3)
where 1 6 k 6 n and w,w′ ∈ Vk r {0} and (v′ − v) ∈ Vk.
Let piF : CF → UF denote the natural projection. For each subflag F ⊂ F , the
scheme UF is an open subscheme of UF , and hence inherits the affine coordinates T
from the latter. Let CF := pi−1F (UF). It is precisely the closed subscheme of UF × PΣ
defined by (6.3). We denote the restriction of piF to CF by piF .
Lemma 6.1. The image of fV is contained in CF for each F ⊂ F .
Proof. Let S be a scheme. The morphism fV maps a point (λ, t) ∈ (ΩV ×A1)(S) to the
point (
λ, (λv0t− λv : λw)v,w
) ∈ (ΩV × PΣ)(S).
Recall that λ is an Fq-linear map from V to the global sections of an invertible sheaf
L over S. Define xvw := λv0t− λv and yvw := λw, so that the morphism from S to the
(v, w)-component of PΣ is determined by the tuple (xvw : yvw). We compute
λwxvwyv′w′ + λv−v′yvwyv′w′ =
λw(λv0t− λv)(λw′) + λv−v′λwλw′ =
λwλw′(λv0t− λv + λv−v′) =
λwλw′(λv0t− λv′) =
λw′xv′w′yvw.
Thus for all pairs (v, w), (v′, w′) ∈ Σ, we have
λwxvwyv′w′ + λv−v′yvwyv′w′ = λw′xv′w′yvw (6.4)
in Γ(S,L⊗3). Our choice of flag basis B = {b1, . . . , bn} induces projective coordinates
X = (X1 : . . . : Xn) on PV , hence an open embedding j : ΩV ↪→ Pn−1Fq . For each
v =
∑n
i=1 cibi in V , define
Pv(X) :=
n∑
i=1
ciXi ∈ Fq[X].
Then Pv(X) ∈ Γ(Pn−1Fq ,O(1)) and j∗Pv(X) = v ∈ Γ(ΩV ,O(1)). It follows that under
the composite
S
λ // ΩV
  j // Pn−1Fq ,
the section Pv(X) pulls back to λv for all v ∈ V . By equation (6.4), we deduce that fV
factors through the closed subscheme defined by
Pw(X)XvwYv′w′ + Pv−v′(X)YvwYv′w′ = Pw′(X)Xv′w′Yvw, (6.5)
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for all (v, w), (v′, w′) ∈ Σ. Using Lemma 2.14, we observe that j∗(Pv(X)/Xn) = Qnv (T )
over ΩV . Dividing (6.5) by Xn therefore yields
Qnw(T )XvwYv′w′ +Q
n
v−v′(T )YvwYv′w′ = Q
n
w′(T )Xv′w′Yvw (6.6)
This is almost (6.3), but differs in the superscripts of the Qn. Fix 1 6 k 6 n. Since
j(ΩV ) ⊂ ∩iD+(Xi) ⊂ Pn−1Fq , the product
∏n−1
i=k Ti = j
∗Xk
Xn
is invertible on ΩV . If w,w
′
and (v′−v) are in Vk, we can thus divide both sides of (6.6) by
∏n−1
i=k Ti. Using equation
(6.2), this yields (6.3). The image of fV is thus contained in CF , as desired.
6.3 G-action on CF
Recall that ΩV ∼= SpecRSV,0, whereRSV is the localization of Sym(V ) by all v ∈ Vr{0}.
Let A := RSV,0. Our definition of fV : ΩV × A1 → BV × PΣ depended on a choice of
v0 ∈ V r {0}. Consider the faithful right G-action on the polynomial ring A[X] where
an element (u, ξ) ∈ G acts via the A-algebra homomorphism
A[X]→ A[X], X 7→ ξX + u
v0
.
This induces a left G-action on ΩV × A1 over ΩV given by
(λ, t) 7→
(
λ, ξt+
λu
λv0
)
.
On the other hand, we endow BV ×PΣ with the left G-action over BV where (u, ξ) ∈ G
acts via the automorphism
BV × PΣ ∼−→ BV × PΣ
(xvw : yvw)v,w 7→ (xv˜w˜ : yv˜w˜)v,w,
where
v˜ := ξ−1(v − u); (6.7)
w˜ := ξ−1w.
Lemma 6.2. The morphism fV is G-equivariant.
Proof. Recall that fV was defined to be the composite of the natural inclusion ΩV ×
PΣ ↪→ BV × PΣ with the morphism
αV : ΩV × A1 −→ ΩV × PΣ
(λ, t) 7→
(
λ,
(
λ(v0)t− λ(v) : λ(w)
)
v,w
)
.
Under αV , we have(
λ, ξt+
λu
λv0
)
7→
(
λ,
(
λv0
(
ξt+
λu
λv0
)
− λv : λw
)
v,w
)
,
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The lemma then follows from the following computation:(
λv0
(
ξt+
λu
λv0
)
− λv : λw
)
=
(
λv0t+ ξ
−1(λu − λv) : ξ−1λw
)
= (λv0t− λξ−1(v−u) : λξ−1w)
= (λv0t− λv˜ : λw˜).
Proposition 6.3. The left G-action on BV ×PΣ restricts to a left G-action on CF over
UF . Moreover, the morphism ΩV × A1 → CF induced by fV is G-equivariant.
Proof. The action of an element (u, ξ) ∈ G sends CF to the closed subscheme of UF×PΣ
defined by the equations
Qkw(T )Xv˜w˜Yv˜′w˜′ +Q
k
v−v′(T )Yv˜w˜Yv˜′w˜′ = Q
k
w′(T )Xv˜′w˜′Yv˜w˜, (6.8)
for 1 6 k 6 n and w,w′ ∈ Vk r {0} and v, v′ ∈ V such that v′ − v ∈ Vk, and with v˜,
v˜′, w˜ and w˜′ as in (6.7). We denote this scheme by (u, ξ) ·CF . To show that the action
restricts to CF , we must show that CF = (u, ξ) ·CF , which is equivalent to showing that
the equations (6.8) hold on CF .
By (6.3), the following equations hold on CF for varying v, w, v
′ and w′ :
Qkw˜(T )Xv˜w˜Yv˜′w˜′ +Q
k
v˜−v˜′(T )Yv˜w˜Yv˜′w˜′ = Q
k
w˜′(T )Xv˜′w˜′Yv˜w˜. (6.9)
Since
v˜ − v˜′ = ξ−1(v − u)− ξ−1(v′ − u) = ξ−1(v − v′),
and Qkξ−1x = ξ
−1Qkx for all x ∈ Vk, we obtain (6.8) from (6.9) by multiplying by ξ−1.
This proves the first part of the proposition. The fact that the morphism ΩV ×A1 ↪→ CF
is G-equivariant follows directly from Lemma 6.2.
We denote the left G-action in Proposition 6.3 by
ϕF : G→ AutUF (CF).
6.4 Vˆ -Marked Sections of CF → UF
Sections of the projection ΩV × A1 → ΩV correspond bijectively to elements of A :=
RSV,0. The inclusion
V ↪→ R, v 7→ v
v0
,
where v0 ∈ V r {0} is the vector we fixed in defining fV , thus induces a V -marking
λ : V → (ΩV × A1)(ΩV ), v 7→ λv.
Furthermore, let
ϕ : G→ AutΩV (ΩV × A1)
be the left G-action on ΩV × A1 as described in Subsection 6.3.
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Lemma 6.4. The V -marking on ΩV × A1 is compatible with the action of G, i.e., the
equality ϕw,ξ ◦ λv = λξv+w holds for all (w, ξ) ∈ G.
Proof. Let (w, ξ) ∈ G. For each v ∈ V , the section λv corresponds to the homomorphism
λ]v : A[X] → A, X 7→ vv0 . We denote by ϕ] the left G-action on A[X] corresponding to
ϕ. Then
λ]v ◦ ϕ]w,ξ(X) = ξ
( v
v0
)
+
w
v0
=
ξv + w
v0
= λ]ξv+w(X).
The desired result follows.
Lemma 6.5. Let v ∈ V r {0} and let F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} be a subflag of F . Let
1 6 ` 6 m be minimal such that v ∈ Vi`. Then Qi`v (T ) ∈ Γ(UF ,OUF )×.
Proof. Let s ∈ UF . Then by Proposition 2.8, we know that s ∈ ΩF ′ for some F ′ ⊂ F .
Choose 0 6 j 6 ` maximal such that Vij ∈ F ′. Let t = (t1, . . . , tn−1) denote the image
of T in k(s). Then Lemma 2.15.1 implies that
i`−1∏
i=ij′
ti = 0, for all j
′ 6 j.
It follows that Qi`w(t) is a non-trivial Fq-linear combination of the elements{ i`−1∏
i=ij+1
ti,
i`−1∏
i=ij+2
ti, . . . , ti`−1, 1
}
.
By Lemma 2.15.2, such a linear combination is non-zero, so Qkw(t) 6= 0 in k(s). It follows
that Qkw(T ) ∈ (OUF ,s)×. Since s was arbitrary, this proves the lemma.
Let F0 := {0, V } be the trivial flag. Composing each λv with fV , we obtain a
V -marking λF0 : V → CF0(UF0). This marking is compatible with the action of G by
Lemma 6.4 and the fact that fV is G-equivariant. For a scheme S and T ∈ UF(S), we
observe that the point (
T , (1 : 0)(v,w)∈Σ
) ∈ (UF × PΣ)(S)
satisfies (6.3). We may thus extend λF0 to a Vˆ -marking by defining
λF0(∞) : UF0 → CF0 , T 7→
(
T , (1 : 0)(v,w)∈Σ
)
. (6.10)
Since G acts on CF by permuting components, we see that λF0(∞) is fixed by the
G-action, so the resulting Vˆ -marking on CF0 is compatible with the action of G.
Proposition 6.6. The Vˆ -marking λF0 on CF0 extends uniquely to a Vˆ -marking
λF : Vˆ → CF(UF).
Furthermore, this Vˆ -marking is compatible with the action of G.
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Proof. It follows from the definition of fV that the 0-marked section of ΩV × A1 → ΩV
is mapped to the morphism ΩV → CF0 ⊂ ΩV × PΣ given by
(−λv : λw)v,w. Define a
section
λF(0) : UF → CF ⊂ UF × PΣ
as follows: For each (v, w) ∈ Σ, the (v, w)-component of λF(0) is the morphism UF →
UF × P1 given by T 7→
(−Q`v(T ) : Q`w(T )), where ` ∈ {1, . . . , n} is minimal such that
v, w ∈ V`. By Lemma 6.5, the choice of ` insures that either Q`v(T ) or Q`w(T ) is an
element of Γ(UF ,O×UF ); hence λF(0) is well-defined. The inclusion ΩV ↪→ UF ↪→ A
n−1
Fq
maps λv
λbn
to Qnv (T ) for all v ∈ V . Note that
Qnv (T ) = Q
`
v(T ) ·
n−1∏
i=`
Ti,
and that
∏n−1
i=` Ti is invertible on ΩV . It follows that
(−Q`v(T ) : Q`w(T )) and (−λv : λw)
define the same morphism ΩV → P1. Hence λF(0) extends the zero section on CF0 , as
desired.
Let ϕF denote the left G-action on CF as described in Proposition 6.3. For each
v ∈ V , we define
λF(v) := ϕF(v) ◦ λF(0).
This extends the v-marked section on CF0 . We define the infinity section λF(∞) : UF →
CF on each component via T 7→ (1 : 0). This clearly extends the ∞-section (6.10) on
CF0 , and we thus obtain a Vˆ -marking λF extending λF0 . The uniqueness follows from
the fact that CF0 is dense in CF , and the latter is separated over UF and reduced (see
Corollary 6.13). The compatibility of the Vˆ -marking with the action of G then follows
from the uniqueness of the extended sections and the compatibility of the V -marking
on CF0 .
6.5 Elimination of redundant equations
Let F := {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} be a subflag of F . For each v =
∑n
i=1 cibi ∈ V and 1 6 k 6 n,
we define
v6k :=
k∑
i=1
cibi ∈ Vk,
v>k :=
n∑
i=k+1
cibi = v − v6k.
Consider the set
ΣF := {(v, k) ∈ V × {1, . . . ,m} | v6ik = 0},
and define
PΣF :=
∏
(v,k)∈ΣF
P1.
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For each (v, k) ∈ ΣF , we reindex the (v, bik)-component of PΣ by (v, k). We then have
the natural projection pF : PΣ → PΣF . Write (Xvk : Yvk) for the projective coordinates
on the (v, k)-component of PΣF . These correspond to the projective coordinates on
the (v, bik)-component of P
Σ, which we previously denoted by (Xvbik : Yvbik ). The next
lemma simplifies the situation by reducing the number of equations defining CF .
Proposition 6.7. The composite
CF  // UF × PΣ
pF // UF × PΣF
is an isomorphism onto the closed subscheme given by the equations
Qi`bik
(T )XvkYv′k′ +Q
i`
v−v′(T )YvkYv′k′ = Q
i`
bik′
(T )Xv′k′Yvk, (6.11)
where 1 6 (k′, k) 6 ` 6 m and v − v′ ∈ Vi`.
Proof. For simplicity in the indices, we only provide the proof in the case where F = F .
The general case is similar. Consider (v, w) ∈ Σ. There exists a minimal k such that
w ∈ Vk. Let v′ := v>k and consider the equation in (6.3) corresponding to (v′, bk) and
(v, w):
Xv′kYvw +Q
k
v′−v(T )Yv′kYvw = Q
k
w(T )XvwYv′k. (6.12)
By Lemma 6.5, we have Qkw(T ) ∈ Γ(UF ,OUF )×. We may thus rewrite (6.12) as
Yvw
(
Xv′k +Q
k
v′−v(T )Yv′k
) · (Qkw(T ))−1 = XvwYv′k. (6.13)
Let S be a UF -scheme. A morphism S → CF over UF corresponds to an isomorphism
a set of tuples {(Lrs, (xrs : yrs))}(r,s)∈Σ, where each Lrs is an invertible sheaf on S with
generating global sections xrs and yrs. The (xrs : yrs) satisfy (6.3) and, in particular,
equation (6.13). Define
x˜v′k :=
(
xv′k +Q
k
v′−v(T )yv′k
) · (Qkw(T ))−1 ∈ Γ(S,Lv′k).
Then x˜v′k and yv′k also generate Lv′k. Moreover, equation (6.13) implies that for all
p ∈ S, we have (xvw)p ∈ mpLvw,p if and only if (x˜v′k)p ∈ mpLv′k,p, and similarly for
(yvw)p and (yv′k)p. Let Sx ⊂ S be the open subscheme where xvw (resp. x˜v′k) generates
Lvw (resp. Lv′k). Define Sy analogously and let Sxy := Sx ∩Sy. By (6.13), the following
diagram commutes:
OSx · xvw|Sxy ∼ //
·yvwx−1vw

OSx · x˜v′k|Sxy
·yv′kx˜−1v′k

OSy · yvw|Sxy ∼ // OSy · yv′k|Sxy .
We thus obtain an isomorphism Lvw ∼→ Lv′k sending (xvw : yvw) to (x˜v′k : yv′k). It
follows that the (v, w)-component of the morphism S → CF is determined by the (v′, k)-
component. Hence CF is an isomorphism onto its image in UF × PΣF . The image is
determined by the subset of equations in (6.3) involving the elements of ΣF , which yields
(6.11).
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Lemma 6.8. The morphism fV induces an open immersion ΩV × A1 ↪→ CF0.
Proof. For the trivial flag F0, we have ΣF0 = {(0, 1)} and Proposition 6.7 yields an
isomorphism ρ0 : CF0
∼→ ΩV × P1. The composite ρ0 ◦ fV corresponds to the morphism
ΩV × A1 → ΩV × P1 given by
(λ, t) 7→
(
λ,
(
λv0t : λbn
))
.
Here λ is a fiberwise injective map V → L(S) for a scheme S and invertible sheaf L on
S. Since λ is fiberwise injective, the invertible sheaf L is trivial, and we may assume
that L = OS and λbnλv0 = 1. Thus ρ0 ◦ fV is the open immersion ΩV × A
1 ↪→ ΩV × P1
given by t 7→ (t : 1). It follows that fV induces an open immersion ΩV × A1 ↪→ CF0 , as
desired.
6.6 Properties of CF
We begin by defining particular open subschemes of CF whose translates under the V -
action form an open covering U of CF (Lemma 6.11). The cover U will be useful in
establishing flatness over UF , reducedness and several other properties of CF (Corollary
6.13). Let F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} ⊂ F be an arbitrary subflag. Recall that UF is an open
subscheme of UF , and piF restricts to the projection piF : CF → UF . We identify CF with
its image in UF × PΣF via the isomorphism in Proposition 6.7. Fix 1 6 k 6 m. For
each v ∈ V , let k 6 kv 6 m be minimal such that v ∈ Vikv . Let W kF ⊂ CF ⊂ CF be the
open subscheme defined by
Qikvbik
(T )X0k 6= Qikvv (T )Y0k, for all v ∈ V , (6.14)
Y0k 6= 0, if k < m.
Similarly, let ZkF ⊂ CF ⊂ CF be the open subscheme defined by
Qikvbik
(T )X0k 6= Qikvv (T )Y0k, for all v ∈ V r Vik−1 , (6.15)
X0k−1 6= Qik−1v (T )Y0k−1, if k > 1 and for all v ∈ Vik−1 ,
Y0k 6= 0.
Remark. To motivate the definitions of W kF and Z
k
F , we provide the following descrip-
tion on the fiber Cs over a point s ∈ ΩF ⊂ UF : We will show that Cs is a nodal curve
of genus 0 with irreducible components indexed by the elements of ΣF (Lemma 6.17).
If k > 1, the open subscheme W kF is defined so that the base change to Spec k(s) is
precisely the smooth part of the (0, k)-component of Cs. Similarly, the base change of
ZkF to Spec k(s) consists of the (0, k)- and (0, k − 1)-components minus their singular
points, with the exception of the unique nodal point at which they intersect. The base
change of ZF1 is the smooth part of the (0, 1)-component minus the (Vi1 r {0})-marked
points.
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Figure 7: Examples for dimV = 3, q = 3 over a point s ∈ ΩF . The open subschemes
W kF and Z
k
F are represented by thick lines. Unfilled points are not included.
λ∞
Z1F
λ0
W 3F
λ∞
λ0
Z3F
λ∞
λ0
Note that k is fixed in (6.14) and (6.15) while v ∈ V varies. Considering the copy of P1
in the (0, k)-component of PΣF , we can thus make sense of taking the open subscheme
of P1 defined by (6.14). Similary, looking at the copy of P1 × P1 in the (0, k)- and
(0, k − 1)-components of PΣF , we can consider the open subscheme of P1 × P1 defined
by (6.15).
Lemma 6.9. Fix 1 6 k 6 m.
(a) The projection CF → UF × P1 onto the (0, k)-component restricts to an isomor-
phism from W kF to the open subscheme defined by (6.14).
(b) The projection CF → UF×P1 onto the (0, 1)-component restricts to an isomorphism
from Z1F to the open subscheme defined by (6.15).
(c) If k > 2, the projection CF → UF × (P1 × P1) onto the (0, k − 1)- and (0, k)-
components restricts to an isomorphism from ZkF to the locally closed subscheme
defined by (6.15) and
X0kY0k−1 = Q
ik
bik−1
(T )X0k−1Y0k.
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Proof. For (a), consider (u, j) ∈ ΣF r {(0, k)}. Recall that ku > k was defined to be
minimal such that u ∈ Viku . Let ` := max(j, ku). Equation (6.11) yields
Qi`bik
(T )X0kYuj −Qi`u (T )Y0kYuj = (6.16)(
Qi`bik
(T )X0k −Qi`u (T )Y0k
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
Yuj = Q
i`
bij
(T )Y0k︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗∗)
Xuj.
We have the following two cases:
Case 1. (` = ku): By construction, when ` = k
u then (∗) is invertible on W kF . Let S
be a UF -scheme. A morphism S → W kF ⊂ CF over UF is equivalent to an isomorphism
class of a set of tuples {(Lwi, (xwi : ywi))}(w,i)∈ΣF , where each Lwi is an invertible sheaf
over S with global generating sections xwi and ywi satisfying (6.11) and (6.14). It follows
that (x0k : y0k) and (xuj : yuj) satisfy (6.16). Since (∗) is invertible, this implies that
yuj = F · xuj for some F ∈ OS(S) depending only on (x0k : y0k). Since xuj and yuj
generate Luj, it follows that xuj vanishes nowhere. Hence Luj ∼= OS. Without loss of
generality, we may assume xuj = 1 and yuj = F.
Case 2. (` = j): In this case, either k = m = j, which implies that u = 0, or k <
m. Since (u, j) 6= (0, k) by assumption, the former does not occur. We observe that
Q
ij
bij
(T ) = 1 and that Y0k is invertible on W
k
F by construction. It follows that (∗∗) is
invertible on W kF . An analogous argument as in case 1 shows that we may take Luj = OS
and yuj = 1 and xuj = G, where G ∈ OS(S) depends only on (x0k, y0k).
It follows that (Luj, xuj, yuj) is determined by (L0k, x0k, y0k) for all (u, j) 6= (0, k).
The composite
CF ↪→ UF × PΣF → UF × P1
therefore restricts to an isomorphism from W kF to its image. The image is precisely the
open subscheme defined by (6.14), as desired. The proof of (b) is analogous.
For (c), consider (u, j) ∈ ΣF r {(0, k − 1), (0, k)}. Let S be a UF -scheme. If u ∈
V r Vik−1 , then the same argument as in (a) shows that the (u, j)-component of a
morphism S → ZkF over UF is determined by the (0, k)-component. Now suppose
u ∈ Vik−1 . If j > k, then, since u6ij = 0 by assumption, it follows that u = 0. From
(6.11) we obtain the following:
Q
ij
bik
(T )X0kY0j = X0jY0k.
Since Y0k is invertible over Z
k
F , we apply a similar argument is in the proof of (a) to
deduce that the (0, j)-component of a morphism S → ZkF over UF is determined by the
(0, k)-component.
If j < k, then (6.11) yields
(X0k−1 −Qik−1u (T )Y0k−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
Yuj = Q
ik−1
bij
(T )XujY0k−1.
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By construction (∗) is invertible on ZkF , and we once again apply a similar argument as
in the proof of (a) to conclude that the (u, j)-component of a morphism S → ZkF over
UF is determined by the (0, k − 1)-component. All together, we have shown that any
morphism S → ZkF over UF is determined by the (0, k)- and (0, k− 1)-components. The
image is defined by (6.15) in addition to the equation in (6.11) relating the (0, k)- and
(0, k − 1)-components. This proves (c).
Let s ∈ UF . The canonical morphism Spec k(s) → UF corresponds to a point
t ∈ k(s)n−1. Denote the fiber over s of piF : CF → UF by Cs. By Proposition 2.8, there
is a unique subflag F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} of F such that s ∈ ΩF ⊂ UF .
For each 1 6 k 6 m, let
W ks := W
k
F × Spec k(s) ⊂ Cs,
and
Zks := Z
k
F × Spec k(s) ⊂ Cs.
The G-action (Proposition 6.3) on CF induces an action
ϕs : G→ Autk(s)(Cs).
Lemma 6.10. Let p ∈ Cs be a closed point. Then there exist v ∈ V and 1 6 k 6 m
such that p ∈ ϕs(v)(W ks ) or p ∈ ϕs(v)(Zks ).
Proof. The morphism
Spec k(p)→ Cs ↪→ PΣFs
corresponds to a point
(xw` : yw`)(w,`)∈ΣF ∈ PΣFs
(
k(p)
)
,
where the (xw`, yw`) ∈ k(p)2 r {(0, 0)} and
(
t, (xw` : yw`)w`
)
satisfies (6.11). If possible,
choose k minimal such that there exists a (u, k) ∈ ΣF with yuk 6= 0. Otherwise, let
(u, k) := (0, n). Let p˜ := ϕs(−u)(p), with corresponding (x˜w` : y˜w`)w` ∈ PΣFs
(
k(p)
)
.
The description of the G-action in 6.3 shows that (x˜0k : y˜0k) = (xuk, yuk). It suffices to
prove the lemma for p˜ in place of p, so we may suppose without loss of generality that
y0k 6= 0 and y0` = 0 for all ` < k. We have the following two cases:
Case 1.
(
x0k 6= Qikv′(t)y0k for all v′ ∈ Vik
)
: Using the defining equations (6.14) of W kF ,
we see that p ∈ W ks if and only if
Qikvbik
(t)x0k 6= Qikvv (t)y0k, for all v ∈ V , (6.17)
y0k 6= 0, if k < m.
Let v ∈ V . Recall that we defined kv > k to be minimal such that v ∈ Vikv . If kv = k,
then (6.17) says that x0k 6= Qikv (t)y0k, which is true by assumption. If kv > k, then
Lemma 2.15.1 implies that Qikvbik
(t) = 0, so (6.17) reads Qikvv (t)y0k 6= 0. By Lemma
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2.15.2, we have Qikvv (t) 6= 0. Since y0k 6= 0 by assumption, it follows that (6.17) holds.
Since v was arbitrary, we conclude that p ∈ W ks .
Case 2.
(
x0k = Q
ik
v′(t)y0k for some v
′ ∈ Vik
)
: Let p′ := ϕs(−v′)(p), with corresponding
(x′w` : y
′
w`)(w,`)∈ΣF ∈ PΣFs
(
k(p)
)
. From the defining equations (6.15) of ZkF , we deduce
that p′ ∈ Zks if and only if
Qikvbik
(t)x′0k 6= Qikvv (t)y′0k, for all v ∈ V r Vik−1 , (6.18)
x′0k−1 6= Qik−1v (t)y′0k−1, if k > 1, and for all v ∈ Vik−1 ,
y′0k 6= 0.
Considering Cs as a closed subscheme of P
Σ
s , the morphism Spec k(p)→ Cs with image p
corresponds to some (xvw : yvw)(v,w)∈Σ ∈ PΣs
(
k(p)
)
such that (xwbi` : ywbi` ) = (xw` : yw`)
for all (w, `) ∈ ΣF . By (6.3), we have
(x0k −Qikv′(t)y0k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
yv′bik = xv′biky0k.
By assumption (∗) is zero. We thus have xv′biky0k = 0. It follows that (x0k : y0k) = (0 : 1)
and that
(x′0k : y
′
0k) = (xv′bik : yv′bik ) = (0 : 1).
Our choice of k implies that y′0k−1 = 0 if k > 1. Moreover, Lemma 2.15 implies that
Qikvv (t) 6= 0. We then see directly that (6.18) holds. Thus p′ ∈ Zks .
It follows that every closed point p ∈ Cs is contained in a neighborhood of the form
perscribed in the lemma, as desired.
Recall that we defined a left G-action ϕF on CF . For each subflag F ⊂ F , let mF
denote the length of F .
Lemma 6.11. The set
U := {ϕF(v)
(
W kF
)
, ϕF(v)
(
ZkF
) | v ∈ V ,F ⊂ F , and 1 6 k 6 mF}
is an open cover of CF .
Proof. For each s ∈ UF , let
Us := {U ×UF k(s) | U ∈ U}.
Lemma 6.10 implies that every closed point in the fiber Cs is contained in an element of
Us. Since Cs is of finite type over k(s), the closed points in Cs are dense ([5], Proposition
3.35). Hence Us is an open cover of Cs for each s ∈ S. This implies that U is an open
cover of CF .
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Proposition 6.12. The projection CF → UF is Zariski locally isomorphic to one of the
following:
(a) The projection AnFq → An−1Fq onto the first n− 1 components.
(b) The composite
Z ↪→ An+1Fq = SpecFq[T ,X, Y ]→ An−1Fq = SpecFq[T ],
where Z is the closed subscheme defined by the equation
XY = P (T ), (6.19)
for some P (T ) ∈ Fq[T ].
Proof. Let F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} ⊂ F be a subflag and fix 1 6 k 6 m. Since the projection
UF × P1 → UF is locally isomorphic to the projection AnFq → An−1Fq , the same holds for
W kF → UF and Z1F → UF by Lemma 6.9.(a),(b).
By (6.11), the equation
X0kY0k−1 = Q
ik
bik
(T )X0k−1Y0k
holds on CF . On ZkF we may divide by Y0k and X0k−1. With X := X0k/Y0k and Y :=
Y0k−1/X0k−1, this yields
XY = Qikbik−1
(T ). (6.20)
It follows from Lemma 6.9(c) that ZkF is locally isomorphic to the subscheme of
UF ×
(
D(X0k−1) ∩D(Y0k)
) ⊂ UF × (P1 × P1)
defined by (6.20). We apply Lemma 6.11 to conclude the proof.
Corollary 6.13. The scheme CF has the following properties:
(a) dimCF = n;
(b) CF is reduced;
(c) CF is irreducible;
(d) CF is flat over UF ;
Proof. By Proposition 6.12, the scheme CF admits an open covering by n-dimensional,
reduced subschemes. This implies (a) and (b). Moreover, each U ∈ U has a non-empty
intersection with CF0 ∼= ΩV × P1. Since the latter is irreducible, it follows that any
two elements of U have a non-empty intersection. A scheme is irreducible if and only
if it admits a covering by irreducible open subschemes whose pairwise intersections are
non-empty ([18], Tag 01OM). Thus the irreducibility of each U ∈ U implies (c). Finally,
property (d) follows from the fact that both of the morphisms in Proposition 6.12 are
flat.
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6.7 The fibers of CF → UF
Let s ∈ UF . In our chosen coordinates on UF , the point s corresponds to some t ∈
k(s)n−1.
Proposition 6.14. The fiber Cs is a geometrically reduced curve with at worst nodal
singularities.
Proof. By Proposition 6.12, the fiber Cs is locally isomorphic to A1k(s) or the curve Z
in A2k(s) defined by XY = Qkbj(t), for some 1 6 j < k 6 n. Since both A1k(s) and Z are
geometrically reduced curves, the same holds for Cs. Moreover, the curve Z is singular
if and only if Qkbj(t) = 0, in which case Z is clearly nodal.
For a unique F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} ⊂ F , we have s ∈ ΩF ⊂ UF . We identify Cs with
its image in PΣFs via Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 6.15. The fiber Cs is the closed subscheme of P
ΣF
s defined by the equations(
Xvk −Qikv′6ik (t)Yvk
)
Yv′k′ = 0, (6.21)
for 1 6 k′ < k 6 m and v ≡ v′modVik , and
YvkYv′k′ = 0, (6.22)
for 1 6 k′ 6 k 6 m and v 6≡ v′modVik .
Proof. Proposition 6.7 implies that the fiber Cs is the closed subscheme of P
ΣF
s cut out
by the equations obtained from (6.11) by setting T = t:
Qi`bik
(t)XvkYv′k′ +Q
i`
v−v′(t)YvkYv′k′ = Q
i`
bik′
(t)XvkYv′k′ , (6.23)
where 1 6 k′ 6 k 6 ` 6 m and v − v′ ∈ Vi` . Consider distinct (v, k), (v′, k′) ∈ ΣF with
k′ 6 k. Write v =
∑n
i=1 cibi and v
′ =
∑n
i=1 c
′
ibi. We have the following possibilities:
Case 1. v ≡ v′ mod Vik : If k′ = k, then (6.23) is trivial. Otherwise, since tik′ = 0 by
Lemma 2.15.1, we have
Qikbik′
(t) =
ik−1∏
j=ik′
tj = 0.
Then (6.23) yields
XvkYv′k′ +Q
ik
v−v′(t)YvkYv′k′ = Q
ik
bik′
(t)Xv′k′Yvk = 0.
Since ci = 0 for all i 6 ik, we also have
Qikv−v′(t) =
ik∑
i=1
(ci − c′i)
( ik−1∏
j=i
tj
)
= −
ik∑
i=1
c′i
( ik−1∏
j=i
tj
)
= −Qik
v′6ik (t).
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Combining these gives (6.21).
Case 2. v 6≡ v′ mod Vik : In this case there is a minimal ` > k such that v ≡ v′ mod Vi` .
Again by Lemma 2.15.1, we have
Qi`bik
(t) = Qi`bik′
(t) = 0.
Equation (6.23) then yields Qi`v−v′(t)YvkYv′k′ = 0. By Lemma 2.15.2, we have Q
i`
v−v′(t) 6=
0; hence we may divide by it to obtain (6.22).
For each (w, `) ∈ ΣF , let Ew` ⊂ PΣFs be the closed subscheme defined by:
Xvk −Qikw6ik (t)Yvk = 0, if k > ` and v ≡ w mod Vik , (6.24)
Yvk = 0, for all other (v, k) 6= (w, `).
Lemma 6.16. The projection PΣFs → P1k(s) onto the (w, `)-component induces an iso-
morphism Ew`
∼→ P1k(s).
Proof. The equations in (6.24) determine the (v, k)-component for all (v, k) 6= (w, `)
and place no constraints on the (w, `)-component.
Lemma 6.17. The equality
Cs =
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF
Ew` ⊂ PΣFs
holds.
Proof. We first observe that
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF Ew` is reduced. Since Cs is also reduced by
Corollary 6.14, it suffices to show equality on the level of closed points. Let (w, `) ∈ ΣF
and let P ∈ Ew` be a closed point, which corresponds to some
p := (xvk : yvk)v,k ∈ Ew`
(
k(P )
)
satisfying (6.24). Fix (v, k), (v′, k′) ∈ ΣF distinct with k′ 6 k. We have the following
two cases:
Case 1.
(
v′ ≡ vmodVik
)
: Since (v, k) 6= (v′, k′), we must have k′ < k. Suppose ` < k′.
If v′ ≡ wmodVik′ , then v ≡ wmodVik and by (6.24) we have
xvk −Qikw6ik (t)yvk = 0.
The equality Qik
w6ik (t) = Q
ik
v′6ik (t) holds by Lemma 2.15. It follows that(
xvk −Qikv′6ik (t)yvk
)
yv′k′ = 0;
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hence p satisfies (6.21). If v′ 6≡ wmodVik′ or k′ 6 `, then (6.24) says that yv′k′ = 0.
Again we see that p is a solution to (6.21).
Case 2.
(
v′ 6≡ vmodVik
)
: Suppose k′ 6 `. By (6.24) we have yv′k′ = 0. Hence yvkyv′k′ =
0 and p is a solution to (6.22). Now suppose k′ > `. If v′ ≡ wmodVik′ , then v 6≡
wmodVik since otherwise v
′ ≡ vmodVik . Thus yvk = 0 by (6.24). If v′ 6≡ wmodVik′ ,
then (6.24) says that yv′k′ = 0. In either case, we have yvkyv′k′ = 0 and p is a solution
to (6.22).
We conclude that p satisfies (6.21) and (6.22) for all possible choices of (v, k) and
(v′, k′). It follows from Lemma 6.15 that P ∈ Cs. Thus
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF Ew,` ⊂ Cs.
For the reverse inclusion, suppose P ∈ Cs and take the corresponding
p := (xvk : yvk)v,k ∈ Cs
(
k(P )
)
.
If yvk = 0 for all (v, k), then p is a solution to (6.24) for (w, `) = (0,m) and thus
p ∈ (E0,m)
(
k(P )
)
. Otherwise, let 1 6 ` 6 m be minimal such that there exists a w
with yw` 6= 0. By Lemma 6.15, we know that p is a solution to (6.21) and (6.22).
We observe that dividing the equations in (6.21) and (6.22) that involve (w, `) by Yw`
yields precisely the equations (6.24) defining Ew`. Hence p ∈ Ew`
(
k(P )
)
. It follows that
Cs ⊂
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF Ew`. This proves the lemma.
Remark. The Ew` for varying (w, `) ∈ ΣF are distinct. Indeed, suppose (w, `) and
(w′, `′) are distinct elements of ΣF . The (w, `)-component of any point (xvk : yvk)v,k
of Ew` is free while the (w, `)-component of a point in Ew′`′ is fixed by (6.24). Hence
Ew` and Ew′`′ cannot be equal. The above lemma thus implies that the irreducible
components of Cs are indexed by the ΣF .
Lemma 6.18. For distinct pairs (v, k) and (v′, k′) with k′ 6 k, we have the following:
Evk ∩ Ev′k′ =
{
a nodal point, if k′ = k − 1 and v′ ≡ v mod Vk,
∅, otherwise.
Proof. If v′ 6≡ v mod Vik , there exists a minimal ` > k such that v′ ≡ vmodVi` . Write
v =
∑n
i=1 cibi. Recall that v
>i` :=
∑n
i=i`+1
cibi. On the (v
>`, `)-components we have
(Evk)v>`,` = (Q
i`
v6i` (t) : 1) and (Ev′k′)v>`,` = (Q
i`
v′6i` (t) : 1). However, the choice of ` and
Lemma 2.15 together imply that
Qi`
v6i` (t) =
i∑`
i=i`−1+1
ci
( i`−1∏
j=i
tj
)
6=
i∑`
i=i`−1+1
c′i
( i`−1∏
j=i
tj
)
= Qi`
v′6i` (t),
Thus (Evk)v>`,` 6= (Ev′k′)v>`,`, whence Evk ∩ Ev′k′ = ∅.
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Suppose k′ 6= k − 1 and v′ ≡ v mod Vik . Let v′′ := (v′)>ik′+1 . Then by definition
(Evk)v′′,k′+1 = (1 : 0) and (Ev′k′)v′′,k′+1 = (Q
ik′+1
v′ (t) : 1). Again we conclude that
Evk ∩ Ev′k′ = ∅.
If k′ = k−1 and v′ ≡ v mod Vik , it follows from Lemma 2.15 that Qi`v6i` (t) = Q
i`
v′6i` (t)
for all ` > k. We then see directly from (6.24) that Evk ∩Ev′,k−1 is a single closed point
x = (xw` : yw`)w,` ∈ Cs(k(s)) with
(xw` : yw`) =
{
(Qi`
v6i` (t) : 1), if ` > k and w ≡ v mod Vi` ,
(1 : 0), otherwise.
The fact that x is nodal follows from Corollary 6.14.
Figure 8: Example for s ∈ ΩF , V = Span{b1, b2, b3}, and q = 3.
E03
λ∞
E02 Eb3,2 E2b3,2
E01
λ0
E2b2,1
λ2b2
λb3 λ2b3
E2(b2+b3),1
Proposition 6.19. The geometric fibers of CF → UF are connected, reduced curves of
genus 0 with at worst nodal singularities.
Proof. Combine Corollary 6.14 and Lemmas 6.17 and 6.18.
6.8 V -fern structure on CF
Consider the left G-action ϕF on CF described in 6.3 and the Vˆ -marking λF from
Proposition 6.6.
Proposition 6.20. The triple (CF , λF , ϕF) is a V -fern over UF .
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Proof. The morphism piF : CF → UF is projective and hence proper. In light of Propo-
sitions 6.3, 6.6, 6.19 and Corollary 6.13, it only remains to verify that (CF , λF) is stable
and that Condition (2) of Definition 3.5 holds.
Let s ∈ UF . For simplicity, we assume that s ∈ ΩF . The general case is handled
similarly. Write we first write C as the union of its irreducible components:
Cs =
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF
Ew`.
By Lemma 6.18, for each (v, k) ∈ ΣF such that k > 1, the rational component Evk ⊂ Cs
intersects each Ev′k−1 such that v′ ≡ vmodVk. There are q such v′. For k < n, the
same lemma shows that Evk also intersects Ev>k+1k+1. It follows that Evk ⊂ Cs contains
q + 1 singular points for all (v, k) ∈ ΣF such that 1 < k < n. For E0n, we have
the aforementioned q singular points and the ∞-marked point. Since q > 2, there are
therefore at least three special points on Evk.
Fix a pair (v, 1) ∈ ΣF . One then checks directly from the definitions of Ev1 and λF
that the sections λF(v+ ξb1) with ξ ∈ Fq determine q distinct smooth marked points on
Ev1. Taken with the singular point where Ev,1 intersects Ev>22 or the ∞-marked point
when n = 1, we conclude that there are at least 3 special points on Ev1. It follows that
(CF , λF) is stable.
To check condition (2) of Definition 3.5, we first note that the chain from 0 to ∞
in Cs is given by {E0k, . . . , E0n}. For each 1 6 k 6 n, the projection PΣFs → P1k(s)
onto the (0, k)-component induces an isomorphism ρk : E0k
∼→ P1k(s). Let ξ ∈ F×q . The
(0, k)-component of ϕs(ξ)(E0k) is equal to (x0,ξ−1bk : y0,ξ−1bk). By (6.3), we have
x0ky0,ξ−1bk = Q
k
ξ−1bk(t)x0,ξ−1bky0k.
Since Qkξ−1bk(t) = ξ
−1, this yields
x0,ξ−1bk
y0,ξ−1bk
= ξ
(x0k
y0k
)
.
It follows that F×q acts on the affine chart D(Y0k) ⊂ P1k(s) via scalar multiplication under
the action induced by ρk. The isomorphism ρk sends the distinguished special points
of E0k to the correct targets, and thus satisfies Definition 3.5(2). We conclude that
(CF , λF , ϕF) is a V -fern, as desired.
Proposition 6.21. Let s ∈ ΩF ⊂ UF . The flag associated to the fiber Cs is equal to F .
In particular, the V -fern CF is an F-fern over UF .
Proof. Write F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim}. Recall that the flag associated to a V -fern over a field
was defined to be the set of stabilizers of the irreducible components in the chain connect-
ing the 0- and ∞-marked points. Writing Cs =
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF Ew`, it follows from the con-
struction of the Vˆ -marking in Proposition 6.6 that this chain consists of {E01, . . . , E0m}.
We must therefore show that StabV (E0`) = Vi` for each 1 6 ` 6 m.
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Fix 1 6 ` 6 m. Then by (6.24), the irreducible component E0` is the closed sub-
scheme of Cs ⊂ PΣFs defined by
X0k = 0, for all k > `, (6.25)
Yvk = 0, for all (v, k) ∈ ΣF such that v 6= 0 or k < `.
In order to simplify the description of the V -action, we consider Cs as a closed subscheme
of PΣs . An element u ∈ V then acts on Cs via the automorphism
(xvw : yvw)(v,w)∈Σ 7→ (x(v−u)w : y(v−u)w)(v,w)∈Σ.
For each u ∈ V and (v, ik) ∈ ΣF , let
(Xuvk : Y
u
vk) := (Xv−u,bik : Yv−u,bik ).
Then u ∈ V stabilizes E0` if and only if (6.25) implies that
Xu0k = 0, for all k > `, (6.26)
Y uvk = 0, for all (v, k) ∈ ΣF such that v 6= 0 or k < `.
Suppose u ∈ Vi` and that (6.25) holds. The point s ∈ ΩF corresponds to a tuple
t := (t1, . . . tn−1) ∈ k(s)n−1. For k > ` the equation
X0kY
u
0k −Qiku (t)Y0kY u0k = Xu0kY0k
holds on Cs by (6.11). It follows from Lemma 2.15 that Q
ik
u (t) = 0; hence
X0kY
u
0k = X
u
0kY0k.
Combining this with (6.25) implies that Xu0k = 0. Fix (v, k) ∈ ΣF with v 6= 0. By (6.11)
we have
Xu
>ik
vk Y
u
vk −Qiku6ik (t)Y u
>ik
vk Y
u
vk = X
u
vkY
u>ik
vk (6.27)
on Cs. Since (6.25) implies that Y
u>ik
vk = 0, equation (6.27) yields Y
u
vk = 0. Finally,
consider (0, k) ∈ ΣF with k < `. By similar reasoning, we find that Y u0k = 0. All
together, we have shown that (6.26) holds; hence u ∈ StabV (E0`). It follows that
Vi` ⊂ StabV (E0`).
For the reverse inclusion, suppose u ∈ V r Vi` . Choose k > ` minimal such that
u ∈ Vik . On Cs we again have:
X0kY
u
0k −Qiku (t)Y0kY u0k = Xu0kY0k.
On E0`, we have X0k = 0 and Y0k 6= 0. If Xu0k = 0, then we deduce that Qiku (t)Y0kY u0k = 0.
Since Qiku (t) 6= 0 by Lemma 2.15, it follows that Y u0k = 0, a contradiction. Hence (6.25)
does not imply (6.26), so u 6∈ StabV (E0`). We therefore have Vi` = Stab(E0`), as
desired.
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6.9 Contraction of CF with respect to Vˆn−1
Let V ′ := Vn−1 and F ′ := {V0, . . . Vn−1}. The natural projection
∏
06=W⊂V PW →∏
06=W⊂V ′ PW induces a morphism
p : UF → UF ′ .
Recall that we fixed a flag basis B = {b1, . . . , bn} associated to F in order to describe the
coordinates on UF . The basis B restricts to a flag basis of V ′ associated to F
′
. We show
that pullback of the universal family CF ′ → UF ′ along p is precisely the contraction of
CF with respect to Vˆ ′. This will be key for the induction step in our proof of the main
theorem. For clarity, we recall/fix the following notation:
CF the F -fern over UF constructed above;
CF ′ the analogously constructed F
′
-fern over UF ′ ;
(CF)′ the F
′
-fern over UF obtained by contracting CF with respect to Vˆ ′;
p∗CF ′ the pullback CF ′ ×UF′ UF along the morphism p.
Recall that for a subflag F := {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} ⊂ F , we defined
ΣF := {(v, k) ∈ V × {1, . . . ,m} | v6ik = 0}.
We view ΣF as a subset ΣF via (v, k) 7→ (v, ik) and view ΣF ′ as a subset of ΣF in a
similar manner.
Lemma 6.22. The natural projection PΣF → PΣF′ induces a morphism of Vˆ ′-marked
curves
γ : CF → p∗CF ′ .
Proof. Regard that CF is a closed subscheme of UF ×PΣF . Since the equations defining
p∗CF ′ in UF × PΣF′ pull back to a subset of the equations (6.11) defining CF , the
composite CF ↪→ UF × PΣF → UF × PΣF′ indeed factors through a morphism γ : CF →
p∗CF ′ . We must verify that γ preserves the Vˆ ′-markings on CF and p∗CF ′ . Fix v ∈ V ′, and
let λv and λ
′
v denote the corresponding marked sections of CF and p∗CF ′ respectively.
We wish to show that γ ◦ λv = λ′v. Since p∗CF ′ is separated and UF is reduced and
ΩV ⊂ UF is dense, it suffices to show that γ ◦ λv|ΩV = λ′v|ΩV ([5], Corollary 9.9). Let
Σ′ := V ′ × (V ′ r {0}), and fix v0 ∈ V ′ r {0}. Define the morphisms
fV : ΩV × A1 → BV × PΣ;
fV ′ : ΩV ′ × A1 → BV × PΣ′
as in (6.1). The natural inclusion RSV ′,0[T ] ↪→ RSV,0[T ] corresponds to a morphism
pi : ΩV × A1 → ΩV ′ × A1.
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Recall that CF is the scheme theoretic closure of fV in UF × PΣ and similarly for CF ′ .
Moreover, the product Π of the morphism BV → BV ′ induced by the forgetful functor
(EW )06=W⊂V 7→ (EW )06=W⊂V ′ and the natural projection PΣ → PΣ′ yields the following
commutative diagram:
ΩV × A1
pi
,,

fV

ΩV × A1

// ΩV ′ × A1

fV ′

CF

γ // p∗CF ′ //

CF ′

BV × PΣ //
Π
22BV × PΣ
′ // BV ′ × PΣ′ .
The v-marked sections of ΩV ×A1 and ΩV ′ ×A1 correspond to vv0 ∈ RSV ′,0 ⊂ RSV,0 and
are hence preserved by pi. By construction, the open immersions ΩV × A1 ↪→ CF and
ΩV ′ × A1 ↪→ CF ′ also preserve the v-marked sections. We thus have γ ◦ λv|ΩV = λ′v|ΩV .
Since v was arbitrary, we deduce that γ preserves the V ′-marking. We defined the
infinity section λ∞ : UF → CF ⊂ PΣ to be the morphism
T 7→ (T , (1 : 0)(v,w)∈Σ)
and similarly for ∞-marked section of CF ′ → UF ′ . This is clearly preserved by γ, which
thus preserves the Vˆ ′-marked sections, as desired.
Proposition 6.23. The contraction (CF)′ of CF is isomorphic to the pullback p∗CF ′.
Proof. By the uniqueness of contractions, it suffices to show that the morphism γ : CF →
p∗CF ′ from Lemma 6.22 is a contraction with respect to Vˆ ′. Since γ preserves the Vˆ -
marking and p∗CF ′ is a stable Vˆ ′-marked curve, it only remains to show that γ satisfies
the contraction condition on fibers (Definition 1.14.2). Consider s ∈ UF with corre-
sponding fibers Cs := (CF)s and C ′s := (p∗CF ′)s. Let s′ ∈ UF ′ be the image of s under
the projection p : UF → UF ′ . Let F ⊂ F and F ′ ⊂ F
′
respectively denote the unique
subflags such that s ∈ ΩF and s′ ∈ ΩF ′ . Let K := k(s). In our choice of coordinates,
the point s corresponds to a tuple t := (t1, . . . , tn−1) ∈ Kn−1, while s′ corresponds to
(t1, . . . , tn−2) ∈ Kn−2. Let {i0, . . . , im} be the indices for which ti = 0. By Lemma 2.15,
we have F = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} and F ′ = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim−1 , V ′}. Note that Vim−1 may be equal
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to V ′. The natural inclusions ΣF ⊂ ΣF and ΣF ′ ⊂ ΣF ′ ⊂ ΣF yield projections
P
ΣF
K
}} ""
PΣFK
((
P
ΣF′
K

P
ΣF′
K ,
where the morphism represented by the dotted arrow occurs only when V ′ = Vim−1 (so
that ΣF ′ ⊂ ΣF). In this case, the above diagram commutes. By Lemma 6.17, we have
the following decompositions into irreducible components:
Cs =
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF
Ew`, C
′
s =
⋃
(w,`)∈ΣF′
E ′w`.
Fix (w, i`) ∈ ΣF ⊂ ΣF . We have the following two cases:
Case 1.
(
(w, i`) ∈ ΣF ∩ ΣF ′
)
: The diagram
Cs
 //
cs

P
ΣF
K

piwi` // P1K
C ′s
 // P
ΣF′
K
pi′wi`
>>
,
where piwi` and pi
′
wi`
denote the projections to the (w, i`)-component, commutes. By
Lemma 6.16, these projections induce isomorphisms Ew`
∼→ P1K and E ′w` ∼→ P1K . It
follows that γs restricts to an isomorphism Ew`
∼→ E ′w`.
Case 2.
(
(w, i`) 6∈ ΣF ∩ ΣF ′
)
: We have the following subcases:
Case 2a.
(
Vim−1 = V
′): Consider the closed point
p′∞ :=
(
(1 : 0)vk
)
(v,ik)∈Σ′F
∈ C ′s ⊂ PΣF′ .
We claim that γs(Ew`) = p
′
∞. This is equivalent to showing that the equation Yvk = 0
holds on Ew` for all (v, ik) ∈ ΣF ′ Recall from (6.24) that Ew` ⊂ Cs ⊂ PΣF is the closed
subscheme defined by
Xvk −Qikw (t)Yvk = 0, for all (v, k) ∈ ΣF such that k > ` and v ≡ w mod Vik ,
Yvk = 0, for all other (v, k) ∈ ΣF r {(w, i`)}.
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Fix (v, ik) ∈ ΣF ′ ⊂ ΣF . The assumption that (w, i`) 6∈ ΣF ∩ ΣF ′ implies that the
conditions k > ` and v ≡ wmodVik do not hold simultaneously. Hence Yvk = 0 on Ew`,
as desired.
Case 2b.
(
Vim−1 ( V ′
)
: Suppose first that (w, i`) 6= (0, n). By Lemma 2.15, the
assumption that Vim−1 ( V ′ implies that tn−1 6= 0. We may thus consider the closed
point
p′w :=
(
(xvk : yvk)
)
(v,k)∈ΣF′
∈ PΣF′
with
(xvk : yvk) =
{
(1 : 0), if (v, k) 6= (0, n− 1),(
(tn−1)−1Qnw(t) : 1
)
, if (v, k) = (0, n− 1).
It follows directly from the defining equations (6.24) of E ′0n−1 that p
′
w ∈ E ′0,n−1. We
claim that γs(Ew`) = p
′
w. This is equivalent to showing that the equations
Yvk = 0, for all (v, k) ∈ ΣF ′ r {(0, n− 1)}; (6.28)
X0n−1
Y0n−1
= (tn−1)−1Qnw(t) (6.29)
hold on Ew`. That (6.28) holds follows directly from (6.24) and the assumption that
(w, i`) 6∈ ΣF ∩ ΣF ′ . Observe that on Cs we have
X0nY0n−1 = Qnbn−1(t)X0n−1Y0n = tn−1X0n−1Y0n (6.30)
by (6.11), and on Ew` we have
X0n −Qnw(t)Y0n = 0. (6.31)
Together (6.30) and (6.31) imply (6.29). Thus γs(Ew`) = p
′
`, as desired.
Finally, suppose (w, i`) = (0, n). We claim that γs induces an isomorphism E0n
∼→
E ′0n−1. We have a commutative diagram
Cs
 //
cs

P
ΣF
K

pi0n−1 // P1K
C ′s
 // P
ΣF′
K
pi′0n−1
>>
.
Proposition 6.7 implies that the (0, n)-component of Cs is determined by the (0, n− 1)-
component and vice versa. Since pi0n, the projection onto the (0, n)-component, induces
an isomorphism E0n
∼→ P1K , it follows that the same is true for pi0n−1. We may thus
apply the same reasoning as in case 1 to conclude that γs induces an isomorphism
E0n
∼→ E ′0n−1, as claimed.
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All together, we have shown that each irreducible component of Cs is either con-
tracted to a point under γs, or mapped isomorphically onto an irreducible component
of C ′s. The above argument also shows that γs is surjective. This proves that γ is a
contraction.
6.10 V -fern structure on CV
Let F be an arbitrary flag of V . A choice of flag basis corresponding to F yields an
open immersion UF ↪→ An−1Fq , and we identify UF with its image in An−1Fq . Let CF be
defined as in the previous subsection.
Proposition 6.24. We have CV ∩ (UF × PΣ) = CF as closed subschemes of UF × PΣ.
Proof. The scheme CV was defined to be the scheme-theoretic closure of Im fV ⊂
BV × PΣ. Since ΩV × A1 is reduced, the scheme CV is just the topological closure
of the image of fV with the induced reduced scheme structure ([18], Tag 056B). Since
fV is quasicompact, taking the scheme-theoretic closure of the image commutes with
restriction to open subsets of BV × PΣ ([18], Tag 01R8). All together, this means that
C]F := CV ∩ (UF × PΣ) is the topological closure of Im fV in UF × PΣ endowed with the
induced reduced subscheme structure. Since CF is reduced by Corollary 6.13, it thus suf-
fices to show that C]F = CF as topological spaces. By Lemma 6.1, we have Im fV ⊂ CF ,
and hence C]F = Im fV ⊂ CF . By Lemma 6.8, we have Im fV ∼= ΩV × A1, which is
n-dimensional and irreducible; hence so is C]F . The same holds for CF by Corollary 6.13.
The inclusion C]F ⊂ CF must therefore be an equality, proving the lemma.
Recall that BV ⊂
⋃
F UF , where F runs over the set of complete flags of V (Propo-
sition 2.7). For each such F , consider the V -fern (CF , λF , ϕF). We have CV =
⋃
F CF by
Proposition 6.24. The uniqueness of the λF and ϕF implies that they glue respectively
to a Vˆ -marking λV of CV → BV and a left G-action ϕV : G→ AutBV (CV ). The following
proposition follows directly from Proposition 6.20.
Proposition 6.25. The tuple (CV , λV , ϕV ) is a V -fern over BV .
7 The Moduli Space of V -ferns
In this section we prove the following more precise version of the Main Theorem:
Theorem 7.1 (Main Theorem). The pair (CV , BV ) represents FernV .
We prove Theorem 7.1 at the end of this section.
Remark. To say that the pair (CV , BV ) represents FernV means that CV is a V -fern over
BV and for each S ∈ SchFq and each V -fern C over S, there exists a unique morphism
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fC : S → BV such that C ∼= f ∗C(CV ). This is equivalent to giving an explicit isomorphism
of functors
MorFq(−, BV ) ∼−→ FernV ,
(f : S → BV ) 7→ [f ∗CV ],
where [f ∗CV ] denotes the isomorphism class of the V -fern f ∗CV over S.
7.1 Reduction to the case of F-ferns
Recall that a V -fern C over S is called an F -fern for a flag F if S = SF , i.e., for all
s ∈ S, the flag Fs associated to the fiber Cs is contained in F . Consider the following
analog to Theorem 7.1:
Theorem 7.2. Let F be a flag of V . The scheme UF together with the V -fern CF
represent FernF .
Corollary 7.3. The scheme ΩV represents the functor that associates to an Fq-scheme
S the set of isomorphism classes of smooth V -ferns over S.
Proposition 7.4. Theorem 7.1 follows from Theorem 7.2.
Proof. Suppose Theorem 7.2 holds. By Propositions 2.7 and 6.24, the family of mor-
phisms
(CF → UF)F ,
where F runs over all flags of V , glue to the structure morphism CV → BV . Let S be
a scheme and let pi : C → S be a V -fern. By Proposition 5.4, we have S = ⋃F SF . By
assumption, we obtain a family of unique morphisms
(fF : SF → UF)F
inducing unique isomorphisms
(FF : pi−1(SF)
∼→ CF ×UF SF)F .
The uniqueness implies that for any two flags F and G, we have
fF |SF∩G = fG|SF∩G = fF∩G
and similarly for FF and FG. By gluing, we thus obtain a unique morphism f : S → BV
inducing a unique isomorphism F : C
∼→ CV ×BV S. This proves the proposition.
Proposition 7.5. Let F be a flag, and let F be a complete flag containing it. If Theorem
7.2 holds for F , then it holds for F .
Proof. Suppose Theorem 7.2 holds for F and let C be an F -fern over S. Then C is also
an F -fern, and it suffices to show that the unique morphism f : S → UF corresponding
to C factors through UF ⊂ UF . Let s ∈ S and let p := f(s). Then the isomorphism
C
∼→ CF×UFS induces an isomorphism Cs
∼→ (CF)p. This implies that the flag associated
to (CF)p is contained in F . By Proposition 6.21, we deduce that p ∈ UF , as desired.
For the remainder of this section, fix a complete flag F = {V0, . . . , Vn}.
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7.2 The representing morphism associated to an F-fern
Let S be a scheme and let (C, λ, ϕ) be an F -fern over S. For each Fq-subspace 0 6= V ′ ⊂
V , let (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) denote the V ′-fern obtained from contracting C (Proposition 4.2). By
Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, there is a natural line bundle L′ associated to C ′
endowed with a fiberwise nonzero Fq-linear map λ′ : V ′ → L′(S). The pair (L′, λ′) thus
determines a morphism of schemes S → PV ′ . By varying V ′, we obtain a morphism
fC : S →
∏
06=V ′⊂V
PV ′ . (7.1)
Proposition 7.6. The morphism fC depends only on the isomorphism class of (C, λ, ϕ).
Proof. Let (D,µ, ψ) be a V -fern isomorphic to (C, λ, ϕ). Let 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V , and let D′
denote the contraction of D with respect to Vˆ ′. The composite C ∼→ D → D′ makes D′
a contraction of C with respect to Vˆ ′. We thus obtain a unique isomorphism C ′ ∼→ D′ of
V ′-ferns. Similarly, by the uniqueness of the contraction to the∞-component (Corollary
1.27), we obtain an isomorphism of Vˆ ′-marked curves α : (C ′)∞ ∼→ (D′)∞. Recall that
the pair (L′, λ′) was obtained from (C ′)∞ by taking the complement of the ∞-divisor
and restricting the Vˆ ′-marking to V ′. Denoting the corresponding line bundle associated
to D by (M ′, µ′), the isomorphism α this induces an isomorphism of pairs
(L′, λ′) ∼→ (M ′, µ′).
Hence C and D induce the same morphism S → PV ′ . The proposition follows.
Lemma 7.7. Fix 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V and let 1 6 i 6 n be the smallest integer such that
V ′ ⊂ Vi. Let v′ ∈ V ′ r (Vi−1 ∩ V ′). The contraction of C ′ to the ∞-component (C ′)∞ is
isomorphic to the contraction of C with respect to {0, v′,∞}.
Proof. On each fiber, the marked points of (C ′)∞ are in one-to-one correspondence with
V ′/(Vj ∩V ′)∪{∞} for some j 6 i− 1. The choice of v′ thus guarantees that the 0 - and
v′- and ∞-marked sections are disjoint in (C ′)∞. By Proposition 1.26, we deduce that
(C ′)∞ is the contraction of C ′ (and hence C) with respect to {0, v′,∞}.
Consider 0 6= V ′′ ( V ′ ⊂ V , with corresponding pairs (L′′, λ′′) and (L′, λ′) as in the
definition of fC above.
Lemma 7.8. There exists a morphism ψ : L′′ → L′ (as schemes over S) such that
λ′|V ′′ = ψ ◦ λ′′.
Proof. Let 1 6 i 6 j 6 n be minimal such that V ′′ ⊂ Vi and V ′ ⊂ Vj. Let v′′ ∈
V ′′r(V ′′∩Vi−1) and v′ ∈ V ′r(V ′∩Vj−1). Define α := {0, v′, v′′,∞} and α′ := {0, v′,∞}
and α′′ := {0, v′′,∞}, with corresponding contractions Cα and Cα′ and Cα′′ . Let C ′ and
C ′′ denote the contractions of C with respect to Vˆ ′ and Vˆ ′′ respectively. By Lemma 7.7,
for the contractions to the ∞-component we have (C ′′)∞ ∼= Cα′′ and (C ′)∞ ∼= Cα′ . By
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construction, the line bundle L′ is the complement of the∞-divisor in Cα′ and similarly
for L′′ in Cα
′′
. Moreover, the contraction morphisms C → Cα′ and C → Cα′′ factor
uniquely through Cα. We depict this in the following commutative diagram:
C
 

Cα
zz %%
L′ ⊂ Cα′ Cα′′ ⊃ L′′.
Let U ′′ ⊂ Cα denote the inverse image of L′′. By Proposition 1.17, the contraction
Cα → Cα′′ induces an isomorphism U ′′ ∼→ L′′. The composite L′′ ∼→ U ′′ ↪→ Cα → Cα′
yields a morphism ψ : L′′ → L′ which preserves V ′′-marked sections.
Figure 9: The morphism ψ : L′′ → L′ on a fiber where Cα is singular. The unfilled
points indicate the ∞-marked points of Cα′ and Cα′′ , which are not included in L′ and
L′′. In this case, the morphism ψ maps L′′ to the 0-marked point of L′.
v′ ∞
Cα
0
v′′
ψ
v′ ∞
Cα
′′ ⊃ L′′
0
v′′
L′ ⊂ Cα′
v′
1
2
0
Remark. For any s ∈ S for which the fiber Cαs is smooth, there is a Zariski open
neighborhood U of s over which Cα is smooth. The contraction morphisms Cα → Cα′
and Cα → Cα′′ are isomorphisms over U and induce an isomorphism Cα′ ∼→ Cα′′ over
U . The morphism ψ is then obtained by restriction. This implies that ψs : L
′′
s → L′s is
an isomorphism when Cαs is smooth. Otherwise ψs maps L
′′
s to the 0-marked point of
L′s as in Figure 9.
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The construction of the morphism ψ : L′′ → L′ does not rely on the V -fern structure
of C. Indeed, we can preform the same construction for an arbitrary stable α-marked
curve over S, where α = {0, v, v′′,∞}. Let (X,λ) be such a curve. The contractions
of X with respect to α′ = {0, v′,∞} and α′′ = {0, v′′,∞} are both isomorphic to P1S.
Denote the complement of the∞-divisor in the contractions by L′X and L′′X respectively.
We endow each with a line bundle structure by taking any isomorphism to the trivial
line bundle Ga,S which extends to an isomorphism Xα
′ ∼→ P1S or Xα′′ ∼→ P1S and sends
the 0-marked section to 0. We then define the line bundle structures on L′X and L
′′
X to
be the unique ones induced by these isomorphisms. Note that the resulting line bundle
structure does not depend on the choice of isomorphism since any two such choices differ
by a linear automorphism of Ga,S. As in the proof of Lemma 7.8, we obtain a morphism
ψX : L
′′
X → L′X of schemes over S via Proposition 1.17.
Lemma 7.9. With the aforementioned line bundle structures, the morphism
ψX : L
′′
X → LX is a homomorphism of line bundles.
Proof. We must show that the following diagrams, which correspond respectively to
additivity and compatibility with scalar multiplication, commute:
L′′X ×S L′′X
ψX×ψX

+′′ // L′′X
ψX

L′X ×S L′X +
′
// L′X ,
(7.2)
Ga × L′′X
id×ψX

// L′′X
ψX

Ga × L′X // L′X .
(7.3)
We first reduce to the case where S is integral. For this we note that the constructions
of the schemes L′X and L
′′
X and the morphism ψX are compatible with base change
by Proposition 1.30. Let Cα → Mα be the universal family over the moduli space of
stable α-marked curves. There exists a unique morphism f : S → Mα such that X ∼=
f ∗Cα. Preforming the exact same construction on Cα, we obtain line bundles (Lα)′ and
(Lα)
′′ such that L′X ∼= (fα)∗(Lα)′ and L′′X ∼= (fα)∗(Lα)′′ as line bundles. Moreover, the
morphism ψX is the pullback of the analogously defined morphism ψα : (Lα)
′′ → (Lα)′.
Since Mα ∼= P1Z is integral, it thus suffices to prove the lemma when S is integral.
Suppose that S is integral and there exists an s ∈ S such that the fiber Xs is smooth.
Then X is smooth over a non-empty open subset U ⊂ S. The morphism ψX restricts to
an isomorphism over U and extends to an isomorphism Xα
′′|U ∼→ X|U . In terms of the
isomorphism of (trivial) line bundles ψ˜X : Ga,U
∼→ Ga,U induced by ψX , this means that
ψ˜X extends to an isomorphism of P1U and is hence linear. It follows that (7.2) and (7.3)
are commutative over U . Since L′X and L
′′
X are reduced and separated and +
′ ◦ (ψ×ψ)
and ψ ◦ +′′ are equal over U , it follows that +′ ◦ (ψX × ψX) = ψX ◦ +′′ over S; hence
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(7.2) commutes. A similar argument shows that (7.3) commutes. If Xs is singular for
every s ∈ S, then ψX must be the zero map, and it follows immediately that (7.2) and
(7.3) commute.
We now return to the setting of V -ferns and the morphism ψ : L′′ → L′ of Lemma
7.8.
Proposition 7.10. The morphism ψ is a homomorphism of line bundles.
Proof. This follows directly from the Lemma 7.9 and the construction of the line bundle
structures on L′ and L′′ from the proof of Proposition 4.4, which is the same as for the
line bundle structures obtained as in the discussion preceeding Lemma 7.9.
Proposition 7.11. The morphism fC factors though BV ↪→
∏
06=V ′⊂V PV ′.
Proof. By the Lemma 7.8 and Proposition 7.10, we have the following commutative
diagram:
V ′ λ
′
// L′(S)
V ′′ λ
′′
//
?
OO
L′′(S).
ψ
OO
Varying V ′′ and V ′, it then follows from Lemma 2.5 that fC factors through BV .
Proposition 7.12. The morphism fC : S → BV factors through the open immersion
UF ↪→ BV .
Proof. We just need to verify that the tuple E• associated to fC satisfies the open
condition (2.2) defining UF . Fix 0 6= V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V such that there does not exist
1 6 i 6 n with V ′′ ⊂ Vi and V ′ 6⊂ Vi. Denote the corresponding line bundles by L′′ and
L′. Let 1 6 j 6 n be minimal such that V ′′ ⊂ Vj. By assumption j is also minimal
such that V ′ ⊂ Vj. Choose v ∈ V ′′r (V ′′∩Vj−1). It follows from Lemma 7.7 that (C ′)∞
and (C ′′)∞ are both equal to the contraction of C with respect to {0, v′′,∞}. By the
constructions of (L′′, λV ′′) and (L′, λV ′), we conclude that L′ = L′′ and λV ′′ = λV ′ |V ′′ .
Recall that
EV ′ = ker(λV ′ ⊗OS : V ′ ⊗OS → L′),
where L′ denotes the sheaf of sections of L′. We wish to show that
V ′ ⊗OS = EV ′ + (V ′′ ⊗OS).
It suffices to show equality on stalks, which follows directly from the fact that λ|V ′′ =
λV ′|V ′′ and that if ϕ : M → L is a surjective morphism of A-modules and N ⊂ M is a
submodule such that ϕ|N is still surjective, then M = ker(ϕ) +N .
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7.3 Key lemma for induction
Let V ′ := Vn−1 and define F ′ := F ∩ V ′. Our inductive proof of Theorem 7.1 will rely
on the following lemma:
Lemma 7.13 (Key Lemma). Let (C, λ, ϕ) and (D,µ, ψ) be F-ferns such that the V ′-
contractions C ′ and D′ are isomorphic F ′-ferns. Suppose further that C∞ ∼= D∞ as
Vˆ -marked curves. Then C and D are isomorphic.
Proof. If dimV = n = 1, then C = C∞ and D = D∞ and there is nothing to prove.
Suppose n > 2. Fix v ∈ V r V ′. By Lemma 7.7, the schemes C∞ and D∞ are just the
contractions of C and D respectively with respect to {0, v,∞}. By assumption, there
is an isomorphism of V ′-ferns
ρ′ : C ′ ∼→ D′ (7.4)
In particular, the morphism (7.4) preserves the Vˆ ′-marking. We break the remainder of
the proof into steps:
Claim 1. The isomorphism (7.4) also preserves the v-marked section.
Proof of Claim 1. Fix v′ ∈ V ′ r Vn−2 and consider the contractions C˜ and D˜ of C and
D with respect to {0, v′, v,∞}. Since the isomorphism ρ∞ : C∞ ∼→ D∞ preserves the
{0, v′, v,∞}-marked sections, it follows that C˜ and D˜ are both stabilizations (Section
1.4) of the same stable {0, v,∞}-marked curve endowed with an additional v′-marked
section. By the uniqueness of stabilizations, we obtain an isomorphism ρ˜ : C˜
∼→ D˜ of
stable {0, v′, v,∞}-marked curves.
On the other hand, by Lemma 7.7, the contraction to the infinity component (C ′)∞
is obtained by contracting C with respect to {0, v′,∞}. There is thus a contraction
morphism C˜ → (C ′)∞. By the uniqueness of contractions, the isomorphism ρ′ induces
an isomorphism (ρ′)∞ : (C ′)∞ ∼→ (D′)∞ such that the following diagram commutes:
C˜

ρ˜
∼ // D˜

(C ′)∞
(ρ′)∞
∼ // (D
′)∞.
Since ρ˜ preserves the v-marked section, it follows that (ρ′)∞ does as well.
We claim that the contraction C ′ → (C ′)∞ is an isomorphism in a neighborhood
of the v-marked section. Indeed, for every s ∈ S the v-marked point of the fiber C ′s
is either equal to the ∞-marked point or a smooth point on the ∞-component that is
disjoint from the V ′-marked sections. The claim then follows from Proposition 1.17.
Finally, we consider the commutative diagram:
C ′

ρ′
∼ // D
′

(C ′)∞
(ρ′)∞
∼ // (D
′)∞.
(7.5)
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By the above argument, the vertical arrows in (7.5) become isomorphisms when re-
stricted to a neighborhood of the v-marked section. Since (ρ′)∞ preserves the v-marked
section, we conclude that the same holds for ρ′.
Let Cv and Dv denote the contractions of C and D with respect to Vˆ ′ ∪ {v}. We
provide examples of the contractions C ′ and Cv on fibers with varying associated flags
below:
Figure 10: Example with dimV = 3 and q = 3 of the contractions Cv and C ′ for a
fiber with corresponding flag equal to F = {V0, V1, V2, V3}.
C
λ∞
λ0 λv
Cv
λ∞
λ0
λv
C′
λ∞
λ0
λ∞
Figure 11: Example for a fiber with corresponding flag equal to {V0, V1, V3}.
C
λ∞
λ0 λv
Cv = C′
λ∞
λ0 λv
λv
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Claim 1 says that ρ′ : C ′ → D′ is an isomorphism of (Vˆ ′∪{v})-marked curves. This
implies that Cv and Dv may both be viewed as stabilizations of same stable Vˆ ′-marked
curve endowed with an additional v-marked section. By the uniqueness of stabilizations,
we obtain an isomorphism of stable (Vˆ ′ ∪ {v})-marked curves
ρv : Cv
∼→ Dv. (7.6)
Claim 2. This isomorphism preserves the Vˆ -marking.
Proof of Claim 2. By the uniqueness of contractions, the following diagram commutes:
Cv
ρv
∼ //

Dv

C∞
ρ∞
∼ // D
∞.
The bottom arrow is an isomorphism of Vˆ -marked curves by assumption. Let ZV ′ ⊂
C∞ denote the union of the images of the V ′-marked sections and consider the open
subscheme U∞ := C∞ r ZV ′ . Let U v denote the inverse image of U∞ in Cv. By
Proposition 1.17, we obtain an isomorphism
U v
∼→ U∞. (7.7)
We claim that the (V r V ′)-marked sections of Cv factor through U v. In light of
(7.7), this is equivalent to the same assertion for C∞ and U∞. It suffices to check
the latter on fibers, so fix s ∈ S. Recall that C is an F -fern and V ′ = Vn−1. Let
Fs = {Vi0 , . . . , Vim} be the flag associated to Cs. For t, u ∈ V , we have λ∞t (s) = λ∞u (s)
if and only if t ∼= umodVim−1 . It follows that for t ∈ V r V ′, we have λ∞t (s) 6= λ∞v′ (s)
for all v′ ∈ V ′. We deduce that λ∞t (s)∩Z = ∅ for all t ∈ V rV ′. The (V rV ′)-marked
sections thus factor through U v, as claimed.
Define W∞ ⊂ D∞ and W v ⊂ Dv in analog to U∞ and U v. We obtain a commutative
diagram:
U v
ρv |Uv
∼ //
o

W v
o

U∞ ∼
ρ∞|U∞//W∞.
Since the vertical arrows and the bottom horizontal arrow preserve (V r V ′)-marked
sections, so does the top arrow. It follows that ρv preserves the (V rV ′)-marked sections.
Since we already know that ρv preserves the Vˆ ′-marked sections, this proves Claim 2.
Let Z(V rV ′) ⊂ Cv denote the union of the images of the (V r V ′)-marked sections.
Consider the open subscheme U := Cv r Z(V rV ′) and let U0 be the inverse image of U
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in C.3 Again applying Proposition 1.17, we find that the contraction C → Cv induces
an isomorphism U0
∼→ U .
Figure 12: Examples of U0
∼→ U for C as in Figures 10 and 11. The open subschemes
U0 and U are represented by thick lines, and the unfilled points are omitted. Note that,
in these examples, the (V r V ′)-translates of U0 cover C.
U0 ⊂ C
λ∞
λ0 λv
U ⊂ Cv
λ∞
λ0
U0 ⊂ C
λ∞
λ0 λv
U ⊂ Cv
λ∞
λ0 λv
For each w ∈ V , consider the translate Uw := ϕw(U0) ⊂ C.
Claim 3. We have C =
⋃
w∈V Uw.
Proof of Claim 3. It suffices to verify the claim on fibers. Let s ∈ S, and let 0 6 j < n
be maximal such that Vj ∈ Fs. Write V := V/Vj and V ′ := V ′/Vj. Then the special
points of the ∞-component E∞ ⊂ Cs are in one-to-one correspondence with V by
Corollary 3.10. The open subscheme U0,s can be described as follows: The preceding
remarks imply that the connected components of Cs r E∞ are indexed by V . For each
u ∈ V , we denote the corresponding connected component by Xu. Let pu := Xu ∩ E∞.
We have
U0,s =
( ⋃
u∈V ′
Xu ∪ E∞
)
r
( ⋃
u∈V rV ′
{pu}
)
.4
3We use this notation to indicate that U0 is an open neighborhood of the 0-section in C. We will
show (Claim 3) that its translates cover C.
4In Figure 12 above, the Xu consist of the branches coming off the∞-component. The pu are simply
the non-∞ special points on the ∞-component.
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For any u ∈ V and any lift u˜ ∈ V of u, we have ϕs(u˜)(X0) = Xu. Since Cs =(⋃
u∈V Xu
) ∪ E∞, it follows that the (V r V ′)-translates of U0,s cover Cs. In other
words, we have Cs =
⋃
w∈V Uw,s. Since s was arbitrary, this implies the claim.
For each w ∈ V , define Ww ⊂ D in analogy to Uw. As for C, we have D =
⋃
w∈V Ww.
The isomorphism ρv : Cv
∼→ Dv in (7.6) induces an isomorphism
pi0 : U0
∼→ W0.
For each w ∈ V , consider the isomorphism
piw := ψw ◦ pi0 ◦ ϕ−1w : Uw ∼−→ Ww. (7.8)
Claim 4. The isomorphisms (7.8) glue to an isomorphism pi : C
∼→ D of V -ferns.
Proof of Claim 4. Consider two elements u,w ∈ V and let Uuw := Uu ∩Uw. We wish to
show that piu|Uuw = piw|Uuw . If pi0|U0t = pit|U0t for all t ∈ V , then on Uuw we have
piu := ψu ◦ pi0 ◦ ϕ−1u = ψu ◦ piw−u ◦ ϕ−1u
= ψu ◦ (ψw−u ◦ pi0 ◦ ϕ−1w−u) ◦ ϕ−1u
= ψw ◦ pi0 ◦ ϕ−1w =: piw.
We may thus suppose that u = 0. There is a unique isomorphism ϕ∞w : C
∞ ∼→ C∞ such
that the following diagram commutes
C

∼
ϕw
// C

C∞ ∼
ϕ∞w
// C∞.
Similarly, there is an isomorphism ψ∞w : D
∞ ∼→ D∞ satisfying an analogous diagram. In
addition, by the definition of pi0 and the uniqueness of contractions, both squares in the
diagram
U0

∼
pi0
//W0

Cv

∼
ρv
// Dv

C∞ ∼
ρ∞w
// D∞.
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commute; hence the outer square commutes as well. Consider the diagram
ϕ−1w (U0w)
pi0 //
yy
ϕw

ψ−1w (W0w)
yy
ψw

C∞
ρ∞ //
ϕ∞w

D∞
ψ∞w

U0w
pi0 //
yy
W0w
yy
C∞
ρ∞ // D∞.
(7.9)
The assertion that pi0|U0w = piw|U0w is equivalent to the commutativity of rear face of
the cube in (7.9). The above arguments show that the other faces commute. Moreover,
the arrows from the rear face to the front face are isomorphisms onto their images by
Proposition 1.17. Hence the rear face also commutes, as desired.
We thus have piu|Uuw = piw|Uuw for all u,w ∈ V . The piw therefore glue to an
isomorphism pi : C
∼→ D of the underlying curves. Since each piw preserves the (w+ Vˆ ′)-
marking, it follows that pi is an isomorphism of stable Vˆ -marked curves and hence of
V -ferns.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.13.
7.4 Remainder of the proof
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 7.2 in the case F := F , which implies Theorem
7.1 by Propositions 7.4 and 7.5. Let LF denote the line bundle over UF whose underlying
scheme is C∞F r λF ,∞(UF), as in Proposition 4.4. The corresponding fiberwise non-zero
linear map λF : V → LF(UF) determines a morphism
gF : UF → PV .
On the other hand, recall from Section 2 that UF is a locally closed subscheme of∏
06=V ′⊂V PV ′ , and there is thus a natural morphism
pF : UF ↪→
∏
06=V ′⊂V
PV ′ → PV ,
where the latter morphism is the projection onto the V -component.
Lemma 7.14. The morphisms gF and pF are equal.
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Proof. Since CF is smooth over ΩV , it follows that CF is isomorphic to C∞F after base
change to ΩV . The restriction of LF to ΩV is isomorphic via the morphism fV defined
in (6.1) to ΩV × A1 with V -marked sections corresponding to{ v
v0
∣∣∣ v ∈ V } ⊂ Γ(ΩV ,OΩV ) = RSV,0.
It follows that gF |ΩV : ΩV → PV is the natural inclusion of ΩV as an open subscheme
of PV . Since pF |ΩV is also the natural inclusion, we deduce that pF |ΩV = gF |ΩV . Since
PV is separated and UF is reduced and ΩV ⊂ UF is dense, it follows that gF = pF ([5,
Corollary 9.9]).
As an aside, we observe that there are natural morphisms gV , pV : BV → PV defined
in analogy to gF and pF . The same argument as in the above proof yields:
Proposition 7.15. The morphisms gV and pV are equal.
Let (C, λ, ϕ) be an F -fern over an arbitrary scheme S and consider the corresponding
morphism fC : S → UF as defined in (7.1).
Lemma 7.16. The Vˆ -marked curves C∞ and f ∗C(C∞F ) are uniquely isomorphic.
Proof. The uniqueness results directly from Proposition 1.25. In analogy to LF , let L
denote the line bundle whose underlying scheme is C∞ r λ∞(S). Let λ : V → L(S) be
corresponding fiberwise non-zero linear map, which determines a morphism
g : S → PV .
Let f ∗CLF be the pullback of LF to S along fC . The map λF induces a fiberwise non-zero
Fq-linear map f ∗CλF : V → f ∗CLF(S), which corresponds to the composite gF ◦fC , which
equals pF ◦ fC by Lemma 7.14. By the construction of fC , the morphism g is precisely
the V -component of fC , i.e., we have g = pF ◦ fC . The pairs (L, λ) and (f ∗CLF , f ∗CλF)
therefore define the same morphism to PV , and it follows that there is an isomorphism
of line bundles α : L
∼→ f ∗CLF inducing a commutative diagram:
V //
$$
L(S)
o α

f ∗CLF(S).
We claim that the isomorphism α extends to an isomorphism C∞ ∼→ f ∗C(C∞F ) of Vˆ -
marked curves. Since C and CF are F -ferns, the schemes C∞ and f ∗C(C∞F ) are trivial
P1-bundles given by contracting relative to the {0, v,∞}-sections for any choice of v ∈
V r Vn−1 by Lemma 7.7. There is a unique isomorphism β : C∞
∼→ C∞F ,S respecting
the {0, v,∞}-marking. The restriction to L induces an isomorphism of line bundles
β : L
∼→ f ∗CLF . Since L and f ∗CLF are both trivial and generated by the v-marked
section, any isomorphism preserving the v-section is unique, and hence β = α. Since α
preserves the V -marked sections, we conclude that β preserves the Vˆ -marking, and is
hence the desired extension of α.
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Proposition 7.17. There exists a unique V -fern isomorphism FC : C
∼→ f ∗C(CF) over S.
Proof. The uniqueness follows directly from the uniqueness of morphisms of stable Vˆ -
marked curves. For the existence, we proceed by induction on dimV . Suppose first that
dimV = 1. Then UF = SpecFq and CF ∼= P1Fq . In this case, the proposition follows
directly from Proposition 3.11.
Now let dimV = n > 1. Let V ′ := Vn−1 and let C ′ be the contraction of C
with respect to Vˆ ′. Write F ′ := F ∩ V ′, and let fC′ denote the morphism S → UF ′
corresponding to C ′, which is defined analogously to fC . Recall that there is a natural
morphism p : UF → UF ′ induced by the forgetful functor, and by construction we have
p ◦ fC = fC′ . By induction, there are unique isomorphisms of V ′-ferns
C ′ ∼→ f ∗C′(CF ′) ∼= (f ∗C(CF))′,
with the latter isomorphism given by Proposition 6.23. Lemmas 7.13 and 7.16 then
yield the desired isomorphism FC : C
∼→ f ∗C(CF).
Proof of Theorem 7.2. In order to show that UF represents the functor of F -ferns, we
must show that for any scheme S and any F -fern (C, λ, ϕ) over S, there exists a unique
f : S → UF such that f ∗CF and C are isomorphic F -ferns. In light of Proposition 7.17,
it only remains to verify the uniqueness of f . Consider distinct elements
f, g ∈ Mor(S, UF) ⊂ Mor
(
S,
∏
06=V ′⊂V
PV ′
) ∼= ∏
06=V ′⊂V
Mor(S, PV ′).
Denote the corresponding pullback V -ferns by f ∗CF and g∗CF . For each 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V ,
let fV ′ (resp. gV ′) be the V
′-component of f (resp. g). Since f 6= g, there exists a V ′
such that fV ′ 6= gV ′ . The line bundles together with V ′-marked sections associated to
the Vˆ ′-contractions (f ∗CF)′ and (g∗CF)′ determine fV ′ and gV ′ , and are therefore not
isomorphic. But any isomorphism of V -ferns f ∗CF ∼→ g∗CF induces an isomorphism
of the associated line bundles preserving marked sections. We deduce by contradiction
that f ∗CF 6∼= g∗CF .
8 Morphisms between moduli and V -fern construc-
tions
Having proved that BV is a fine moduli space for FernV , we now investigate the mor-
phisms of moduli spaces corresponding to the various constructions involving V -ferns.
We have already described the natural morphism BV → PV (Proposition 7.15) and will
see that the remaining constructions correspond to morphisms arising naturally in the
functorial interpretations of QV and BV in [16]. Let 0 6= V ′ ( V be a subspace.
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8.1 Contraction
The forgetful functor
(EW )06=W⊂V 7→ (EW )06=W⊂V ′
yields a morphism
γ : BV → BV ′ ,
which is precisely the morphism induced by the projection
pi :
∏
06=W⊂V
PW →
∏
06=W⊂V ′
PW .
Contraction of V -ferns with respect to Vˆ ′ gives a natural transformation FernV → FernV ′
and hence also corresponds to a morphism BV → BV ′ . Explicitly, one contracts the
universal family CV with respect to Vˆ ′ to obtain a V ′-fern (CV )′ over BV , which then
corresponds to a unique morphism from BV to BV ′ by Theorem 7.1.
Proposition 8.1. The morphism BV → BV ′ corresponding to contraction is equal to γ.
Proof. Let C be a V -fern over a scheme S and let C ′ be the V ′-fern obtained by con-
tracting C. Let
fC : S → BV ⊂
∏
06=W⊂V
PW
and
fC′ : S → BV ′ ⊂
∏
06=W⊂V ′
PW
be the morphisms corresponding to C and C ′ respectively, as constructed in Subsection
7.2. Recall that for each 0 6= W ⊂ V the W -component S → PW of fC depends only
on the contraction of C with respect to Wˆ . When W ⊂ V ′ this is isomorphic to the
contraction of C ′ with respect to Wˆ . The W -component of fC and fC′ are thus equal,
and it follows that fC′ = pi ◦ fC . This implies the proposition.
8.2 Grafting and the boundary strata
Let V := V/V ′ and F := {0, V ′, V }. For each W 6⊂ V ′, let W := (W + V ′)/V ′, and
consider the natural surjection
piW : W ⊗OS  W ⊗OS.
Recall from Proposition 2.10 and the discussion following it that there is a natural
morphism
g : BV ′ ×BV ∼−→ BF ↪→ BV .
(E ′•, E•) 7→ E•
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Where E• is the tuple defined by
EW =
{
E ′W , if W ⊂ V ′,
pi−1W (EW ), if W 6⊂ V ′.
(8.1)
On the other hand, the grafting construction (Section 4.3) yields a natural transfor-
mation FernV ×FernV ′ → FernV and hence also induces a morphism BV ′×BV → BV . It
can be obtained by pulling the universal families CV ′ and CV back to BV ′×BV , grafting
to a V -fern, and then taking the unique corresponding morphism
g˜ : BV ′ ×BV → BV .
Proposition 8.2. The morphisms g and g˜ are equal.
Proof. Let S be a scheme and let (C ′, λ′, ϕ′) and (C, λ, ϕ) be a V ′-fern and V -fern over
S respectively. Denote the graft of C ′ and C by (C, λ, ϕ). Let E• ∈ BV (S) be the
tuple corresponding to C. Similarly, let E ′• ∈ BV ′(S) and E• ∈ BV (S) be the tuples
corresponding to C ′ and C. To show that g˜ = g, we must show that E• is precisely the
tuple obtained from E ′• and E• via (8.1).
Since U := (ΩV ′ ×ΩV ) ⊂ BV ′ ×BV is dense and BV ′ ×BV is separated and reduced,
it suffices to show that g˜|U = g|U . We may thus assume that C ′ and C are both smooth
over S. The flag associated to each fiber Cs must be equal to F , so the restriction g˜|U
factors through ΩF . By [16, Lemma 10.1], the forgetful functor E• 7→ (EV ′ , EV ) induces
an isomorphism from ΩF onto its image in PV ′ × PV . It thus suffices to show that
(EV ′ , EV ) =
(E ′V ′ , pi−1V (EV )).
It follows easily from the fact that the contraction of C with respect to Vˆ ′ is isomor-
phic to C ′ that EV ′ = E ′V ′ . To show that EV = pi−1V (EV ), we first construct a morphism
ρ : C → C. Consider the prestable curve
C˜ := C unionsq
(⊔
v∈V
C ′
)
as in the construction of C. For each v ∈ V , we denote the copy of C ′ indexed by v
by (C ′)v and the corresponding ∞-section by λ′∞v . Let pi′ : C ′ → S be the structure
morphism. Define a morphism ρ : C˜ → C via
ρ˜|C := idC
ρ˜|(C′)v := λv ◦ pi′
By construction, we have ρ˜ ◦ λv = ρ˜ ◦ λ′∞v for each v ∈ V . The universal property
of Proposition 4.7.1 then yields a unique morphism ρ : C → C such that the following
diagram commutes:
C˜

ρ˜ // C
C
ρ
??
.
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Let v ∈ V , and let v ∈ V be its image in V . It follows directly from the constructions
of ρ and the Vˆ -marking on C that ρ ◦ λv = λv. The composite
C
ρ // C // C
∞
is thus a contraction to the ∞-component of C. We thus have a commutative diagram
Vˆ

// C∞(S)
Vˆ // C
∞
(S).
(8.2)
Let L and L denote the sheaves of sections of the line bundles associated to C and C
respectively as in Section 4.2. The diagram (8.2) then corresponds to a commutative
diagram
V ⊗OS
piV
λ // L
V ⊗OS λ // L.
The sheaves EV and EV are respectively the kernels of λ and λ; hence EV = pi−1V (EV ), as
desired.
Remark. Let 0 6= V ′ ( V and 0 6= W ⊂ V be subspaces such that 0 6= W ∩ V ′ ( W.
As a consequence of Propositions 8.1 and 8.2, we see that contraction and grafting are
compatible in that they induce a commutative diagram
FernV ′ ×FernV

// FernV

FernW ′ ×FernW // FernW ,
where the horizontal arrows are given by grafting and the vertical arrows by contraction.
Proposition 8.2 can be generalized as follows. Let F = {V0, . . . Vm} be a flag of V . By
Proposition 2.10, there is a natural closed embedding
g : BV1 ×BV1/V2 × · · · ×BVm/Vm−1 ∼−→ BF ↪→ BV .
We obtain the following corollary by induction:
Corollary 8.3. The morphism BV1×BV1/V2×· · ·×BVm/Vm−1 → BV obtained by grafting
is equal to g.
Remark. Let F := {V0, . . . , Vm}. Corollary 8.3 shows that the closed subschemes
BF ↪→ BV represent V -ferns that can be obtained by grafting a given tuple (Ci)16i6m,
where Ci is a (Vi/Vi−1)-fern. The boundary stratum ΩF then corresponds to those tuples
consisting of smooth ferns.
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8.3 Reciprocal maps and the scheme QV
In this section we discuss an alternative compactification of ΩV , denoted by QV , which
is the primary focus of the same paper [16] in which Pink and Schieder introduce BV .
Let V˚ := V r {0}. Recall that we defined SV to be the symmetric algebra of V over Fq.
Let KV be the quotient field of SV , and let RV be the Fq-subalgebra of KV generated
by all elements of the form 1
v
with v ∈ V˚ . We view RV as a graded ring, where each 1v
is homogeneous of degree −1. Define
QV := Proj(RV ).
The natural inclusion RV ↪→ RSV induces an open immersion ΩV ↪→ QV .
Let S be a scheme and let L be an invertible sheaf on S.
Definition 8.4. We say a map ρ : V˚ → L(S) is reciprocal if
1. ρ(αv) = α−1ρ(v) for all v ∈ V˚ and α ∈ F×q , and
2. ρ(v)·ρ(v′) = ρ(v+v′)·(ρ(v)+ρ(v′)) in L⊗2(S) for all v, v′ ∈ V˚ such that v+v′ ∈ V˚ .
Definition 8.5. Let i : V ′ ↪→ V denote the natural inclusion of a non-zero subspace V ′
of V . Given a reciprocal map ρ′ : V˚ ′ → Γ(S,L), one defines the extension by zero of ρ′
to be the reciprocal map
i∗ρ′ : V˚ → Γ(S,L), v 7→
{
ρ′(v) if v ∈ V ′,
0 otherwise.
In [16], the scheme QV is given a modular interpretation in terms of reciprocal maps.
For this, we observe that the natural map ρV : V˚ → RV,−1 ∼= Γ(QV ,OQV (1)) given by
v 7→ 1
v
is reciprocal and fiberwise non-zero.
Theorem 8.6 ([16], Theorem 7.10, Proposition 7.11). The scheme QV with the universal
family (OQV (1), ρV ) represents the functor which associates to a scheme S over Fq the
set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, ρ) consisting of an invertible sheaf L on S and
a fiberwise non-zero reciprocal map ρ : V˚ → Γ(S,L). The open subscheme ΩV ⊂ QV
represents the subfunctor of fiberwise injective reciprocal maps.
Pink and Schieder construct a natural morphism
piQ : BV → QV , (8.3)
which is compatible with the natural inclusions ΩV ↪→ BV and ΩV ↪→ QV . This is done
as follows (see [16, Theorem 10.17] for details): Let E• ∈ BV (S). One considers the
commutative diagram of invertible sheaves (V ′ ⊗OS)/EV ′ for all 0 6= V ′ ⊂ V, with the
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natural homomorphisms (V ′′ ⊗ OS)/EV ′′ → (V ′ ⊗ OS)/EV ′ for each 0 6= V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V.
Dualizing, one obtains a direct system (which is not filtered) and defines
L := lim−→
06=V ′⊂V
(
(V ′ ⊗OS)/EV ′
)−1
. (8.4)
One can show that L is an invertible sheaf on S. To define a reciprocal map ρ : V˚ →
L(S), we associate to each v ∈ V˚ the OS-linear homomorphism `v : (Fq ⊗ OS)/EFqv →
OS, v ⊗ a 7→ a. Then `v ∈
(
(Fqv ⊗OS)/EFqv
)−1
, and we define ρ(v) to be the image of
`v in L under the natural homomorphism from (Fqv⊗OS)/EFqv to the direct limit. The
association E• 7→ (L, ρ) is functorial and induces the map (8.3).
Locally, the invertible sheaf L has a simpler description:
Lemma 8.7 ([16], Section 10). Let E• ∈ UF(S) for some flag F = {V0, . . . , Vm} of V .
Then L = ((V1 ⊗OS)/EV1)−1.
Using Lemma 8.7 and unraveling all of the definitions, we obtain the following:
Lemma 8.8. The restriction piQ|ΩV corresponds to the functor sending the isomorphism
class of a pair (M, λ) ∈ ΩV (S) consisting of an invertible sheaf M over a scheme S
and a fiberwise injective linear map λ : V → Γ(S,M) to the isomorphism class of the
pair (M−1, λ−1) ∈ QV (S), where λ−1 is the fiberwise invertible reciprocal map defined
by the formula λ−1(v) = λ(v)−1 for all v ∈ V˚ .
The existence of (8.3) suggests that one can construct a line bundle and reciprocal
map directly from a given V -fern, and we now describe how this is done. The construc-
tion is analogous to that of the line bundle and fiberwise non-zero linear map associated
to a V -fern from subsection 4.2. Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a V -fern over a scheme S. Let C0
denote the contraction to the 0-component (Section 1.3) and let Lˆ := C0 r λ0(S). The
marking λ0 : Vˆ → C0(S) induces a map
ρ : V˚ → Lˆ(S).
Proposition 8.9. There is natural structure of line bundle on Lˆ such that
(a) the zero section of Lˆ is λ0(∞), and
(b) the induced map ρ : V˚ → Lˆ(S), where Lˆ denotes the sheaf of sections of Lˆ, is a
reciprocal map.
Proof. We use the notation (−)0 to denote the contraction of a V -fern to the 0-component.
Observe first that the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 shows that the
construction of Lˆ is compatible with base change. Thus, by pullback of line bundle
structure along the morphism fC : S → BV corresponding to C, it suffices to prove
the proposition for the universal V -fern CV . Let LˆV := (CV )0 r {λ0V (BV )}. Fix a
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flag F = {V0, . . . , Vm} and let LˆF be the pullback of LˆV along the open immersion
UF ↪→ BV . We will first endow LˆF with a line bundle structure satisfying the properties
in the statement of the proposition. We then show that these glue to the desired line
bundle structure on LˆV .
For any v ∈ V1 r {0}, the 0- and v- and ∞-sections of (CF)0 are disjoint, so (CF)0 is
a trivial P1-bundle over UF . Choose any isomorphism
ηF : (CF)0 ∼→ P1UF
sending the 0-section to (0 : 1) and the∞-section to (1 : 0), and consider the restriction
ηF : LˆF
∼→ A1UF ⊂ P1UF
mapping to the standard affine chart around (1 : 0). Furthermore, let LF be the inverse
image under ηF of the standard affine chart around (0 : 1) so that (CF)0 = LF ∪ LˆF .
We endow LF and LˆF with the line bundle structures induced by pulling back the
trivial line bundle structure on A1UF via ηF . Consider the map
ρF : V˚ → LˆF(UF).
In order to show that ρF is a reciprocal map, it suffices by the reducedness of UF to
show that
ρs : V˚ → Lˆs := LˆF ×UF Spec k(s)
is reciprocal for each s ∈ UF . Fix s ∈ UF . There is a unique flag Fs ⊂ F such that
s ∈ ΩFs . Let i > 1 be minimal such that Vi ∈ Fs. In a Zariski open neighborhood
U ⊂ UF of s, the contraction to the 0-component (CF)0 is equal to the Vi-fern (CF)i
obtained by contracting with respect to Vˆi. We also have LF |U = Li|U , where Li is the
line bundle associated to (CF)i as in Subsection 4.2. By Proposition 4.5, the marking
λi : Vi → LF |U(U) is a fiberwise invertible Fq-linear map. By construction, the composite
of ρF with the restriction LˆF(UF) → LˆF(U) is precisely the extension by zero of the
reciprocal map from V˚i to LˆF(U) defined by v 7→ 1λi(v) . It follows that ρs is reciprocal,
as desired.
It remains to show that the line bundle structures on each LˆF glue to a line bundle
structure on LˆV . This follows from the fact that the isomorphisms ηF used to define
the (trivial) line bundle structure on LˆF extend to isomorphisms ηF : (CF)0 ∼→ P1UF so
that for two flags F and G, the automorphism ηG ◦ η−1F : A1UF∩G
∼→ A1UF∩G extends to an
automorphism of P1UF∩G and is hence linear.
As a corollary of the above proof, we obtain the following:
Corollary 8.10. Let (C, λ, ϕ) be a smooth V -fern over S. Let (L, λ) be the line bundle
and fiberwise invertible linear map from V to L(S) associated to C as in Section 4.2
and let (Lˆ, ρ) be as in Proposition 8.9. Then (Lˆ, ρ) ∼= (L−1, λ−1). In addition, we have
piQ|ΩV = pˆiQ|ΩV .
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Proof. The latter statement follows from Lemma 8.8.
The association (C, λ, ϕ) 7→ (Lˆ, ρ) determines a morphism
pˆiQ : BV → QV (8.5)
Proposition 8.11. The morphisms (8.3) and (8.5) are equal.
Proof. Since ΩV ⊂ BV is dense and BV is reduced and separated, it suffices to show
that piQ|ΩV = pˆiQ|ΩV , which is Corollary 8.10.
Remark. Using the fact that the corresponding diagram in [16, Theorem 10.17] com-
mutes, we deduce that the morphisms corresponding to line bundle constructions in-
volving V -ferns of Propositions 4.4 and 8.9 fit into the following commutative diagram:
PV BVoo // QV
ΩV
P0
aa
. 
==
?
OO
.
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